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li ni u

Sch Ting Anh 10 (chng trnh nng cao) c bin son theo chng

trnh Ting Anh nng cao Trung hc ph thng ca B Gio dc v o to, tip

theo cc sch Ting Anh 6, 7, 8 v 9. Chng trnh Ting Anh Trung hc ph

thng, cng ging nh chng trnh Ting Anh Trung hc c s, c xy dng theo

ch im (thematic); ngha l cc ch im giao tip c ly lm c s  la chn

ni dung ng liu v cc hot ng hc tp trong lp.

Sch Ting Anh 10 nng cao gm 16 bi hc (unit) v 4 bi n tp

(consolidation ). Cc bi hc th hin nhng ch im: School Talks ; People's

Backgrounds ; Daily Activities ; Special Education ; Technology ; School Outdoor

Activities ; The Media ; Life in the Community ; Undersea World ; Conservation ;

National Parks ; Music ; Theater and Movies ; The World Cup ; The Pacific Rim ;

Historical Places.

Mi bi hc (unit) gm:

+ Ta (th hin ch im theo chng trnh)

+ Reading cung cp thng tin qua mt hay nhiu vn bn (text) nhm

gip hc sinh luyn cc k nng c nh c lt, c ly thng tin nhanh,

c  nhn ra cch dn , tu theo yu cu ca mi bi hc. Phn ny

cng gip cung cp v m rng vn t v nng cao trnh  ng php ca

hc sinh.

Mc Before You Read  u phn Reading l phn thng tin gi m

kin thc nn c lin quan n ch im  chun b chuyn sang bi

hc. Phn ny c th l cc hot ng ghp tranh/ hnh vi thng tin, tr

li mt s cu hi lin quan n kinh nghim v kin thc ca hc sinh gn

vi ch im, v.v.

+ Listening gm cc bi tp luyn nghe hiu (listening comprehension)

c ni dung th hin ch im bi hc. Phn ny yu cu hc sinh nghe

mt on hi thoi (dialogue) hay mt vn bn hon chnh hoc cha hon

chnh, sau   hc sinh t kim tra mc  hiu qua nhiu hnh thc nh:

nh du (check) vo  cho sn, lit k (list), in chi tit  nghe vo ch

trng (complete), tr li (answer) cu hi cho sn, v.v.
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+ Speaking gm cc hot ng luyn ni theo cc chc nng ngn ng

v theo ch im bi hc. Phn ny c trnh by qua nhiu hnh thc

nh tho lun nhm (group discussion), thc tp theo nhm i (pair

work), trnh by quan im c nhn (individual presentation), m t

(description), v.v. theo cc thng tin gi  hoc hng dn.

+ Writing gm cc bi tp pht trin k nng vit ca hc sinh. Nhiu hnh

thc vit c a vo nh: vit mt on tm tt (summary), vit th yu

cu (letter of request), vit th gii thiu (letter of recommendation), v.v.

+ Language Focus thng k v trnh by cc vn  lin quan n t

(Word Study) v ng php (Grammar) trong bi hc v mt s bi tp 

minh ho.

Mi bi n tp (Consolidation) gm:

+ Listening Comprehension gip hc sinh nghe hiu, n li cc ni dung

 hc trong cc bi hc. Dng trc nghim khch quan c s dng

nhm gip hc sinh lm quen vi hnh thc kim tra ny.

+ Vocabulary gm cc cu trc nghim khch quan, gip hc sinh n li t

ng v cc vn  lin quan n t ng  hc.

+ Grammar and Structure gm cc cu trc nghim khch quan, gip

hc sinh n li cc ni dung ng php v cu trc  hc trong cc bi hc.

+ Reading dng  kim tra kh nng c hiu vn bn ca hc sinh qua

mt s k nng c.

+ Writing kim tra kh nng vit ca hc sinh.

Cui sch c Ph lc cc k hiu phin m v Bng t ng mi

dng trong sch.

Tp th cc tc gi mong rng sch Ting Anh 10 (chng trnh nng cao)

s gip cho cc em hc sinh vui hc v thc hnh ting Anh c kt qu. Chng ti

rt mong nhn c s gp  ca cc thy c gio v cc em hc sinh.

cc tc gi
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UNIT FUNCTION READING LISTENING

1
School Talks

Talking about

school activities

Expressing

opinions

Team learning: true

and false; mapping

and fi l l ing facts;

questions and

answers

Listening to school

activities: checking

true - false;

answering questions

2

People s

Backgrounds

Talking about

peoples

backgrounds

Discussing

famous peoples

contributions to

society

Details about

three peoples

backgrounds: gap

fi l l ing; questions

and answers

Listening to a

scientists

background:

pointing out

mistakes; fi l l ing

blanks; answering

multiple-choice

questions

3
Daily

Activities

Talking about

daily activities

A workers typical

day: scanning for

details; completing

table; questions

and answers;

matching

Listening to the

interview of a

famous person:

checking and fi l l ing

blanks

4

Special

Education

Talking about

some types of

special

education

Talking about

school l ife in

special

education

Life of a famous

disabled person:

rearranging facts;

multiple choice;

questions and

answers

Listening to a school

for the disabled: gap

fi l l ing; checking true

and false
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SPEAKING WRITING LANGUAGE FOCUS

Talking about l ikes and

disl ikes

Writing a narrative Words of the same

family

Gerund/ To + base form

of verb

Talking about peoples

backgrounds: making

questions and answers

Writing a summary Compound adjectives

Wh-questions

Talking about dai ly

activities: interviewing

and reporting

Writing a letter of

complaint

Nouns functioning as

adjectives

Revision of the present

simple, present

progressive, present

perfect, and past simple

Giving opinions on

problems of disabled

children

Fil l ing a registration form Adjectives used as

nouns

Revision of the past

simple and the past

perfect
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UNIT FUNCTION READING LISTENING

5

Technology

Talking about

new technology

in daily l ife and

uses of modern

inventions

Reading and

interpreting facts

about l ife in the

future: multiple

choice; questions

and answers

Listening to the

operations of a

technical device:

matching pictures

with information;

rearranging pictures

6

School Outdoor

Activities

Talking about

school outdoor

activities

Reading about

camping:

checking true

and false; finding

word meanings

Listening to

preparations for an

outdoor activity:

numbering pictures;

checking facts

7

The Mass

Media

Talking about

different types of

mass media

Talking about

advantages and

disadvantages of

mass media

Reading news

headlines:

matching

paragraphs with

subheadings;

scanning for

details; fi l l ing

blanks

Listening to a TV

talk show: checking

facts

8

Life in the

Community

Talking about

changes of l ife in

the community

Talking about

plans

Giving directions

Reading about

markets:

matching

subheadings with

paragraphs;

scanning;

multiple choice;

checking for

details

Listening for

specific sounds

Listening to

changes in a town:

checking detai ls,

giving short

answers
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SPEAKING WRITING LANGUAGE FOCUS

Giving opinions Giving instructions

Prefixes

The present perfect

passive

Used to + base form of

verb

Expressing agreement

and disagreement

Writing a confirmation

letter

Words that go together

Will vs. be going to

The present progressive

vs. be going to

Expressing l ikes and

disl ikes about mass

media

Writing about advantages

and disadvantages of the

mass media

Learning associated

words together

Reporting agreements,

apologies, promises,

suggestions, etc.

Giving opinions about

plans
Giving directions

Prepositions of

directions

Conditional sentences:

type 1

Because of, in spite of /

despite
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UNIT FUNCTION READING LISTENING

9

Undersea

World

Talking about some

types of sea

creatures and

undersea l ife

Talking about how

to protect sea

creatures

Reading about

dolphins: checking

true and false;

finding word

meanings

Listening to the

song about a

whale

10

Conservation

Talking about

national parks and

nature conservation

Talking about

advantages and

disadvantages of

national parks

Discussing

advantages and

disadvantages of

ecotourism

Talking about how to

protect sea creatures,

national parks, and

the environment in

general

Reading about

national parks in

Viet Nam:

matching

subheadings with

paragraphs;

questions and

answers

Listening for

specific stress

patterns

Listening and

gap fi l l ing

11

National Parks

Talking about

national parks

Reading about two

national parks in the

US and in Australia:

filling a table;

reading graphs to

answer questions;

gap filling

Listening for

specific

information

about a national

park: checking

boxes;

questions and

answers

12

Music

Talking about

different types of

music

Talking about

history of music

Talking about the

roles of music in

society

Reading about

types and history

of music: scanning

for details to

answer questions;

gap fi l l ing

Listening to

songs: gap

fi l l ing
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SPEAKING WRITING LANGUAGE FOCUS

Asking for and giving

reasons or

explanations

Writing invitations

Formation of compound

adjectives

Restrictive relative

clauses with who, that,

or which

Non-restrictive relative

clauses with which

Making suggestions

about nature

conservation

Writing a letter of

acceptance or refusal

Word forms

The modal auxi l iary

should

Conditional sentences:

type I I and type I I I

Asking for permission

and giving reasons for

refusal

Interpreting and

describing graphs: gap

fi l l ing; giving answers

based on graphs; writing

graph interpretation;

predicting statistics

Word forms

Reduced relative clauses

The passive voice with

different verb forms /

modals

Expressing attitudes

toward types of music:

positive / neutral /

negative attitudes

Writing a brief profi le

Prefix non-

Information questions

It was not until . . . that
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UNIT FUNCTION READING LISTENING

13

Theater and

Movies

Expressing

attitudes and

preferences

Giving the profi le of

a famous actor /

actress

Reading about the

causes of the

appeal of the

theater: scanning

for details; gap

fi l l ing; multiple

choice

Listening for

specific

information

about the

American

motion picture:

years; multiple

choice;

checking true

and false

14

The

World Cup

Talking about

popular sports in

school

Talking about

soccer

Talking about the

World Cup

Reading about the

World Cup:

scanning for

detai ls; checking

true and false;

table fi l l ing; gap

fi l l ing

Listening for

gist about

different sports:

matching

information with

pictures

15

The

Pacific Rim

Giving information

about some

English-speaking

cities

Interpreting

statistics

Reading about the

diversity and future

of the Pacific Rim:

matching pictures

with paragraphs;

scanning for details;

table filling, word

meanings;

questions and

answers

Listening for

gist about a

number of

countries:

names of

countries

Listening for

specific

information

16

Historical

Places

Talking about

historical places

Reading about an

ancient city of

Japan: skimming;

matching sub-

headings with

paragraphs;

scanning for

detai ls: word

meanings;

questions and

answers

Listening to a

tour guide for

specific

information:

multiple choice;

questions and

answers
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SPEAKING WRITING LANGUAGE FOCUS

Expressing

preferences: cartoons,

love movies, action

movies

Writing about a movie:

Rain Man

Adjectives of attitudes

Articles a, an, the

Describing popular

sports: soccer

Writing the announcement

of a sports event

Words in soccer

To + base form of verb

expressing purposes;

To + base form of verb

as modifier

Talking about statistics

related to big cities:

Mexico City, Toronto,

Sydney, Tokyo

Writing a postcard

Countries, national ities,

and languages

Making comparisons

Giving explanations of

an event

Describing information

from a table: writing about

a city based on given

facts

Adjectives ending in

-al, -ical

Use of the with

geographical names

Sentences with although

/ even though
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READING

Before You Read

The following pictures show two ways of learning. Work in pairs to

answer the questions.

a

b

Which way of learning do you prefer? Give reasons.



Reading Text

Read the text and do the tasks that follow.

TEAM LEARNING

A. Research has shown that

students, especially those in

high school and university, can

learn as much, or more, from

classmates as they do from

instructors and textbooks. When

students work effectively in a

supportive group, experience

can be a very powerful way to

improve achievement and

satisfaction with learning

experience. The list below

describes important activities

that a learning team can work

together.

Sharing Class Notes

Get together with other students

immediately after class to share and

compare notes. One of your

teammates may have understood

something you missed or vice versa.

Doing Research

Studies show that many students

are unfamiliar with doing

research, particularly using the

library. Forming research teams is

an effective way to prepare for

class presentation of school social

studies such as history,

geography, literature, and

economics. Working in groups,

you could locate and share

information to improve your own

work.

Reviewing Test Results

After receiving test results,

members of a learning team can

review their individual tests

together to identify their

mistakes, and to find out any

model answers that earned

good grades. You can use this

information to improve your

performance on later tests or

assignments.

B. Not all learning teams, however,

are equally successful.

Sometimes teamwork is

ineffective because people do

not know how to form a good

team. The following suggestions

are strategies for maximizing

the performance of teamwork.

Seeking Right Teammates

In forming teams, look for

classmates who are attentive,

active in class, and cooperative

while working in groups.

Forming Teams with Both

Genders

Membership should include both

boy and girl students of different

personalities. Such diversity will

bring different life experience

and different styles of thinking

and learning strategies to your

1 5

Unit 1 . School Talks
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a) The following statements can be true (T), false (F), or not mentioned in the

text (NI). Check ( ) the appropriate boxes. Then correct the false statements.

b) Answer the following questions.

1 .  Why is it essential to share notes right after class?

2.  How does a small group help?

3.  What makes a team successful? Why are some teams more

successful than others?

4.  Have you taken part in team learning? What do you often do in your

team and how often?

T F NI

1 .  One of the main purposes of the text is to encourage

students to study in groups.

2.  According to the text,  a team that includes both boy

and girl students will probably be more effective

than one with only boy/girl students.

3.  Team learning helps you save time doing your

homework.

4.  Its a good idea to form teams of people who have

different interests.

5.  A team of ten people is better than a team of five.

team.  However,  choose only

friends or teammates  with

shared interests and lifestyles.

Keeping Your Group Size

Small

A small group allows for more

face-to-face interaction and it is

also much easier for you to get

together outside of class.

In short,  teamwork is one of the

most valued activities in schools

and todays work world.

(Adapted  from Select Readings 

by Linda Lee and  Erik Gundersen)
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Unit 1 .  School Talks

c) Summary Mapping. Read the text again.  Then complete the map below.

LISTENING

a) Complete the sentences with the words and phrases in the box.
ded village school

overslept strict hits

1 .  Our teacher always sticks to rules.  He is very ______________.

2.  Yesterday I missed the school bus because I ______________.

3.  My father never ______________ me with a stick.

4.  Jack used to live in the country and go to a _______________.

5.  He doesnt write with his right hand.  He is _______________.

6.  I always feel nervous when my teachers ask me to ______________ my

lessons in front of the class.

recite left-handed village school

overslept strict hits

2. ________________________

Doing research

Seeking right teammates

1 ._________________Team learning

Effects

4. ________________________

Activities

3. ________________________

5. ________________________

6. ________________________

Improving learning

achievement
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b) Mr.  Ba is talking to his grandson, Nam, about his school days.  Listen to

their conversation and check ( ) if the statements are true (T) or false (F).

c)  Listen to the conversation again and give short answers to the questions.

1 .  How old was Mr.  Ba when he started school?

2.  Why was he terrified on his first school days?

Because ______________________________________________________________________________

3.  How did he go to school in town?

4.  Why was he punished by his teachers?

Because ______________________________________________________________________________

5.  How was he punished?

He _____________________________________________________________________________________

SPEAKING

Talking about Likes and Dislikes

a) Discuss in groups.

 What is an ideal teammate / friend like?

 Give two qualities each should have and two qualities each should not have.

T F

1 .  Mr.  Ba started school in 1936.

2.  He studied in a bigger school when he was twelve.

3.  He is left-handed.

4.  His teachers allowed him to write with his left hand.

5.  He had to do a lot of homework.

Should Shouldnt

An ideal teammate  ____________________________

 ____________________________

 ___________________________

 ___________________________

An ideal friend  ____________________________  ___________________________

 ____________________________  ___________________________
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Unit 1 .  School Talks

b) In pairs,  tell your partner about the people or the school subjects you

like / dislike working with.  The information in part a)  may help you.

c) Write five sentences about things you like doing most after class.

WRITING

Writing a Narrative

A narrative is  an account of events.  It is usually written in the past tense.

Events in a narrative often follow time order.

a) Work in pairs to rearrange the following (parts of) sentences about 

Mr.  Bas childhood memories when he was at school 30 years ago.

1 .  One morning he overslept.

2.  he had to walk to school every day.

What kind of people do

you l ike working with?
I l ike working with people who have

something in common with me.

And what else?

Me too.

Well, I' d prefer someone who has

a good sense of humor.

Useful  Expressions

Likes Dislikes

I like 

I'd prefer 

It would be fun to 

I really like 

I don't like 

I don't want 
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3.  Mr.  Ba used to live in a village and his house was very far 

from school.

4.  When he was a fifth grader,

5.  After that,  he was never late for school again.

6.  He hurriedly went to school,

7.  Being very tired,  Mr.  Ba forgot his lesson.

8.  but he was 15  minutes late.

9.   As a result,  the teacher asked him to write 100 times the sentences:

I must not be late for school. and I must know my lessons well.

10.  Unfortunately,  the teacher asked him to recite the history lesson.

b) Write a story about your school activities.

 Who was involved? (e.g.  your teachers,  your classmates,  )

 How many people got involved in the story?

 Where / when did it happen? (in class or in the schoolyard)

 Why did the story take place?

 What did people do?

 What happened first and next?

 Your impression of the event

LANGUAGE FOCUS

Word Study 

Pick out two words that do not go with the word TEAM.  

job

interest effort

share TEAM   sports

spirit game

work
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Unit 1 .  School Talks

Grammar

Gerund / To + Base Form of Verb 

1. Verbs that can be followed by gerunds: love,  enjoy,  mind,  cant

stand,  etc.

Examples

 I enjoy swimming.

 Would you mind explaining that again?

2. Verbs that can be followed by to + base form of verb:  want,

decide,  fail,  pretend,  prove,  etc.

Examples

 She wants to become a doctor.

 Tom decided to leave early.

3. Verbs that can be followed by object + to + base form of verb:

ask,  allow,  persuade,  tell,  etc.

Examples

 The teacher asked Ba to give a report on a book.

 Thanhs parents allowed her to go out with her friends.

a) Put the verbs into the correct form.

1 .  I was very tired.  I tried _____________ my eyes open but I couldnt.  (keep)

2.  She told him ___________________ the door.  (lock)

3.  My father allowed me _______________ his camera.  (use)

4.  I want ______________ the truth.  (know)

5.  When I'm tired,  I enjoy ______________ television.  It's relaxing.  (watch)

6.  It was a nice day,  so we decided ______________ for a picnic.  (go)

7.  I'm not in a hurry.  I don't mind _______________.  (wait)

8.  We were hungry,  so I suggested _________________ dinner early.  (have)
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b) Write a second sentence so that its meaning is similar to the first.  Use

the verb in parentheses.  The first one has been done for you.

1 . I wish I hadn't sold my motorbike.  (regret)

I regret selling my motorbike.                                                    

2.  Students were eager to see their new teacher.  (wait)

3.  By chance I saw your sister yesterday.  (happen)

4.  Would you like to go for a walk? (fancy)

5.  I usually arrive at school five minutes early.  (tend)

6.  Peter hates getting up early in winter.  (stand)

7.  My group continued to seek information for our class presentation.

(carry)

8.  My visit to Ha Long Bay will always stay in my memory.  (forget)



READING

Before You Read

Work in pairs and match the names of people in column A with

relevant information in column B.

AB _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

23

People s BackgroundsPeople s Backgrounds22

A B

1 . Nguyen Huu Canh

2. Louis Pasteur

3. Yuri Gagarin

4. Ernest Hemingway

5. Charles Dickens

6. Walt Disney

7. Nelson Mandela

8. Alexandre Yersin

a. wrote The Old Man and the Sea.

b. was the creator of Mickey Mouse.

c. discovered Da Lat.

d. was the founding father of Sai Gon.

e. was the first black president of SouthAfrica.

f. was the first man in space.

g. developed the vaccine

for preventing rabies.

h. wrote David Copperfield.



Reading Text

Read the text and do the tasks that follow.

Who Is Who?

24

Louis Pasteur is a

w o r l d - f a m o u s

French chemist. He

invented the process

of pasteurization

and developed

vaccines for several

diseases including

rabies. By the time

of his death in 1895,

he had become a

national hero and

had been honored in

many ways. He was

given a state funeral

at the Cathedral of

Notre Dame in

Paris. There are

Pasteur institutes in

some cities in Viet

Nam where people

can come to receive

different kinds of

vaccinations.

Ton That Tung was a

pioneer in liver surgery.

He was also the father of

a new technique named

after him for operating on

the liver. Ton That Tung

method enables a liver

operation to be completed

in four to eight minutes

instead of three to six

hours as before.

Nelson Mandela, an

antiapartheid activist,

helped form the Youth

League of the African

National Congress (ANC),

which led peaceful mass

protests against apartheid.

He also addressed the
Conference of the
Pan-African Freedom
Movement of East
and Central Africa,
and this was warmly
received by senior
political leaders in
several countries . In
1964, he was arrested
and sentenced to life
imprisonment but was
released in 1990. Three
years later he shared the
Nobel Peace Prize with
F.W. de Klerk. Their
combined efforts ended
apartheid and brought
about a peaceful
transition to nonracial
democracy in South
Africa. In 1994,
Mandela became the
first black president of
South Africa. Five
years later, he retired
from the presidency at
the age of 81 .



a) Work in pairs to complete the table below.

b) Answer the following questions.

1 . What did Louis Pasteur do to save peoples lives?

2. Dr. Ton That Tung brought about a great change in liver operation.

What is this change?

3. How long was Nelson Mandela imprisoned?

4. Why were Nelson Mandela and F. W. de Klerk awarded the Nobel

Peace Prize?

c) Work in groups to discuss the contribution of a hero/heroine or a

famous person in Viet Nam.

LISTENING

a) Look at the pictures. Ask and answer the following questions in groups.

1 . What cities do you think are shown in the pictures?

2. Who discovered the city in picture a?

3. Who founded the Pasteur Institute in Nha Trang?

25

Unit 2. Peoples Backgrounds

People Achievements

Louis Pasteur Inventing the process of pasteurization

(1 ) ______________________________________________

(2) ______________________________________________

(3) _________________ Being a pioneer in liver surgery in Viet Nam

Creating a new technique for operating on the liver

Nelson Mandela Forming The Youth League of ANC to fight

against apartheid

(4) _______________________________________________

(5) _______________________________________________

Becoming the first black president of South Africa
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b) Listen to part A of the talk about Alexandre Yersin. The following

statements can be true (T) or false (F). Check ( ) the appropriate

boxes.  Then correct the false statements.  

c)  What happened to Yersin in the following years?

1888:  joined Dr.  Louis Pasteurs team

1891 :  ________________________________________

1863:  ________________________________________

1882:  ________________________________________

T F

1 .  Alexandre Yersin was born in France.

2.  He graduated from a medical school in Paris.

3.  His home is in Da Lat.

4.  He built the Pasteur Institute in Da Lat.

5.  He discovered Da Lat in the 18th century.

a

b



d) Listen to part B of the talk and circle the correct answers.

1 .  What animal did he raise to use in his research? 

A.  Rats.  C.  Cats.

B.  Rabbits.  D.  Horses.

2.  What tree did he introduce to Viet Nam?

A.  The coffee tree.      C.  The mango tree.

B.  The rubber tree.     D.  The tea tree.

3.  In what kind of plantations can quinine be found?

A.  Tea plantations.  C.  Cinchona plantations.

B.  Coffee plantations.  D.  None are correct.

4.  What did people in Nha Trang think about him?

A.  He was friendly.  C.  He was polite.

B.  He was humane.  D.  He was selfish.

5.  How old was he when he died?

A.  68. C.  78.

B.  58. D.  80.

e) In groups,  talk about Yersins contributions to Viet Nam.

SPEAKING

Talking about People s Backgrounds

a) Make questions about Louis Pasteur.

Louis  Pasteur

(1 822   1 895 )

 Was born  in  France

 Became a world-famous French chemist and  

biologist

 Developed  vaccines for several  d iseases

 Received  a doctorate in  1 847

 Founded an  institution  for the treatment of

rabies in  1 888 

 Was given  a state funeral  at the Cathedral  of Notre Dame
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Examples

What did Louis Pasteur invent?

What was he famous for?

b) Ask and answer about your favorite persons background.  Use the

following suggested questions.

Where was she/ he born?

What school did she/ he go to?

What degree did she/ he get?

What is  her/ his job?

What could she/ he do in her/ his job?

Do you admire her/ him? Why? 

WRITING

Writing a Summary of a Biography 

A summary is a brief statement of the main points of a passage.  Writing a

summary will help you understand the text better.

Elizabeth Blackwell

Elizabeth Blackwell was born in England in 1821  and emigrated to New York

City when she was 10 years old.  One day she decided that she wanted to

become a doctor.  That was nearly impossible for a woman in the middle of

the nineteenth century.  After sending many applications to medical schools,

she was finally accepted by a doctor in Philadelphia.  So determined was she

to achieve her ambition that she taught at schools and gave music lessons to

earn money for her tuition.

In 1849, after graduation from medical school,  she decided to further her

education in Paris.  She wanted to be a surgeon but a serious eye infection

forced her to abandon the idea.  Upon returning to the United States,  she

found it difficult to start her own practice because she was a woman.  By

1857, Elizabeth and her sister,  also a doctor,  along with another female

doctor,  managed to open a new hospital for women and children, the first

of its kind in the United States.  Besides being the first female physician in

the United States who established her own hospital,  she was also the

founder of the first medical school for women.
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a) Read paragraph 1  and answer the following questions.

1 .  Where and when was Elizabeth Blackwell born?

2.  At what age did she emigrate to New York City?

3.  What did she want to become?

4.  Was it easy or difficult for her to realize her dream in the 19th

century?

b) Look at the sample summary made from the answers to the questions

in part a).  In groups,  discuss and make questions on the main ideas of

paragraph 2.  Then write a summary of it.

Sample Summary of Paragraph 1

Elizabeth Blackwell was born in England in 1 821  and emigrated to

New York City at the age of ten.  She wanted to become a doctor but

it was difficult for her to realize her dream in the 19th century.

LANGUAGE FOCUS

Word Study

Compound Adjectives 

Noun + Adjective Compound Adjective

a) Match the nouns in column A with the adjectives in column B to form

compound adjectives.  Write them in column C.  Number 3  has been done

for you.

A B C

1 .  man

2.  duty

3.  world

4.  frost

5.  environment

a.  famous

b.  made

c.  free

d.  friendly

e.  free

1 .  ________________________

2.  ________________________

3.  world-famous      

4. ________________________

5.  ________________________
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b) Complete the following sentences with the compound adjectives in part a).

1 .  ____________________ structures should respect nature.

2.  A(n) ____________________ fridge uses a lot of energy.

3.  Shakespeare is a(n) ____________________ playwright.

4.  You can find a(n) ____________________ shop at the airport.

5.  Its time for manufacturers to think of ____________________ products.

Grammar

Wh-Questions

Examples

Who is your school librarian?

What happened last night?

What did she buy at a store yesterday?

Where did she buy some food yesterday?

When did she buy some food?

a) Write Wh-questions for the underlined words or phrases.

1 .  Ha Long Bay is one of the most beautiful sights in Viet Nam.

2.  This street is  10 km long.

__________________________________________________________________________________________

3.  He hurriedly answered the phone.

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Question Word To Ask about

Who

What

Where

When

Which

Why

Whose

How

people

people,  animals,  facts,  events

places

time

choices

reasons

possession

manner,  quality
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4.  They canceled their trip because of bad weather.

5.  His new car is red.

b) Write Wh-questions for the following answers.  The first one has been done

for you.

1 . A:  Would you give me a toothbrush, please? 

B:  What color would you like?

A:  Yellow.

2.  A:  ______________________________________________________ ? (your sister)    

B:  Twenty.

3.  A:  ______________________________________________________ ? (your school)

B:  Ten minutes  walk.  

4.  A:  ______________________________________________________ ? (answer the phone)

B:  Hurriedly.

5. A:  ______________________________________________________ ? (your boss)

B:  Very friendly.

c) What would you say in the following situations? The first one has been

done for you.

1 .  You are talking to a girl at a party.  Ask her about her study.

What school do you go to?                                                                  

2.  You want to know when you hand in your assignment.  Ask your

friend.

3.  Your friend is having a party.  Youd like to know who he has invited.
Ask him.

4.  Youve forgotten when the English course finishes.  Ask your friend.

5.  Your mother went shopping.  You want to know the amount of beef
she bought.  Ask her.  
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READING

Before You Read

a b

c d

Work in groups to talk about the routines of one of the people in the

pictures  what he / she usually does every day.
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Activities

Morning Getting up at 5:15

Noon

Afternoon

Yamada is working for Kawada

Company and his job is installing

pipes in cars. Every morning, he

gets up at 5: 1 5 and has a big

breakfast with eggs, vegetable soup,

rice, and green tea. At 5:55, he

leaves his two-room apartment to

walk to the commuter train station

while his children are still sleeping.

He gets on the train at 6:30 and gets

off seventy minutes later at Hyogo

Station, a few blocks from his

factory. Yamada hurriedly walks to

the factory to have his card punched

five minutes before the bell rings.

Like other workers in the factory,

Yamada begins his work at 8:00

with a set of five-minute exercise.

At noon, while workers are at work,

the bell announces lunch. They

stream into the lunchrooms and

have lunch with rice, fish,

vegetables, and hot tea. Not much of

the noon hour is spent for eating. At

12:20, workers play games such as

chess. Yamada sometimes plays

badminton or joins a group of

workers for talking. He rarely takes

a nap after lunch.

Work resumes at 1 :00 p.m. with

another set of exercise. Yamadas

day ends at 5:00 p.m., but sometimes

he has an hour or two of overtime.

For his labor, Yamada earns $1 ,500

each month and twice a year he

receives bonuses. He can count on

overtime pay  nearly $400 in a

typical month  to add to that.

Yamada is not a college graduate, so

there is little chance of promotion.

However, he likes his job and the

feeling of job security that the

company gives to all employees.

Reading Text

Read the text and do the tasks that follow.

A Workers Typical Day

a) Work in pairs to complete the chart below.
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b) Answer the following questions.

1 . How long does it take Yamada to travel to his factory?

2. How much is his annual net income?

3. Do workers in the text make full use of their time? Give examples to

support your answer.

c) Match the words in column A with their definitions in column B.

d) College education is not important to Yamada because the company

gives him job security. Do you agree with his opinion? Why or

why not?

LISTENING

a) Which of the following activities and health habits should a beauty

queen acquire or do? Discuss with your partner.

1 . Playing sports

2. Eating cakes and candy

3. Eating fruit and vegetables

4. Drinking wine or beer

5. Drinking tea or coffee

6. Smoking

A B

1 . commuter

2. stream

3. resume

4. bonus

5. promotion

6. count on

7. install

a. rely on

b. the act of being raised to a higher rank

c. fix equipment in position for use

d. a person who travels into a city to work each day

e. payment added to what is usual

f. move in large numbers, one after another

g. continue



b) Karen is a reporter of Womens Weekly. She is interviewing Lisa,

Miss Venezuela, about how Lisa stays in shape. Listen and check ( )

the things she does.

c) Listen again and write in the blanks how often she does the activities.

d) Work in groups and tell your partners what you often do and eat to

keep fit.
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1 . Going to the gym

2.  Going to a health club

3.  Jogging

4.  Riding a bicycle

5.  Eating fish

6.  Eating fruit

7.  Eating vegetables

8.  Smoking

9.  Drinking wine

10.  Drinking beer

1 .  Going to the gym once a week                            

2.  Going to a health club ___________________________________________

3.  Jogging ___________________________________________

4.  Riding a bicycle ___________________________________________

5.  Eating fish ___________________________________________

6.  Eating fruit ___________________________________________

7.  Eating vegetables ___________________________________________

8.  Smoking ___________________________________________

9.  Drinking wine ___________________________________________

10.  Drinking beer ___________________________________________
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SPEAKING

Talking About Daily Activities

a) Mai is a secretary of a trading company.  Work in pairs to complete the

conversation between her and a journalist.  Practice the dialogue with

your partner.

Journalist:  Hi, Mai.  May I ask you some questions about your job?

Mai: Yes, of course.

Journalist: What time do you arrive at your office?

Mai: At (1 )_______________, because I always begin my work at eight

oclock.

Journalist: (2)__________________________________________________________________________

Mai: Im very busy in the morning.  First of all,  I open the mail

and answer customers  letters.

Journalist: And then?

Mai: Well,  I (3)________________________________________________________________

(4)_________________________________________.  I have lunch at noon.

Journalist: (5)___________________________________________________________________________

Mai: In the afternoon, I continue my work at 1 :00 p.m.

Journalist: (6)___________________________________________________________________________

Mai: Yes.  I (7)_____________________ and (8)_____________________.

Sometimes I have to work overtime.

Journalist: Youre a busy girl.  (9)_______________________________________________

Mai: Although I have to do the same things every day,  I still like

my job because Im working with a good staff.

Journalist: Thank you, Mai.  I wish you would get promotion soon.

b) You are a TV reporter.  Interview your partner,  a businessman or a

singer,  and then report his / her routine to your class.  

c) Write 5 sentences about what you often do on weekends.



WRITING

Writing a Letter of Complaint

a) Andrew ordered an English Grammar book from ABC Publisher,  but he

got the book in poor condition.  Here is his letter of complaint.  Read the

letter and answer the questions below.

1 .  What does Andrew complain about?

2.  What does he suggest the publisher do?

b) Your class took a tour of Ha Long last month but the tour was very

poorly run.  Write a letter to the travel agency to complain about the

tour (the hotel,  the meals,  the tour guide).
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Useful  Expressions

Id like to point out

Youd better 

I am writing to complain about



I hope that 

Dear 

We're students of 

We'd like to point out a few things

about the tour of Ha Long on July

15.  First,  the transportation is

good, but 

I hope that 

Dear Mr.  Jackson

Order No.  1468

I am writing with reference to the above order which I
received yesterday.  The book was in poor condition - 16
pages missing - 49 to 64.

I have tried to contact you by phone, but could not get
any reply.  I hope that you will send me another copy as
soon as possible because I really need it.  Thank you.

Yours sincerely

Andrew
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Word Study

Compound Adjectives

Examples

He is living in a two-room apartment.

(He is living in an apartment with two rooms.)

Yamada begins his work with a set of five-minute exercise.

(He does exercise in five minutes.)

Fill in the blanks with compound adjectives + nouns as in the examples.

1 .  My parents saw a play in three acts last night.

My parents saw a     ______________________________ last night.

2.  Peter bought a tool set containing 15  pieces.

Peter bought a ______________________________________.

3.  Margie has a bookcase with five shelves.

Margie has a ________________________________________.

4.  These shoes cost twenty dollars.

These are _____________________________________________.

5.  Daisy wrote a report which was ten pages long.

Daisy wrote a ________________________________________.

Grammar

Revision of the Present Simple, Present Progressive, 

Present Perfect, and Past Simple

a) The Present Simple vs.  the Present Progressive

Use the correct form of the verb in parentheses to fill in each blank.

1 .  A: I _________________ (think) of buying a new computer.  

B: But computers ________________ (cost)  so much.  Whats wrong with

the one weve got? 

A: It _________________ (be) out of date now.  



2.  A: Your new coat _________________ (look) nice.  

B: Thank you.  The  problem is  it  _____________ (not,  fit)  properly.

I  ____________ (not,  know) why I bought it,  really.  

3.  A: What _____________ you _________________ (do)?

B: I __________________ (look) for information about Charles Dickens.

4.  A: I _____________ (think) this road is really dangerous.  Look how fast

that truck ______________ (go).

B: I _______________ (agree).  People shouldnt drive so fast.

5.  A: I ____________ (like) music.  And this is a great show, isn t it?

_____________ you ____________ (enjoy) it?

B: Yes, I am.  I ______________ (love) every minute of it.

6.  A: I always _______________ (fall)  asleep.  I just cant keep awake.

B: What time _______________ you ________________ (go) to bed?

A: About ten oclock usually.  But it ___________ (not,  make) any

difference.

7.  A: Could you mail the parcel to me, please?

B: Yes, certainly.

A: I __________ (stay) at my friends house at the moment as I ___________

(look) for an apartment.  So could you send it to my work address?

B: Yes, of course.  And you ll get the parcel by the end of the week.

I _____________ (promise).

8.  A: Why ______________ you _______________ (want) to change the whole plan?

B: Im just not happy with it.

A: And I ________________ (not,  understand) why you _____________ (be) so

demanding about it.  
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b) What would you say in these situations? Use the word time and the

present perfect.  The first one has been done for you.

1 .  You are in Ha Noi for the first time in your life.

This is the first time Ive been in Ha Noi.

2.  The printer doesnt work.  This has happened once before.

3.  You are staying in a hotel where you once stayed before.

4.  You have missed the bus.  Youve done the same thing about four

times before.

5.  You have lost your money.  It has happened twice before.

6.  You are giving a 15-minute talk in English.  You have never done the

same thing before.

c) The Present Perfect vs.  the Past Simple

Use the correct form of the verb in parentheses to fill in each blank.

A: (1 ) ____________ you ____________ (hear) the news about Andrew?

B: No.  What (2)______________ (happen)?

A: He (3)  _________________ (have) an accident when he was walking down

the stairs,  he (4)  _____________ (fall)  and (5)  _______________ (break) his leg.

B: Oh, how awful!  When it (6)  ______________ (happen)?

A: Yesterday morning.  His sister (7) ____________________ (tell)  me about it

last night.

B: Last night!  You (8)  _______________ (know) about it last night and why

(9) _______________ you ______________ (not,  tell)  me?



A: Well,  I (10) ___________ you last night and I (11 )  ____________ you today,

until now.  (not,  see)

B: I hope hes all right.  He (12) _______________ (have) lots of accidents,  you

know.  A motorbike (13) ____________ (hit)  him and he (14) _____________

(be) seriously injured three years ago.  
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READING

Before You Read

a) Schools for disabled children are called special schools. Name some

special schools you know.

Example

Nguyen Dinh Chieu Special School for the Blind

b)

1 . These two persons

are using their fingers

to read. Guess their

disability.

2. The people in the picture are using

their hands to express what they

mean. Guess their disability.

3. These dots represent the

alphabet of a language for

the blind. What is the

name of the language?

a b c d e f g h i j

k

u

l

v

m

w

n

x

o

y

p

z

q r s t



c) Quiz 

1 .  What do you call the people who cannot see? _______________________

2.  What do you call the people who cannot hear? _______________________

3.  What do you call the people who cannot speak? _______________________

Reading Text

Read the text and do the tasks that follow.

Helen Keller 

(1 880  1 968)

At the age of six,  the half-wild,  deaf,  and blind Helen Keller was taken

by her parents to see Dr.  Alexander Graham Bell to find some way of

helping her.  As a result of the visit,  she met her first and lasting teacher

Anne Mansfield Sullivan a year later,  on March 3,  1 887.  It was 

Ms.  Sullivan, a dedicated and loving teacher,  who helped Helen break

through her world of silence.  

Darkness began to melt from her mind from the day Ms.  Sullivan was

steadily pumping cool water into one of Helens hands while repeatedly

tapping out an alphabet code of five letters in the other  first slowly then

rapidly.  The scene was repeated again and again as young Helen

painstakingly struggled.  Suddenly the signals  crossed Helen s
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consciousness with a meaning. She knew that w-a-t-e-r meant

something cool flowing over her hand. By nightfall, Helen had learned

30 words. She proved so gifted that she soon learned the fingertip

alphabet and shortly afterward to write. In six short months, she knew

625 words.

By the age of 10, Helen had mastered

Braille as well as the manual alphabet and

even learned to use the typewriter. By the

time she was 16, Helen could speak well

enough to go to preparatory school and to

college. In 1904 she graduated cum laude

from Radcliffe College. Her beloved and

patient teacher stayed with her through

those years, interpreting lectures and class

discussion to her. Helen Keller, the poor

little girl of twenty years before, became

one of historys remarkable women. She

dedicated her life to improving the

conditions of the blind and the deaf-blind around the world, lecturing in

more than 25 countries on all major continents. Wherever she appeared,

she brought new courage to millions of blind people.

a) Put the following events ofHelen Kellers life into chronological order.

The first one has been done for you.

 She met Dr.  Alexander Graham Bell.

 She graduated from Radcliffe College.

 She gave lectures and traveled to many countries.

 She learned Braille.

 She became blind and deaf.

 She was born in 1880.

 She met Anne Sullivan.

1
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b) Which of the following ideas is not mentioned in the first and second

paragraphs?

A.  At six,  Helen Keller could not see,  hear,  or speak.

B.  Her parents took her to an expert to help her.

C.  Water was the first word she learned.

D.  She learned more than 600 words in six months.

c) Answer the following questions.

1 .  What happened to Helen at the age of six?

2.  How old was she when she first met Anne Sullivan?

3.  What kind of language had Helen Keller learned before Braille?

4.  What does the phrase cum laude in the third paragraph mean?

5.  What was the role of Anne Sullivan during Helens years at college?

d) Work in groups to discuss:

1 .  Helen Kellers disabilities and her efforts to overcome them

2.  The significance of Helen Kellers success

LISTENING

a) There are 50 states in the USA.  Work with a partner to locate the states

of New York and Alabama on the following map.

the UNITED STATES OF AMERICA
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b) Listen to the first part of the recording about a special school in the

United States and fill in the blanks.

1 .  Name of school _________________________________________

2.  Students  disabilities _________________________________________

3.  Year of foundation _________________________________________

4.  Year the school name changed _________________________________________

c) Listen to the second part of the recording.  The following statements can

be true (T) or false (F).  Check ( )  the appropriate boxes.  Then correct

the false statements.

d) Listen to the whole recording again.  In groups,  discuss and prepare an

oral report of each part in front of the class.

SPEAKING

Giving Opinions on the Problems of Disabled Children

a) A and B are talking about Bs friend, a visually impaired girl.  Read the

dialogue and fill in the blanks with necessary words/phrases from the table.

A:  Whats wrong with your friend in the picture?  

B:  Well,  she has (1 )  _______________ things.  She 

has to use a (2)  _______________ to go around.  

A:  Does she go to school?

B:  Oh, yes.  She attends a special school in her

locality.

A: How can she study if she cannot 

(3) ________________?

B:  Well,  she learns (4)_________________.

T F

1 . The institutes name is Alabama Institute for the

Deaf and Blind.

2. It was founded in 1898.

3. It does not have regional centers.

4. Disabled children and adults aged 3   21  can

adjust to a new way of life through special

programs particularly developed for them.
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b) Work in pairs to talk about a mute and deaf student in the same way as

the dialogue above.

c)  In groups,  discuss the problems of the deaf and the mute in their daily

life and how they overcome them.  

WRITING 

Filling a Registration Form 

Prompts

The blind

difficulty seeing 

walking stick

Braille,  a pattern of raised dots that are felt with

fingers to help the blind read

The mute 

and deaf

difficulty hearing and speaking

hearing aids

Sign language and gestures are used to communicate

instead of spoken language
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a) Tran Linh and Linda,  a clerk at the registration office of the

International School of English,  are talking on the phone.  Read the

dialogue and fill in the form.

Linda: Good morning.  International School of English.  What can I

do for you, sir? 

Tran Linh: Good morning.  Well,  I would like to register for an English

course.  Can you give me some information concerning such

courses at your school?

Linda: Certainly,  sir.  There are many courses such as General

English,  Intensive English,  International Business English,

TOEFL,  IELTS,  and TOEIC.  Which course are you

interested in?

Tran Linh: Im sorry.  Would you say the names of the courses again.. .

slowly,  please?

Linda: Sure.  General English,  Intensive English,  International

Business English,  TOEFL, IELTS, and TOEIC.  Which

course are you interested in,  sir?

Tran Linh: Thank you.  Id like to take the TOEFL.  How can I register

for this course,  please?

Linda: Could you come and get the registration form at the office?

Or you can give us your contact address so that we can send

it to you.   

Tran Linh: Thats very kind of you.  Would you send the registration

form to my address  555,  Nguyen Chi Thanh, Da Nang.

My telephone number is 05-8356111 .

Linda: Would you say your address again,  sir? 

. . .  Thank you for calling.  Have a good day, sir.
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INTERNATIONAL SCHOOL OF ENGLISH

REGISTRATION FORM

Personal  Details 

  Family Name:       .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

  First Name(s):     .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

  Date of Birth:    .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

  Home Address:    .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

  Home Country:    .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

  Telephone:             .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .
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  Sex:  M    F 

  Occupation:     .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

  Passport Number:  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .

Course Details

 Check ( )  the course you are interested in.   

 GENERAL ENGLISH

 INTENSIVE ENGLISH

 INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS ENGLISH 

 ACADEMIC ENGLISH COURSE (SCHOOL)

 TOEFL

 IELTS

 TOEIC

.   .   .   .

Signature

b) Read the text and complete the questionnaire with information about

Nguyen Thi.

Nguyen Thi goes to Le Quy Don High School.  She is 16 years old and

her birthday is October 21st.  There are many evening classes at a school

near her home.  People can learn a variety of courses,  such as music,

cooking, home economics,  foreign languages,  and basic computer

programs.  Nguyen Thi enrolls in an English class at the school because

she needs to improve her English.  She plans to get a scholarship to study

in an English-speaking country.   On the first day of her English class,

Nguyen Thi has to fill out a questionnaire handed out by her English

instructor.
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PHU DONG LANGUAGE CENTER

Name:  ______________________________________________________________________

Date of birth:  ______________________________________________________________

Why do you  take this course? ___________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

How long have you  learned  Engl ish? ___________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

Which language(s)  do you  speak? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

LANGUAGE FOCUS

Word Study

Adjectives Used as Nouns

a) Write N in the blanks if the word blind is a noun,  and A if it is an

adjective.

1 .  There are many blind children around the

world. _________________________

2.  In special schools for the blind,  educational

programs have been developed to help them

learn how to adjust to a new way of life.
_________________________

3.  Blind students learn how to read or write in

Braille. _________________________

4.  New technology can even help the blind

break through their dark world. _________________________



b)  Select the proper word to complete each sentence.  

Grammar

Revision of the Past Simple and the Past Perfect 

Example   

Helen knew that w-a-t-e-r meant something cool flowing over

her hand.  By nightfall,  she had learned 30 words.  

a) Put the verbs in parentheses into the correct form.

A: What kind of language Helen Keller (1 )____________ before Braille?

(learn) 

B: It (2)_____________ a kind of sign language.  Do you remember the way

Ann Sullivan (3)_____________ the alphabet in Helens hand to teach her

the word water? (be,  tap out)  
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1 .  __________ have a lot of experience of life and

can deal with most situations.  

2.  He gets tired of eating the same __________

things for breakfast.  

old

the old

3.  In my opinion, miniskirts are strictly for

_____________.

4.  The bird flew back to the nest to feed her

____________.

young

the young

5.  He was ________ enough to face strong criticism.

6.  ______________ have no fear.
brave

the brave

7.  My uncle is a ________________ war veteran.

8. ___________ in my neighborhood are well

cared for by the authorities.

disabled

the disabled

9.  He was found __________ of a heart attack.

10.  The title of the movie is  ________________ Have

Returned.

dead

the dead
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A: Oh, yeah.  And by nightfall Helen (4)______________ 30 words.  (learn)

B: Exactly.  She (5)______________ so gifted that she (6)_____________ learn 625

words within six months.  (be,  can) 

A: So . . .  when she (7)______________ Braille? (learn)

B: When she (8)_______________ ten . . .  as I remember.  (be) 

b)  Read part of the letter that Mai wrote to Lee,  her pen pal in Korea,  and

fill in the blanks with the correct form of the verbs in the box.  One verb

can be used twice.

be have plan take visit

arrive inform show tell

Dear Lee

Yesterday we (1)______________ a special school near my
neighborhood.  We (2)_______________ the school principal a
week before, so he (3)_____________ a special program for our
visit.  When we (4)___________ at the school gate, a teacher was
there to greet us and (5)___________ us to the principal soffice.
After a briefing, the principal (6)_______ us around the school
building,  and finally,  to the auditorium where an
interesting show was waiting for us.  We (7)___________ a
pleasant surprise and were very touched when hearing and
seeing blind students sing and dance.  They (8)___________ so
good at singing and dancing.  The principal (9)__________ us
that these students (10)__________ at the school for only six
months, yet they are very competent.  They have been
learning various subjects such as Braille, mathematics,
writing,  physical education,  arts,  handicrafts,  and
walking courses.  
.  .  .  .  

Mai



c) Complete the sentences,  using the verbs in the past simple or the 

past perfect.

1 .  When I was young _________________________________________________________

2.  Helen Keller was a gifted and patient woman _____________________

3.  The guest speaker gave a talk ___________________________________________

4.  He had been at this special school before ___________________________

5.  After he had finished middle school in his town, _________________ 
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LISTENING COMPREHENSION

a) Listen to the talk about an institute for special education and answer

the questions.

1 . When was the school founded?

2. How old are the students of this school?

3. Are there any weekly boarders in this school?

b) You will hear short conversations between two people. After each

conversation, you will hear a question about it. After you hear the

question, read the four possible answers and check ( ) the best one.

1 .  A.  The computer room is very crowded.

B.  Computer science has been applied to many fields.

C.  Too many people are studying computer science today.

D.  Computer science is developing very quickly.

2.  A.  She did her homework.

B.  She played computer games.

C.  She did her housework.

D.  She bought computer games.

3.  A.  The computer needs to be replaced.

B.  The woman should check the plug.

C.  The woman should use the printer at work.

D.  The woman doesnt know how to use the printer.

4.  A.  Deaf-mute kids are very skillful.

B.  He did not believe what the woman said.

C.  Deaf-mute kids cant do embroidery.

D.  Deaf-mute kids cant make anything.

Consolidation 1Consolidation 1

Units 1 4-Units 1 4-



5. A.  Be a teacher.

B.  Study business.

C.  Work part-time.

D.  Own a big store.

VOCABULARY 

a) Write the proper form of each word in parentheses in the following exchanges.

Example

A:Does your grandmother help you with the housework?

B:Yes.  She is very supportive to me during my parents  absence.

(support)

1 . A: Could Ann enter a university last September?

B: No, she couldnt.  She studied very hard last year,  but she

couldnt gain _____________ to any university.  (admit)

2. A: My younger brother cant express himself very well in writing.

B: I think young boys and girls have to learn to write _________.  (effect)

3.  A: Dr.  Brown was _____________ with an award for his excellent work in

the medical profession.  (honor)

B: I think he deserves the honor.  

4.  A: Dick performed very well in the speaking contest,  and he was

_______________ first prize.  (award)

B: Really? Im glad to hear that.

5. My brother has just graduated from university.  He wants a job with

good chances of ___________________. (promote)

6. A: Is this a new kind of medicine to cure headaches? 

B: Yes.  It has been used ______________ recently.  (routine)

7.  A: Yesterday the citys authorities laid the ____________ stone of a new

university in our city.  (found)

B: Thats great!
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8. A:  What school does your younger brother go to?

B: He goes to a school for _________________ children.  Hes a very

intelligent boy.  (gift)

9. A:  What should I write in these blanks?

B: Write your name, age,  and _________________ .  (occupy)

10.  A: How much is the ________________ fee for this course,  miss? (register)

B:  US$ 80.

b) Choose the word or phrase that best completes each sentence or exchange.

11 . A: What do you think about teamwork?

B: Well,  teamwork helps students ____________________ good results in

their schoolwork.

A.  achieve B.  perform

C.  perfect D.  receive 

12. A: Lan, Minh, and Hanh often work together in a team.

B: Im not surprised.  I know the three of them have the same

____________________.

A.  interaction B.  achievement 

C.  learning strategy D.  interest

13. A: I can see that youre not very good at history and literature.

B: Youre right.  I like ____________________ sciences,  such as physics and

biology, better.

A.  social B.  natural

C.  physical D.  modern

14.   A: What is the process of _____________________? 

B: Well,  it involves the heating of a liquid, usually milk,  in order to

kill harmful bacteria.

A.  research B.  pasteurization

C.  completion D.  elimination 

15. A: Is your ____________________ against rabies up-to-date? 

B: Yes.  I got it two weeks ago.
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A.  protection B.  cure

C.  treatment D.  vaccination

16. A: Does that company give your father an annual _________________?

B: Yes.  About four hundred dollars.

A.  promotion B.  fund

C.  addition D.  bonus

17. A: Does Mr.  Tan travel to Ho Chi Minh City to work every day?

B: Yes.  He takes a ________________ bus.

A.  transportation B.  commuter

C.  passenger D.  daily 

18.  A: Are there schools for people with _________________?

B: Yes.  These people can attend institutions that help them lead a

normal life.

A.  disabilities B.  poor performance

C.  poor health D.  slow learning 

19. My father formed some ______________ friendships when he was in high

school.

A.  long B.  lasting

C.  long time D.  hard

20.  Whenever my father travels by plane,  he buys some _________________

goods at the airport.

A.  free of charge B.  tax-free

C.  duty-free D.  free of duty

GRAMMAR AND STRUCTURE

a) Put the verbs in parentheses into the past simple,  present perfect,  or

past perfect.

1 .  A: You ever _____________ (hear) of Nelson Mandela?

B: Yes.  He ______________ (become) the first black president of South

Africa in 1994.
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2.  A: Do you know who __________ (invent)  the process of pasteurization?

B: Yes.  The inventor _______________ (be) Louis Pasteur.  Also, he _____________

(develop) vaccines for several diseases including rabies.

3.  A: When Pasteur ____________ (appoint)  Professor of Chemistry?

B: After he ____________ (receive) a doctor of science degree in 1847.

4.  A: When the Curies ____________ (announce) their discovery of the two

new elements:  radium and polonium?

B: In 1898.  They finally ____________ (obtain) radium from a rock called

pitchblende.

5.  A: Who ____________ (help) Helen Keller break through her world of

silence?

B: It ____________ (be) Ms.  Sullivan, a dedicated and loving teacher.

6.  A: At what age Helen Keller _____________ (master)  Braille as well as the

manual alphabet?

B: By the age of 10.

7.  What programs _______________ (develop) in special schools to help blind

students read?

8.  A: Hi!  I _______________ (not see) you for ages.

B: Um. It must be about two months since we last ____________ (meet).

9.  A: Where you _____________ (go) during your last vacation?

B: I ____________ (go) to Hue.  You ever ______________ (be) there before?

10.  A: I have been to Ha Noi three times.

B: Really? This is the first time I ___________________ (come) to Ha Noi.

Its all new to me.

b) Put the verbs in parentheses into the correct form (-ing form or to +

base form).

11 . A: Phew!  Im very tired of my heavy work load.

B: You should stop __________________ (work) so hard;  or else,  you ll get

sick soon.
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12.  A: What do you usually do in your free time? 

B: I enjoy _____________________ (read) novels.

13. A: I work out at the gym every day,  trying ______________ (keep) fit.

B: I wish I could do some physical exercise as you do.

14.  A: Which outdoor activities do you like best? 

B: I like ___________________ (dance and sing) around the campfire.

15. A: How about __________________ (play) tennis?

B: Im not interested in this kind of sport because I cant afford

____________________ (buy) expensive tennis rackets.

16. A: Theres a good movie on at the Rex.

B: You know, Im not keen on __________ (go) to the movies nowadays.

17. A: Remember _________________ (come) to the party tomorrow.

B: Yes, I will.

18.  A: Yesterday I forgot _______________ (lock) the door when I went out.

B: Really? Did anyone break into your house and steal anything?

A: Luckily,  no one broke in.

19.  A: My parents plan ______________ (take) a trip to Da Lat this summer

vacation.

B: Are you going with them?

20.  A: Do you consider _______________ (buy) life insurance?

B: Yes.  Im going to buy one next month.

READING

Read the text and do the tasks that follow.

A Special  Education  Teacher

I am an ordinary teacher like many others,  but my students are those

with severe learning difficulties  some have speech or hearing

impairments,  while some others have mental problems.  There are 15
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children in my class,  aged between 10 and 12.  The teaching team

consists of me and two assistants.

Just like any child,  my students are good at one thing and poor at

another.  If you ask for a yellow block, and they ll give you a yellow

block, then you can be moved to tears.  It seems a very simple task to a

5-year-old kid,  but it is really a huge achievement for my children.

Looking after each other,  being able to use the phone, and being able to

buy a loaf of bread  these can only be done after you have been working

with them for years.

Every day,  I work with my lovely students.  We have some specialized

equipment such as audiotapes and videotapes to assist their learning.

There are always better facilities to wish for,  such as a computer with

special educational software programs.  Our school is  not rich,  but many

others have got less than what we have,  so I cant complain.  I believe

good teachers can do a great deal with very little.

Like many other special education teachers,  I am constantly under stress

due to heavy work loads.  Some of my colleagues gave up and found

other jobs,  but I wont.  I enjoy working with students with disabilities 

nothing can compete with the joy I have when my children can perform

a difficult task.

a) The following statements can be true (T) or false (F).  Check ( )  the

appropriate boxes.  Then correct the false statements.

T F

1 .  The writers students can do simple tasks easily.

2.  At this special school,  students learn basic skills for

survival.

3.  This school has a lot of specialized facilities,  including a

computer.

4.  A special education teacher has to work very hard.

5.  Many special education teachers are under stress.

6.  The writer will find another job although he likes his

work.
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b) Answer the following questions.

1 .  What are some examples of specialized equipment to help the

children learn better?

2.  What is  the huge achievement of this teachers students?

3.  What does many others (paragraph 1 )  refer to?

4.  What does many others (paragraph 3) refer to?

WRITING

Work with a partner. Write a summary based on the text below. Be

sure to include the important facts contained in the text.

A Man  Loving  Books

A young man hurried into his town library.  He went up to one of the old

librarians and said to her eagerly,  Do you remember that you persuaded

me to borrow a book about Greek history a week ago?

Yes,  thats right, answered the librarian.

Do you remember the title of the book? the young man asked.  The

librarian felt very proud because she was always trying to get young

people to take out books on Greek history,  and she rarely found one who

was willing to accept her suggestions.

Yes, she answered.  Do you want to take it out again? Did you think

that it was so interesting?

No, of course not, said the young man, but when I was taking it home,

I met a girl on the bus,  and I wrote her telephone number in the book.

I want to telephone her,  so please may I look at the book again?
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READING

Before You Read

a) Match the objects with their names.

TechnologyTechnology55

1 . a CT scanner

2. a microwave oven

3. an air conditioner

4. a computer

5. a washing machine

6. a blood pressure monitor

7. a digital audio player

8. a vacuum cleaner

9. a blender

10. a digital camera

a

b

c

d

e

f

g

h

j

i



b) Work with a partner to answer the following questions.

1 . In what ways do the devices above help people? Write the names of

these modern devices next to their uses.

a. For entertainment _______________________________________

b. For storing data and images _______________________________________

c. For recording data and images _______________________________________

d. For cleaning and washing _______________________________________

e. For preparing and cooking food _______________________________________

f. For medical diagnosis _______________________________________

g. For keeping the air cool _______________________________________

2. Do you think peoples lives can be enjoyable and comfortable

without modern equipment?

Reading Text

Read the text and do the tasks that follow.
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Now is the year 2040. My names

Ben and Im working for ABC

Computer. I have to work only

three days a week, and I spend

the rest of my time doing

whatever I like. My grandparents

always say they were not as lucky

as I am  they used to work six

days a week!

A typical day of mine starts at 7.

As soon as I wake up, Rosa  my

maid robot  is ready with a

multifunctional machine which is

then placed over my head. Within

3 minutes, the machine brushes

my teeth, cleans my face, and

combs my hair. After that, Rosa

helps me get dressed and tells me

that it is time for breakfast.

Bob  my cook robot  is waiting

for me in the kitchen with a tester

fixed to a scale. I stand on the

scale and put my hand on the

tester. Instantly, all values of my

blood pressure, cholesterol, and

weight appear on the LCD screen

of the machine. Bob prints out the

results on a slip of paper and

inserts it into a slot on top of the

smart refrigerator nearby. Pretty

soon, a long beep sound is heard

after all my health values have

been checked, and my breakfast

comes out of an opening on the

left side of the fridge. My meals

have always been prepared in this

way  just to keep me in good

health.
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a) Choose the best title for the reading passage.

1 . Home of the Future

2. Living with Modern Technology

3. Future Technology

b) Answer the following questions.

1 . What is a multifunctional machine, as described in the passage?

2. What are Bens health values taken for?

3. What does Ben usually do when he is not working?

4. How does Bens grandfather feel about modern technology?

5. Pick out words and expressions in the text that depict Bens

grandparents life in the past.

c) Read the text again and interpret the sections after or between dashes.

Choose the appropriate implied meanings given in the box and write

them in the blanks.

Today is not my working day, so

I can do what I like. My favorite

pastime is browsing the Web. I

just need a screen and touch the

icons on it with my fingers. My

grandpa is quite envious of all the

modern technology Im enjoying.

In his time, a CPU used to be

connected to a monitor, a mouse,

and a keyboard  unbelievable!

In fact, Im not as happy as my

grandparents think. I have all the

machines around me to make my

life comfortable, but I dont have

many friends to talk to or go

shopping with. I envy my

grandparents, whose life used to

be busy but full of fun.

the writers comment or attitude

apposition to nouns; referring to the previous noun

an explanation
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1 . Paragraph 1

they used to work six days a week _________________________________

2. Paragraph 2

my maid robot _________________________________

3. Paragraph 3

my cook robot _________________________________

4. Paragraph 3

just to keep me in good health _________________________________

5. Paragraph 4

unbelievable _________________________________

d) Discuss in groups.

Do you think Bens life is enjoyable? Why or why not?

LISTENING

a) Name different parts of a digital camera, using the words and phrases

in the box.

Front Back

[3]

[4]

[1 ] [2]

[5]

[6]

power button lens mode dial

shutter button zoom button LCD screen
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b) Lisa is asking John how to use a digital camera. Listen to their

conversation and put the pictures in the order of the steps John

suggests.

c) Listen again and answer the following questions.

1 . Who gave Lisa the digital camera?

2. Whose photo do Lisa and John want to take?

3. What does John advise Lisa to do before pressing the zoom button?

4. What sound does Lisa hear when the image is recorded?

d) Work in pairs. Look at the pictures again and tell your partner how to

take photos.

Click!

Beep!
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SPEAKING

Giving Opinions

a) Nam and his friends are talking about modern equipment. Complete the

blanks with the words in the box below.

b) Work with a partner. Talk about other kinds of devices, using the

prompts below.

1 . cell phone / convenient / make phone calls / small and portable

2. cell phone / annoying / speak too loud / in public

3. digital camera / record / happy moments / friends and relatives

images

see believe would in

mind wouldn't don't believe

______________ my opinion, the

microwave oven helps reduce

housewives' cooking time.

I ___________ say that the computer

has revolutionized our life.

To my ______________, the washing

machine helps lighten women' s

hard work.

I ____________ (that) the digital

audio player is good for the

ears. People may become deaf if

they play music too loud.

As I __________ it, the blender is

a necessary appliance in the

preparation of soft food (for

babies and old people).

I ___________ say the air

conditioner is not good at all .

It makes people sick!

Nam Hoa

Tuan

Peter

Alice Nga
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4. electronic calculator / do calculations / quickly and accurately

5. washing machine / not suitable / ao dais and mens suits

c) Think of a device (e.g. refrigerator, TV set, fax machine,  ) and tell

your partner your opinion on its use.

WRITING

Giving Instructions

a) Kim borrowed a vacuum cleaner from Carol, her roommate, who was

away for a month. Carol left a note on how to use it. Put the sentences

in the correct order.

1 . Start cleaning the floor and furniture.

2. Dont forget to remove large or sharp objects from the floor to avoid

damage to the machine.

3. Make sure to unplug the unit after use.

4. My vacuum cleaner is very easy to use.

5. Plug in the unit and turn the power button on.

b) Insert the following expressions in Carols note where appropriate.

First,  Next,  Then  Finally, 
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c) Look at the following pictures and write the instructions on how to use

a food blender. Use the prompts below.

d) Write the instructions on how to use an electrical device you have at

home (or at school).

1 . place / container / base / turn /

clockwise

2. put / food / container / cover / cap

3. plug in / select low speed button /

press higher speed button

4. remove cap / add sugar or salt /

cover / cap

5. press / low speed button / mix /

ingredients

6. press stop button / unplug / turn /

container / counterclockwise /

remove



LANGUAGE FOCUS

Word Study

Prefixes

a) Match the prefixes in column A with their corresponding words in

column B.

b) Complete the following sentences with the new words you have found

in task a).

1 . ________________ shoes will make your feet painful.

2. Many schools now have __________________ rooms to help students study

foreign languages better.

3. Dont forget to _________________ the vacuum cleaner after use.

4. Turn the key clockwise to lock the door and turn the key ______________

to ________________ it.

5. Your story is _________________. Did you make it up?

6. This _______________ device can operate as a blender, juicer, and grinder.
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A B

1 . multi-

2. counter-

3. un-

a. clockwise

b. believable

c. functional

d. plug

e. lock

f. media

g. comfortable



Grammar

a) The Present Perfect Passive

Examples

My meals have always been prepared in this way.

A long beep sound is heard after all my health values have been

checked.

Make meaningful sentences from the cues, using the appropriate active or

passive verb form. The first one has been done as an example.

1 . bridge / damage / last week, and it / not repair / yet.

That bridge was damaged last week, and it hasnt been repaired yet.

2. I / not find / digital camera. It / steal.

3. old buildings / just / knock down / build / new supermarket / here.

4. washing machine / not work / yesterday / but / OK / now. It / repair.

5. An unknown actor / choose / star / a new movie.

6. new employee / always / tell / not / play games / at work, but / he /

not seem / change.

b) Used to + Base Form of Verb

Examples

They used to work six days a week.

In his time, a CPU used to be connected to a monitor, a mouse,

and a keyboard.

Did they use to wear clothes made from animal skin?

Make meaningful sentences about people around a hundred years ago,

using the cues below. The first one has been done as an example.

1 . Vietnamese men / wear / ao dais / formal occasions / one hundred

years ago

Vietnamese men used to wear ao dais on formal occasions one

hundred years ago.
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2. travel / horses

3. work very long hours / a week / but / get / low pay

4. grind rice / stone grinder / make / rice flour

5. build houses / mud and straw / because / not have / cement

6. Vietnamese women / dye / teeth / black
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READING

Before You Read

a) Look at the pictures. What do you think the people in the pictures are
doing? Where are they?

b) Read what some people say about some activities. Then match each of
them with one of the pictures.

School Outdoor ActivitiesSchool Outdoor Activities66

1 . My legs are tired now though I have a good

pair of hiking boots and a walking stick.

Unfortunately, I forgot the map. If I had it

now, we could take a shortcut back.

2. The ball attracts us all. It's most fun when you

have a soccer game with other people. If I

were not busy now, I would go and play

soccer immediately.

3. We were enjoying dancing and singing around

the campfire when it began to rain. If it hadn't

rained, we would have stayed up all night.

4. We can enjoy a lot of water games and

services there. The most thrilling game is the

slide through the pipes. We will go to that

park next week. If we start early, we will have

more time for other exciting games.

a

b

c
d
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c) Which of the activities mentioned above would you like to take part in?

Why?

Reading Text

Read the text and do the tasks that follow.

Camping is an activity in which

people live outdoors temporarily.

Campers participate in fishing,

hunting, swimming, wildlife

watching, plant study, and nature

photography. It provides physical

benefits when it involves hiking

to, from, and around a campsite,

and many people believe that

camping makes youngsters feel

more confident.

People throughout the world

enjoy hiking to wilderness

campsites. This activity is called

backpacking because it involves

carrying a backpack which

contains such essential camping

gear as a tent, a sleeping bag,

food, and clothing. Backpacking

is best suited for those who are in

good physical condition as it may

require walking several miles.

The key to any en j oyab l e

camping trip is planning. A

decision on where to camp

depends on personal preference,

but planning the trip before

leaving helps campers avoid

regrettable accidents. Many

unpleasant situations  bad

weather, possible injury, or

simply a crowded campsite  will

be less disappointing if campers

are prepared.

Camping



a) The following statements can be true (T) or false (F). Check ( ) the

appropriate boxes.  Then correct the false statements.

b) Find the words in the text with the following meanings.

c)  Discuss in groups.

What benefits does camping bring to you?
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T F

1 .  Camping helps people enjoy outdoor activities and

nature.

2.  The only purpose of camping is to have pleasure.

3.  Camping not only strengthens your health but also

makes you feel confident.

4.  One form of camping is called backpacking because it

involves hiking to wilderness campsites.  

5.  Backpacking is suited for everyone.

6.  Careful planning can help campers avoid trouble.

7.  A crowded campsite is good for all campers.

1 .  for only a limited period of time ________________________________

2.  animals,  birds,  and plants that live in

natural conditions
________________________________

3.  the activity of walking for long distances

in the countryside 
________________________________

4.  completely necessary ________________________________

5.  the equipment or clothing needed for a

particular activity 
________________________________

6.  the most important thing that helps you

achieve something
________________________________

7.  a feeling of liking something better than

something else
________________________________

8.  not as good as you hoped for or expected ________________________________
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LISTENING

a) Listen to some students getting ready for some outdoor activities.  Check ( )

what you think they are going to do.  The first one has been done for you.

1 .  play soccer       4.  go swimming 

play tennis               go on an excursion

2.  go swimming           5 .   go on a boat trip

go on a boat trip       go climbing 

3.  go for a picnic       6.   go to a theme park   

go camping          go hiking                  

b) Listen to some students talking about the things they have done.  For the

first listening,  number the pictures from 1  to 6.  The first one has been

done for you.

a.  ____________________ b.  ______________________ c.  ____________1 ___________

d.  ____________________ e.  _______________________ f.  __________________________



c) Listen again.  Write the names of the activities and check ( )  the

appropriate boxes.  The first one has been done for you.

d) Tell your partner about an outdoor activity you have recently taken part

in and how much you enjoyed it.

SPEAKING

Expressing Agreement and Disagreement

a) Work in groups.  You are planning an excursion.  Discuss where to go,

how long to stay there,  what to bring,  and what to do there.  
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Activities All  was fine. Not all  was fine. Nothing was fine.

1 .  going to the beach

2.  _________________________

3.  _________________________

4.  _________________________

5.  _________________________

6.  _________________________

Example

A: What about going to Cuc

Phuong National Park this

weekend?

B: That's a good idea!  What will

we bring with us?

C: We will need camping gear

and a lot of food.  We will

camp and go hiking for 3

days.

D: Yes, but I think 2 days is

enough.  Oh, don't forget your

raincoats in case it rains.

Useful  Expressions

Making suggestions

 What about ?

 Why dont we ?

 Shall we ?

 We could  .

Expressing  agreement

 Thats a good idea.

 Yes, lets do that.

 Great!

Expressing  disagreement

 Yes, but 

 Thats a good idea but 
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b) Discuss what five essential things to bring with you on an overnight

camping trip.  Give reasons why you think they are necessary.

Examples

I think we should bring a knife to prepare our food.

We need some matches for lighting the stove and making the

campfire.

A first-aid kit is necessary in case someone feels ill.

c) What school outdoor activities do you suggest for the coming weekend?

WRITING 

Writing a Confirmation Letter 

a) Read the following letters.  Match them with the replies for confirmation.

Dear Linh

It's about the picnic next Sat.  Don't
forget our lunches.  Come and pick me
up.  Let me know what time to start.
Is 6:30 a.m.  OK?

See you

Hoa

Hi, Lam

How about a swim this afternoon?
Can you make it 2 o'clock? Let's
meet at the school gate.

See you then

Tan

Dear all

Prof.  Wilson, visiting instructor, will be speaking on the topic
of camping and forest fires from 8:00 to 9:00 a.m.  in the
auditorium on November 5.  All tenth graders are cordially
invited.  Attendance needs to be confirmed for our
arrangements.

I hope you all will come.

Nguyen Thi Mai

Secretary of the Youth League

a b

c
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b) Rearrange the following sentences to make a reply to an invitation

letter.

1 .  Nam

2.  Dear Vinh

3.  I am sure we will have a great time.

4.  With best wishes

5.  I will certainly come.

6.  Thank you very much for inviting me to your birthday party.

7.  I am looking forward to meeting you soon.

1.   Dear Mai

Thank you very much for your invitation.  All of us will be

very happy to come.  We think the talk will be useful for our

camping trip next month.  We look forward to meeting you all

on November 5 at 8:00 a.m.

Yours

Class 10A3

2.     Hi, Tan

That sounds great!  I sure come.  Why don t you come

and pick me up? I ll be home then.  

Cheers

Lam

3.     Hi, Hoa

I won t forget to bring our lunches but can t pick you

up.  My bike is out of order.  Let s meet at school at 6:30

a.m.  We ll go by bus.

See you soon

Linh
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c) You have received a letter from your friend inviting you to go camping at

Nam Cat Tien National Park next weekend.  Write a confirmation letter.

LANGUAGE FOCUS

Word Study

Words That Go Together

a) Circle one word or phrase that does not go with the verb in each box

below.

Find more combinations with the verbs above.

sightseeing

camping              hiking

GO

soccer               swimming

games

tennis                  skiing

PLAY

cards                   the piano

the way

the bus              the match

LOSE

weight               money

a soccer game

a medal                   a competition

WIN

a race                       John



b) Complete the sentences with the verbs provided.  Make changes where

necessary.

1 .  Shall we go and _______________ soccer?

2.  We ______________ skiing in the French Alps last year.

3.  Our team _______________ a gold medal at the Olympics.

4.  I ________________ 5 pounds when I was sick.

5.  I was late for school because I __________________ the bus.

6.  Simon always _________________ John at tennis.

7.  If you dont do it soon, you are going to ____________ the opportunity.

8.  The musician _______________ time with his hands and feet.

9.  Do you like _________________ cards?

10.  He scored four of the goals but _________________ a penalty.

11 . Maybe they have just _________________ shopping.

12.  I dont think he will ___________________ the election.

Grammar 

a) Will vs. Be Going to

Examples

A: Were going to have a picnic on Saturday.  Would you like

to join us? 

B: I will go with you.  

Look at the sky.  Dont go out because its going to rain.

Your talk will be useful for our camping trip next month.

Complete the sentences using will or be going to,  as appropriate.

1 .  According to the weather forecast,  it _____________ be sunny tomorrow.

2.  A: Why did you buy this big bag?                  

B: I ______________ spend two weeks at a music camp.
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lose         beat          play        miss         go              win
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3. A: We need a big tent.

B: I __________________ bring it.  

4.  A: We ________________ go to the science museum this afternoon.  What

time will we meet?

B: I think we ________________ meet at school at 1  p.m.

5. A: What will we bring with us?

B: Camping gear and a lot of food are what we _______________ need.

b) The Present Progressive vs. Be Going to

Examples

We are visiting his village at 9:00 a.m.  next weekend.

Im going to wait at the school gate until you come.

Complete the sentences using the present progressive or be going to,  as

appropriate.

1 .  Before I go to England next year,  I _____________ (learn) some English.

2.  They ____________ (leave) for Ho Chi Minh City at 6:30 p.m.  tomorrow.

3.  I dont understand this exercise,  so I think I ______________ (see) our

English teacher this afternoon.

4.  What you _______________ (do) next when you have finished this job?

5.  We ____________ (have) a party at eight oclock tonight.  Can you come?

6.  Viet Nam _______________ (play) Thailand in todays final.

7.  I have to get up early tomorrow.  I ______________ (have) an important

English test at 7:00 a.m.

8.  Im very tired.  I ______________ (not/ work) anymore today.

c) Choose the correct answer to fill in each blank.

1 .  A: Lets go swimming this afternoon.

B: Great!  I expect it _____________ fun.

A.  will be

B.  is 

C.  is being



2.  A: Have you decided to apply for that job?

B: Yes, I did last week.  I ________________ for that job tomorrow.

A.  will apply

B.  am going to apply

C.  am to apply

3.  A: I cant do this exercise.

B: I ________________ you.

A.  help

B.  will help

C.  am going to help

4.  A: What ________________ tonight?

B: Nothing special.

A.  are you doing

B.  will you do

C.  do you do

5.  A: Could I have a word with you, please?

B: Sorry.  My train _________________ in five minutes.

A.  is going to leave

B.  leaves

C.  will leave
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READING

Before You Read

a) Name the things you see in the following pictures.

b) Read the following text and answer the questions.

Newspapers, magazines, and books are print media. Newspapers are one

of the main sources for spreading news and events throughout the world.

Radio and television deliver information and entertainment to the public.

Movies are not only for entertainment but also for educational purposes.

Multimedia computer programs help students learn about particular

topics in a variety of ways. When we use the Internet, we can give and

get information very quickly.

1 . What are some examples of print media?

2. Which daily newspaper do you like reading?

3. What are your favorite radio and television programs?

The Mass MediaThe Mass Media77
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4. What kind of movie do you like?

5. What does a computer help you do?

c) How often do you do these things?

1 . Read a newspaper. 3. Listen to the radio.

2. Watch television. 4. Use a computer.

Reading Text

a) Read the following headlines. What do you think they tell us about?

b) Match five of the headlines above with the following pieces of news.

1 . BACK IN THE AIR?

2. BACK ONSTAGE

3. BEAUTY OR CLOTHES

4. JOURNEY INTO SPACE

5. POP SUPERSTAR MAKES

GUINNESS BOOK OF

WORLD RECORDS

6. SEEK BUSINESS

OPPORTUNITIES

7. TAKE IT WITH YOU

A. __________________

Many TV fashion shows and contests have

put more emphasis on introducing the

beauty of models rather than their clothes.

However, fashion designers insist that all

models place their beauty behind.

B. __________________

Britney Spears had two entries in the

Guinness Book of World Records. She

scored in the famous record book as the

best-selling teenage artist and the fastest-

selling female artist in the world with

Oops! I Did it Again, moving a record-

breaking 1 .3 million copies in its first week.

Her fans urged her to release a live album of

her last live show.
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C. _________________

Rumors have become red-hot that Michael

Jordan is returning to basketball. The

worlds greatest basketball player walked

away from the game eighteen months ago.

Yesterday, he refused to reveal his plan to

reporters. Will he take to the air once

again?

D. ________________

A meeting discussion on

international investment took

place at the New World Hotel

yesterday. Visiting investors

discussed investment opportunities

in the economies all around Asia.

E. ________________

You are constantly on the go and you want to carry

all your documents. Instead of carrying your

laptop, just get our smart phone (167 g). Once

your documents are in the phone, you can view

them, e-mail them to others, and transfer them to

another device.

c) Match the above pieces of news with five of these themes.

1 . ECONOMY 5. TECHNOLOGY

2. EDUCATION 6. FASHION

3. MUSIC 7. ADVERTISEMENT

4. SPORTS
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d) Read the pieces of news again and answer the following questions.

1 . Why do fashion designers insist that all models place their beauty

behind?

2. How many copies of Oops! I Did it Again did Britney Spears sell

in its first week?

3. When did Michael Jordan stop playing basketball?

4. Why did investors meet at the New World Hotel yesterday?

5. What are the advantages of the smart phone?

e) Fill in the blanks with the words from the extracts.

A 1. Crazy about clothes, she buys all ______________ magazines.

2. I worked as an artists ____________ for a while when I was a student.

B 3. He ran the 100 meters in 9.91 seconds and broke the world

_________________.

4. It is a ___________________ magazine for young people between the ages

of 13 and 19.

5. Her books are extremely popular. Shes a ________________ author.

6. It is a ____________ kitten. It isn t a male as we thought.

C 7. A _____________ is going round about why the teacher left her previous

school.

8. It is ______________ news that shes divorcing her husband.

D 9. The new tax policy will attract foreign ___________________.

10. The ______________ of Southeast Asia have been growing rapidly.

E 11 . Fashion is _______________ changing but this kind of shirt never goes

out of fashion.

12. You should save the _______________ before closing your computer.
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LISTENING

a) You are going to hear part of a TV talk show. Jenny and Mike, two

American teenagers, are going to tell us what they think about TV

programs. Listen and check ( ) the TV programs mentioned in the show.

Movies Fashion 

Cartoons Music

Police shows Quiz shows

Educational programs Environment

Sports Game shows

Documentaries Comedies

Commercials News reports

b) Listen again and check ( )  the TV programs each of the guests likes.  

c) Work in groups.  Report what Jenny and Mike think about the TV programs.

SPEAKING

Likes and Dislikes about Mass Media

a) Make questions and answers about the mass media.

Work with a partner.  Use the prompts given below.

Example

A: What do you think about our TV programs?

B: Well,  I think that theyre terrific.

Jenny Mike

Movies

Police shows

Sports

Commercials

Music

Quiz shows

Game shows

News reports
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Prompts

b) Work in groups.  Ask and answer the following questions.

1 .  What kinds of mass media do you often watch, listen to,  or read?

2.  What do you like or dislike about them?

Example

I read the Tuoi Tre Newspaper every day.  Their news reports are

usually interesting.  I also like their sports pages.  But sometimes

their news is not hot.  What newspaper do you often read?

c) Report to the whole class on a movie,  a TV program, a story,  or a book

you have recently watched or read.

What do you think about

How do you feel about

Whats your opinion of

our TV programs?

the movies on TV?

our local newspapers?

our radio programs?

Well,  I think that

Id say that

In my opinion,

theyre

terrific.

pretty good.

pretty bad.

terrible.

Prompts

Mass Media

newspapers

magazines

movies 

TV programs 

radio programs 

sports programs 

news reports 

computer games

.. .

Adjectives to Describe

terrific 

fantastic

exciting 

beautiful

interesting  

good   

all right 

boring   

poor

bad
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WRITING

Advantages and Disadvantages of Mass Media

a) Read the following paragraph about the advantages of television.  List

the four advantages mentioned in the paragraph.

b) Read the following paragraph about the disadvantages of television.

Fill in each blank with one of the following words or phrases in the box.

There are some disadvantages of watching television.  (1 )_______________,

there is  too much violence in TV programs nowadays.  Therefore,  it is not

good for children.  (2)_________________,  watching television limits people

from talking to each other.  This can create problems in the family.

Watching television may discourage people from taking exercise or

playing sports.  (3)________________,  many people gain weight when they

watch too much TV.  (4)________________,  watching too much television is bad

Almost everyone likes  watching

television.  There are certainly many

advantages in watching television.

First of all,  many television programs

can be educational,  and children can

learn a lot from these programs.  In

addition,  television can help us learn

more about the world we live in and

see interesting things.  Moreover,

television is  a popular kind of

entertainment.  It helps us relax after

a day of hard work.  And finally,

television is  good for old people

living alone.  It stops people feeling

lonely.

1 .  __________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

2.  __________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

3.  __________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

4.  __________________________________

__________________________________

__________________________________

First of all  /  Firstly As a result / Therefore

In  addition / Moreover / Furthermore Finally / At last

On the whole
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for the eye.  (5)___________________,  watching television is  sometimes not

good for us if we cannot decide which programs to watch and how much

time to spend on them.

c) Write a paragraph about the advantages or disadvantages of

computers.

LANGUAGE FOCUS

Word Study 

Learning Associated Words Together

a) Put the following words into the bubble network.

print media    computer    billboard    newspaper   electronic media

b) Fill in the blanks of the following sentences with the words from the

bubble network.

1 .  A ________________ is a very large board on which posters are displayed.

2.  _____________ _____________ is advertisements that we receive through the

mail which we have not asked for.

3.  Newspapers,  magazines,  and books are _____________ ______________.

4.  Television,  radio,  and computer are _______________ _______________.

5.  Junk mail and billboards are ________________ _________________.
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Grammar 

Reporting Agreements, Apologies, 

Promises, Suggestions, etc.

Examples

All models must place their beauty behind, say fashion

designers.

Fashion designers insist that all models place their beauty

behind.

You must release a live album of your last live show, they

said to her.  

They urged her to release a live album of her previous live

show.

I cant reveal my plan to you, he said to reporters yesterday.

He refused to reveal his plan to reporters yesterday.  

a) Complete the sentences to report what someone said.

1 .  You should set up a fan club in this city.

Reporters advised that famous singer ______________________________________.

2.  Im sorry for not releasing a live album of the tour.

She apologized to her fans ____________________________________________________.

3.  Would you like to go to the musical with us tonight?

They invited me __________________________________________________________________.

4.  I cant give you the name of my latest album now. 

She refused ________________________________________________________________________.

5.  Yes.  I ll lend you that CD tomorrow.

She agreed _________________________________________________________________________.

6.  Sure.  I ll stage my live show next year.

He promised _______________________________________________________________________.

7.  Why dont we go to the movies tonight?

He suggested ______________________________________________________________________.

8.  I ll help you with the housework before the game show on TV.

She promised ______________________________________________________________________.



b) Read the following text and say what you think the speakers actually said.

Nam asked his classmates if they could recommend a good place for the

class picnic.  Mai recommended Dam Sen Park.  Nam asked everyone to

bring their lunches to the picnic,  but Lan suggested going to a restaurant.

Nam objected to the idea because he thought eating in a restaurant was

expensive.  Lan offered to pay for the meal in a restaurant,  but everyone

advised her to save money.

Example

Nam asked, Can you recommend a good place for the class

picnic?
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READING

Before You Read

Look at the pictures of some kinds of markets in Viet Nam. Match

each type of market with the appropriate picture.

Life in the CommunityLife in the Community88

1 . supermarket

2. highland market

3. floating market

4. countryside market

a

b

c

d
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Reading Text

Read the text and do the tasks that follow.

A. Amarket is a trading place, but

many markets are not only

about buying and selling.

They reflect the life of the

community. In Viet Nam, a

traditional market is a social

gathering point for people of

all ages and from all walks of

life. It is a new and exciting

experience for children, a

special taste for rural laborers,

a trading place for local

craftsmen, and a chance for

young people to meet. People

go to the market not only to

buy and sell things but also to

eat, drink, play games, and

socialize. Bargaining is part of

the fun for everyone.

B. There are different kinds of

countryside markets. Fairs

used to be held periodically.

Vendors brought local

products and necessities such

as fruit, vegetables, oil, and

salt to the fairs four or five

times a month. In the

highlands, people wear their

nicest clothes and spend all

day long at the market. They

buy things, play the flute,

dance, or sing. This is also a

time to meet, make friends, or

look for lovers. That is why

this kind of gathering is also

called love market. Some

countryside markets in the

Mekong Delta are held on

boats. Most of the goods are

sold at a floating market, and

trading may continue all day.

The most exciting time is in

early morning, when boats

arrive loaded up with

agricultural produce and

craftsmens products.

C. Nowadays, people can buy all

kinds of agricultural and

industrial products in markets

in small towns and in

supermarkets in big cities.

Will the supermarket replace

the cozy traditional market

that has been part of

Vietnamese life for centuries?

Despite the rapid development

of supermarkets in most cities,

many people believe that

traditional markets will

continue to exist as part of the

wider culture.

Markets in Viet Nam
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a) Match each heading with a corresponding paragraph. (There is an

extra heading.)

1 . Market Diversity Paragraph A

2. Todays Markets Paragraph B

3. Functions of Markets Paragraph C

4. Supermarkets

b) Choose the answer that corresponds to the meaning ofeach underlined

word or phrase.

1 . The traditional market bears the characteristics of its community.

A. a group of people of the same race

B. the society and people in it

C. a small area of a town

2. Rural laborers love their land and hate to move.

A. of those who work on the land

B. connected with a simple way of living

C. connected with the countryside

3. People from all walks of life go to the community market.

A. people from various parts of the country

B. people of different positions in society

C. people who often take a walk

4. People in mountainous areas often go to the market to socialize.

A. spend time with people in a friendly way

B. give help and advice to people

C. buy local products

5. At a countryside market, we can buy fresh local produce.

A. something made at home

B. things grown on a farm

C. things made by craftsmen
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6. Agricultural produce is brought to markets every day.

A. connected with rural areas

B. connected with the practice of farming

C. of rivers and lakes

7. We can find many floating markets in the Mekong Delta.

A. staying or moving on the river

B. moving suddenly towards a place

C. always moving around

8. The supermarket is not as cozy as the traditional market.

A. cool and fresh

B. convenient and warm

C. friendly and pleasant

c) The following statements can be true (T) or false (F). Check ( ) the

appropriate boxes.  Then correct the false statements.

d) In groups of four,  go to a market or supermarket in your neighborhood

to observe peoples activities,  take notes,  and give a report to the class.

T F

1 . Several features of a region are found in the local

market.

2. Fairs are held every day.

3. Only farm products are sold at a floating market.

4. Highlanders go to a market to have a good time

while buying things.

5. In a traditional market,  sellers  have friendly

attitudes.

6. In many cities,  supermarkets will soon replace all

traditional markets.



LISTENING 

a) What kind of market do you often go to?   

b)  Listen and write the words you hear in the appropriate columns

according to the pronunciation of their -ed ending sounds.

c) Listen to Lien and Mrs.  Brown,  Liens former English teacher,  talking

about the changes in Liens hometown.  The following statements can

be true (T) or false (F).  Check ( )  the appropriate boxes.  Then correct

the false statements.  

Liens hometown at present as compared with ten years ago

d) Listen again and give short answers to the following questions.

1 .  When did Mrs.  Brown first come to Liens hometown?

__________________________________________________________________________.

2.  Why does the town look more beautiful? 

__________________________________________________________________________.

3.  Why does Mrs.  Brown like shopping in a traditional market? 

__________________________________________________________________________.
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/t/ /d/ /Id/

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

    changed     

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

_____________

T F

1 .  The town is quieter.

2.  There is more traffic.

3.  The town is older.

4.  There are more stores.

5.  There is a small market.

6.  There is a floating market.
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4.  Where are they going next week? 

_________________________________________________________________.

5.  How does Mrs.  Brown feel about going there? 

__________________________________________________________________.

e) In pairs,  talk about the changes in your neighborhood or town.  Are the

houses and the roads better or worse than before? 

SPEAKING 

Giving Opinions about Plans

a) Some people in Minhs neighborhood are giving their opinions on the

towns plan of building a supermarket in the place of a small market.

Discuss and write down the advantages and disadvantages that the

plan may bring to the people in the town and on nearby farms.

b) In pairs or in groups of four,  use the useful expressions above to talk

about the effects of building a supermarket to replace a small

traditional market in your neighborhood.

Prompts

Useful  Expressions

I agree / disagree with you because   

Thats a good idea.  Moreover,  I feel   

You may be right.  However,  I think   

Do you think so? I dont think   

It may cause   

What will happen to   ?

Arguments for Arguments against

A clean / cool place for shopping

No bargaining

Time saving

Wide choice of products

Clean and safe products

Vendors  loss of business

Local farmers  lack of chance to

sell products

Lack of cozy atmosphere
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Example

A: Its a good idea to build a supermarket here.

B: I agree with you.  If there is a supermarket,  we will have a

nice,  cool place for shopping.  You know, the ground at the

market in my neighborhood is  always wet.  And if it rains,

it is  very muddy.

C: Well,  I think it is comfortable walking around in a cool place

while doing the shopping.

D: You all may be right.  But er, then the farmers on nearby

farms dont have a place to sell their produce

c) Tell your partner(s) whether you like shopping in a small traditional

market or in a large modern supermarket.  Give reasons for your

preference.

WRITING       

Giving Directions

During his short stay in the States with his uncle,  Minh was invited to

Jacks house in a small town.  As Minh didnt know the way around, Jack

wrote Minh a letter in which he gave directions  for Minh to get to

the place.

a) Read Jacks letter,  the map,  and the useful expressions below.  

Useful  Expressions

Turn right/ left on X Street.

Go straight ahead for two blocks,  then turn left.

Walk past the  , then look on your right/ left.  

Its opposite the   You cant miss it.

Keep walking until you reach 

Its right behind the 

Its just around the corner.
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b) Write a letter to a new friend of yours to invite him/her to your home

for the weekend.  Give him/her directions and include a map so that

he/she can get to your house easily.

104 Park Road

Rochester IL 61256

March 15, 20_

Dear Minh

It's great to have you here with us next weekend.  Since this is
the first time you come to my hometown, you may have some
difficulty finding the way to my house.  I'll give you some
directions with the map enclosed.       

After you get off the bus near Town Market, walk into
Robinson Road.  Keep walking past the market and the office
building.  When you reach Park Road, turn left and walk past
the school on your left and the mall on your right.       

My house is toward the end of Park Road, opposite a small
park.       

It'll take you about fifteen minutes to walk to my house from
the bus stop.  If you have any trouble getting to my place, call
me at this phone number: 501 21405.

Well, see you on the weekend.

Jack
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LANGUAGE FOCUS

Word Study

Prepositions of Directions

Examples

Go straight ahead and then turn right into Park Road.

My house is toward Park Road.  

Complete the exchanges below with the words or phrases from the box.

1 .  A: Excuse me.  Is there a drugstore near here?

B: Go straight ahead.  Its on the left,  ______________ to the supermarket.

2.   A: Did you go very far to find a restaurant yesterday?

B: No.  I just walked __________________ the bridge.

3.  A: Im looking for a Japanese restaurant.

B: Dont you see it?  Its right ___________________ you.

4.  A: Where can I find a hotel with a beautiful view, sir?

B: Well,  the Hoa Sen is situated high ___________________ the bay.

5.  A: How far is  the airport from here,  miss?

B: Keep straight on for two miles.  Its ________________ your right.  You

cant miss it.

6.  A: Excuse me!  Is there a post office around here?

B: Yes.  Its __________________ the street from the supermarket.

Grammar

a) Conditional Sentences:  Type 1

Example

If we have a supermarket here,  we will have a nice,  cool place for

shopping.

across in front of to as far as above next
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Work with a partner.  Complete the exchanges below using the appropriate

form of the verbs in parentheses.

1 .  A: I dont think we can catch the bus.

B: Well,  if we __________________ (hurry),  we _________________ (catch) one.

2.  A: Are you going to the new mall?

B: I _____________ (go) if I _______________ (finish) this work in the afternoon.

3.  A: Why did you quit your job?

B: I wanted to find another one.  I _________________ (have) more free time

if I __________________ (work) on a different job.

4.  A: Linda never saves her money.

B: Really?

A: You know, if she _______________________ (have) some money, she

__________________ (spend) it all on clothes.

5.  A: I dont like this neighborhood.

B: Why not?

A: The ground here is very low.  If it ___________________ (rain),  the place

_________________ (be) flooded.

b) Because of,  In Spite of / Despite

Examples

Because of the heavy rain,  the place is  flooded.

Despite/In spite of the rapid development of supermarkets,

traditional markets may continue to exist.

Work with a partner,  fill in the blanks with because of or in spite of /

despite.

1 .  We dont like to take a walk on this street ___________________ hideous

litter on the sidewalk.

2.  _________________ her poor health,  Ann works very hard for the exam.

3.  My mother didnt buy anything ________________ the big sales at the

shopping mall.

4.  There have been a lot of accidents on this road _________________ the

dangerous potholes on it.
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5.  _________________ the multilane highways,  traffic jams seldom occur in

this part of the town.

6.  _________________ his successful business,  he encourages his children to

work hard and earn their own living.

7.  Mrs.  Brown is very happy _______________ her sons success in the exam.

8.  _______________ his low income, Mr.  Ba tried to send his four children to

university.

c) Combine these pairs of sentences,  using because of or in spite of. The

first one has been done for you.

1 . I couldn't go to the park yesterday afternoon.  It rained heavily.

I couldn't go to the park yesterday afternoon because of the heavy

rain.

2. The people in our community lead a happy life.  They lack modern

conveniences.

3. There was a car crash last night.  The road was slippery.

4. The inhabitants here don't want to leave their village.  They love their

beautiful age-old tradition.

5. They're going to build a casino in this area.  The townspeople protest.

6. The children were swimming for hours.  The water was cold.
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Consolidation 2

LISTENING COMPREHENSION

a) Listen to the talk about the Internet and then complete the following

statements.

1 . More than __________________ people use the Internet.

2. They can use the Internet for transferring data, ________________,

socializing with other computer users, and sending e-mails.

3. Whenever you are using one of the on-line services such as e-mail

or the __________________, you are in cyberspace.

4. Computer users can _________________ through a network.

5. A network uses phone lines, __________________, and fiberoptic lines.

b) You will hear short conversations between two people. After each

conversation, you will hear a question about it. After you hear the

question, read the four possible answers and check ( ) the best one.

1 . A.  A journalist.

B.  A secretary.

C.  A teacher.

D.  A student.

2. A.  Swimming, fencing, hiking.

B.  Cycling,  hiking, swimming.

C.  Shooting,  swimming, cycling.

D.  Fishing, shooting,  hiking.

3. A.   She didn't know that they had changed plans.

B.   Their change in plans didn't affect her.

C.   She didn't tell them when she changed plans.

D.  She didn't know that they had changed the schedule of the plans.

Consolidation 2Consolidation 2

Units 5 8-Units 5 8-
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4. A.  The woman hasn't seen the movie.

B.  The movie was dull.

C.  The woman didn't like the movie.

D.  The woman saw the movie and found it funny.

5. A.  30.

B.  1 3.

C.  12.

D.  42.

VOCABULARY

a) Choose the word or phrase from the box that could best complete each

sentence or exchange.

1 .  A : Do you often ____________________?

B: Yes.  Looking for information on a computer is  my favorite

pastime.

2.  A: I have a terrible headache.  Can I use this medicine?

B: You should read the __________________ carefully before you use it.

3.  A: Could you show me how to ___________________ this blood pressure

monitor?

B: Well,  fit this cuff round the arm, then press this button.

4.  A: Should we bring some cooking _______________ on our backpacking

trip next week?

B: I think we should.  We'll have to cook some food on the way.

5.  A: We went hiking in the mountains last weekend.

B: I guess it was a(n) __________________ experience.

gear instructions browse the Web thrill ing

operate temporary  excursion documentary

socialize commercials



6.  Tour guide: Before you leave Ho Chi Minh City,  you'll go on a(n)

________________ to Lai Thieu to enjoy some tropical fruit.

Tourists: That would be very exciting!

7.  A: Where did your brother work last summer?

B: He had a(n) __________________ job in an advertising company.

8.  A: What do you often watch on TV? 

B: Well,  __________________ movies with interesting factual reports.  These

have always attracted me.   

9.  A: My younger brother and sister are often fascinated by colorful

_________________ on TV.

B: And children often ask their parents to buy things advertised on

TV, you know.

10.  A: People living in a big city don't ______________ with their neighbors

as much as those who live in the countryside.

B: Well,  I agree with you.  Life in a big city is rather impersonal.  

b) Choose the word or phrase that best completes each sentence or

exchange.

11 .  A: What is this device used for?

B: Well,  it is used for the ________________ of cholesterol levels in

blood.

A.  lightening B.   examination

C.   measurement D.   treatment

12.   With this microwave oven, it's  ___________________ to heat food.

A.  useful B.  warm

C.  time-consuming D.  convenient

13.  A: The fire in our neighborhood last night burned down about

twenty houses.

B: It's _________________ that the fire department was not informed in time.

A.  regrettable B.  inconvenient

C.  alarming D.  unsuited
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14.  A: How can I get to Lam's house from here?

B: Go along this street and turn right at the second junction, then

walk about 300 m.  Or,  if you want to save time, take a ______________

through this alley.

A.  shortened way B.  short road

C.  shortening street D.  shortcut

15.  A: It's  7:00 p.m.  Why don't we watch the __________________ on TV?

B: Yes.  Let's do that.  I'm very interested in world's news.

A.  newscast B.  movie

C.  commercial D.  documentary

16.  Nowadays teachers can pass on knowledge to students in more

effective ways.  In fact,  with the help of the computer,  they have a

_____________ approach to teaching.

A.  multiple-choice B.  multimedia

C.  multilingual D.  multiplication

17.  A: This restaurant is very crowded.  

B: Well,  it offers many specialties.  People from _________________ come

here to eat,  especially on holidays.

A.  a variety of groups B.  all walks of life

C.  society D.  all parts

18.  A: Do your older brothers and sisters always come to your parents'

home on New Year's Eve?

B: Yes.  And we all enjoy the ______________ atmosphere of this occasion.

A.  heated B.  cool and fresh

C.  cozy D.  convenient

19.  A: Does Mr.  Ba bring his farm ________________________ to the local market

every day?

B: No.  He comes to the market three times a week.

A.  produce B.  productivity

C.  production D.  harvest



20.  A: What do you think about people who live in rural ___________________?

B: Well,  I think most of them are friendly and hospitable.

A.  districts B.  neighborhoods

C.  regions D.  communities

GRAMMAR AND STRUCTURE

a) Write the correct form of the verbs in parentheses in the following

sentences or exchanges.

1 .  A: Are you going to Ann's birthday party this weekend?

B: I haven't been invited (not invited) yet.

2.  A: My motorcycle broke down many days ago.

B: ________________ (it / repair) yet?

3.  There used to be a small market in this place,  but it _____________ (move)

to another place last month.

4.   A: _______________ (they / use) to build their houses with mud and straw?

B: Yes, but most of the houses here are now built of brick.

5.   A: It seems that you work harder than you used to.

B: You're right.  I __________ (not use) to work long hours two years ago.

6.   A: Do you plan to go to Ha Noi by plane?

B: I __________________ (not fly).  A friend of mine will take me to Ha Noi

in his car.

7.  A: It's  hot in here.  Could you give me a glass of water?

B: I _______________ (get)  you one.

8.  A: Your parents wanted to buy a new house.  ________________ (they / buy)

one yet?

B: The house they wanted to buy ___________________ (sell).
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b) Complete the sentences to report what someone said.

9.  "You should have a sense of fair play in sports."

Our teacher advised us to have a sense of fair play in sports.

10.  "Would you like to go out to dinner with us?"

They invited me ________________________________________________________________.

11 .  "I'm sorry for not going to class yesterday."

The student _______________________________________________________________________.

12.  "I'll help you with the homework if you have trouble with it,"  my

friend said to me.

My friend ________________________________________________________________________.

13.  "Why don't we go camping on our next vacation?"

Minh ______________________________________________________________________________.

14.  "I'm sorry I can't lend you my dictionary.  I need it right now,"  Lan

said to me.

Lan refused _____________________________________________________________________.

c) Complete the exchanges with the prompts in parentheses.  

15.  A: Why did they cancel their camping trip? (heavy rain)

B: Because of the heavy rain.  / Because it rained heavily.

16.  A: This computer isn't good.  Why did you buy it?  (cheap)

B: __________________________________________________________________________.

17.  A: Why doesn't your mother travel much?  (poor health).

B: __________________________________________________________________________.

18.  A: Why do you like these people? (hospitality) 

B: __________________________________________________________________________.

19.  A: Why didn't Lam play for his soccer team last week? 

(injured legs)

B: __________________________________________________________________________.                       

20.  A: Why are there so many traffic jams here? (narrow road)

B: __________________________________________________________________________.
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READING 

Read the text and do the tasks that follow.

Cell Phones

Cell phones have been popular in Japan since the early 1990s,  but it was

not until 1999 that their use really took off.  The age of cell phones has

emerged, but with it come problems.

Cell phones are used on buses and trains,  in restaurants,  and in all areas

of life.  They cause problems when they ring during meetings,  concerts,

weddings,  or even funerals.  What's more,  people speak loudly in public,

and students read and text messages during lessons.  More seriously,

when a cell phone is used near a person using a pacemaker to regulate

his heartbeat,  its radio waves may interfere with the functioning of the

pacemaker.

Now, something is being done to solve these problems.  In many places,

new technology is being used to block cell phone calls.  Airline

passengers are requested to stop using cell phones while on board.

Concert halls ask their audience to switch their phones to the silent

mode.  However,  phone users fear that if they do not answer their phones,

they will lose valuable business opportunities.  That's why many do not

turn off their phones even when they are asked to.

a) The following statements can be true (T),  false (F),  or not mentioned in

the text (NI).  Check ( )  the appropriate boxes.  Then correct the false

statements.

T F NI

1 .  Cell phones have been popular in Japan since 1999.

2.  You can play games on cell phones.

3.  Some cell phones can receive and send e-mails.

4.  Cell phones can be dangerous for some people's

health.

5.  Using a cell phone in public is  considered rude.

6.  There are no ways to interfere with cell phone calls.

7.  People don't always switch off their cell phones when

they are asked to.



b) Find in the text words or expressions with the following meanings.

8.  became successful or popular very fast ______________________

9.  control,  adjust ______________________

10.  prevent something from happening ______________________

11 .  where you can listen to music or songs ______________________

12.  an electronic device to help one's heart 

beat regularly ______________________

WRITING 

Writing a Confirmation Letter

You have just received a letter of invitation from your friend.  He / She

wants you to confirm that you can join the picnic next Saturday and

agree on departure time (6:30 a.m.).

Now write a letter of confirmation to him / her.
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READING

Before You Read

a) Match the pictures with the names of some sea creatures.

b) Which of them are in danger and need to be protected now?

1 1 3

Undersea WorldUndersea World99

1 . a humpback whale

2. a dolphin

3. a shark

4. a lobster

5. a sea turtle

6. a sea horse

7. a crab

8. a star fish

a
h

b

g

f

c

d
e
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Reading Text

Read the text and do the tasks that follow.

Dolphins

Dolphins live in the sea like fish, but they are not fish  they are warm-

blooded mammals like us. Dolphins are fascinating to many people.

Stories of dolphins helping people have been reported. For example,

dolphins off the coast ofAustralia andAfrica helped fishermen in fishing

efforts or occasionally rescued victims of shipwrecks at sea.

Since 1988, dolphins at Dolphin

Research Center in Australia

have been assisting people in

another special way. People

with health problems  cancer,

hearing or vision impairment,

or stress  take part in a

program to improve their life

quality and strengthen their

spirit. Children with Downs syndrome, which is a condition when people

do not develop in a normal way, also show improvements after the

program. Besides medical treatment, patients may spend time with

dolphins. They may touch dolphins backs, have their feet kissed by

dolphins, and play games with the animals. Hence, patients feel more

positive and are able to forget about their stressful situations, learn new

behaviors, and communicate more effectively with other people.

Despite the good things dolphins have brought to humans, many

specialists are against using dolphins for entertainment, medical

treatment, or any other purposes. They say dolphins are really wild

animals that should be treated with caution because contact with people

changes their behavior. Their natural habits to protect themselves from

danger in the wild are lost. Dolphins are considered peoples friends, but

they may harm people. When we give them food, dolphins may take the

easy way out. They learn to beg for a living, lose their fear of humans,

and can do dangerous things. While swimming with wild dolphins, we

are disturbing these animals, which may get angry and bite the hand that

feeds them. In short, whether friendly or not, dolphins should be left to

live in their natural habitat.



a) The following statements can be true (T) or false (F). Check ( ) the

appropriate boxes.  Then correct the false statements.

b) Answer the following questions.

1 .  In stories about them, what did dolphins do to help people?

2.  What is the purpose of the program set up by Dolphin Research

Center?

3.  What improvements can patients with Downs syndrome make after

the program? 

4.  When can dolphins get angry and become dangerous?

5.  Why should dolphins be left to live in their natural habitat?

c) Find the words and expressions in the text with the following meanings

and write them in the space provided.
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T F

1 .  Fish are cold-blooded animals.

2.  Dolphins are fascinating animals because they are

intelligent.

3.  Dolphins may help reduce stress.

4.  Patients playing with dolphins may get better without

using medicine.

5.  Frequent contact with people is  good for dolphins.

6.  Dolphins are friendly,  so they do not harm people.

1 .  animals that give birth to babies,  not eggs ___________________________

2.  choose an easy way of finding food, though

its not the right way
___________________________

3.  upset or worry (someone) ___________________________

4.  communication ___________________________

5.  do bad things to people who have been good

to them
___________________________

6.  carefulness,  attention to avoid danger ___________________________
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d) Discuss in groups.

Many people are against training dolphins to perform in the circus

because it may injure these animals.  Do you agree or disagree? Why? 

LISTENING

a) These are pictures of harpoons and a harpoon gun.  What do fishermen

use them for?

b) Listen to the song about a whale and complete the blanks.

The Song  of the World s  Last Whale

By Pete Seeger

1 .  I heard the song of the worlds last whale,

As I rocked in the moonlight and reefed the sail.

It ll happen to you also without fail,

If it happens to me  sang the worlds last whale.

2. It was down off Bermuda, early last (1 )_________________.

Near an underwater mountain where the humpbacks sing.

I lowered the microphone a quarter mile down,

Switched on the (2)_________________ and let the tape spin round.

3. I didnt just hear grunting;  I didnt just hear squeaks.

I didnt just hear bellows;  I didnt just hear shrieks.

It was the musical (3)_______________ and the passionate wail,

That came from the (4)_____________ of the worlds last whale.

harpoons

harpoon gun
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4.  Down in the Antarctic,  the (5)__________________ wait.

But its up on the land, they decide my fate.

In London Town, they ll be telling the tale,

If its life or (6)____________________ for the worlds last whale.

5. So heres a little test to see how you (7)____________________.

Heres a little test for this Age Of The Automobile.

If we can (8)____________________ our singers in the sea,

Perhaps theres a chance to save you and me.

6. I heard the song of the worlds last whale,

As I rocked in the moonlight and reefed the sail.

It ll happen to you also without fail,

If it happens to me  sang the worlds last whale.

Sang the worlds last whale.  Sang the worlds last whale.

c) Discuss in groups.

1 .  Which sections of the song are assumed to be spoken by the

songwriter and which by the humpback whale?

2.  Does this song have a happy or sad tune? Why do you think so?

SPEAKING

Asking for and Giving Reasons or Explanations

Useful  Expressions 

To ask for reasons or explanations          To give reasons or explanations

Why should people treat

dolphins with caution? They are

so friendly.

Because they are real ly wild

animals and may harm people.

People should treat dolphins

with caution.  Why? They are so

friendly.

'Cause they are real ly wild

animals and may harm people.
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a) Look at some suggested activities below and decide if you want to do

them or not.  You can add to the list your own reasons / explanations for

doing or not doing them.

Activities Why? Why not?

to eat seafood or fish seafood  not fatty

good for ones

health

allergic to seafood

fish  lots of bones

to fish with a fishing

rod

character-building 

patience

boring

to keep goldfish as

pets

goldfish  not noisy waste time

to explore the

bottom of the sea

know more about

sea life

too dark there

to go to the circus to

see dolphins

performance

dolphins  very

clever

dolphins  work

too hard

How come people shouldn' t

disturb wild dolphins? 
' Cos dolphins may get angry and

do dangerous things.

People shouldn' t disturb wild

dolphins.  How come?
Because of the danger

dolphins may cause to them.
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b) Work with a partner and talk about these activities.

Example

A: I like eating seafood cause its not fatty.  How about you?

B: I dont.  

A:You dont like seafood!  Why not?

B:Because Im allergic to it.

c) Work with a partner and describe what is happening in each picture.

You can use the prompts to talk about these pictures.

1 .  crab / get out / old shell / too small

A:  A crab's getting out of its old shell.  Why?

B:  'Cos the old one is too small for it.

2.  whales / blow water up / exhale

air through their blowholes

3.  clean up the beach / oil slick
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d) Work in pairs.  Take turns to ask for and give reasons (or explanations)

for the given situations.

1 .  You were late for class today.

2.  Your neighbor broke his leg.

3.  Some of your classmates failed the English test.

4.  You fell asleep in class yesterday.

5.  You look rather unhappy today.

Example

A: Why were you late for class today?

B: Because I got stuck in a traffic jam.

4.  bury sea turtle eggs / protect /

eaten by other animals

5.  fish die / polluted sea water



WRITING

Writing Invitations

a) Read the following four invitations and complete the table with words

and phrases from them.  
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Hi!  

Sorry not to find you at
home.

How about going to the
movies tonight?  It' s
Jurassic  Park at the
Diamond Plaza.

I' m at home this
afternoon.  Give me a cal l .

Sheryl

Dear Prof.  Wilson

We are arranging a get-
together at the Swiss Caf
to welcome back Prof.  Ali
after his stay in Thailand.

I should very much like you,
as our advisor, to join us.

The date I have in mind is
June 20.  Would this be
suitable for you?

With best wishes

Le Thi Ngoc3
4

1

Dear Dan

This is just a quick note to
ask if you're free this
weekend.

Ann and John are passing
through on their way to
China.  Can you come to
dinner on Sunday?

Leave me a note before
Saturday.  Don't call me -
my phone line has been
cut!

Thanh

Jimmy

We're going to Tri
Nguyen Aquarium this
Saturday.  Do you feel
like joining us?

Carol and Tuan will go
there, too.  Phone me to
confirm.  OK? 

Mai

2
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b) Combine the fragments below to form two letters of invitation.  Which

one is informal? Which one is formal?

Letter 1 Letter 2 Letter 3 Letter 4

Reason for

invitation

going to

the movies 

Statement of

invitation  +

suggestion

(time,   date,

place)

Do you

feel like

joining us?

this

Saturday

Request for

reply 

Leave me

a note

before

Saturday.  

(1) With love

(2) Dear Laura

(3) If you can come, just drop us a

l ine to say when you' l l  arrive.

(4) As the vacation is coming, it' d

be nice to see you here with my

family.

(5) Kerry

(6) Sorry we' ve been out of touch

for so long.

(7) Rosa and Carol  wil l  be here, too.

So we al l  can go scuba diving

together to explore the sea near

my house.  

(1) Two possible dates which we can

offer are February 25 and March

15.  

(2) Thank you for your letter of

January 20.

(3) Dear Mr.  Lee

(4) Could you please let us know if

one of these is suitable for you?

(5) In view of your interest in our

school  and students, we are

extremely happy to welcome your

visit.

(6) Nguyen Thi  Van

(7) Yours sincerely



c) Choose one topic and write a letter of invitation.

1 .  You are the secretary of your schools Youth League.  

Invite Mr.  Dean Brown, Chair of the Green Peace Association,  to give

a talk to students in your school about how to protect endangered sea

animals.  

Give possible date / time.

2.  Your class plans to spend the whole Sunday morning cleaning the

beach.

Your friend from Australia is visiting Viet Nam, but shes not in when

you drop by.  Write a short letter to invite her to join your class.

Say when and where you plan to meet.

LANGUAGE FOCUS

Word Study

Formation of Compound Adjectives

Fill in the blanks with appropriate compound adjectives.  The first one has

been done for you.

1 .  Dolphins have warm blood.  Theyre warm-blooded mammals like us.

2.  He has fair hair.  He is a _________________ man.

3.  I dont like a man that has a bad temper.  __________________ men are

difficult to deal with.

4.  That girl has blue eyes.  Do you like _______________ girls?

5.  A giraffe is a(n) ________________ animal.  It has quite a long neck.

6.  Talking to such a(n) ________________ man is boring.  I suppose his head is

empty of interesting ideas.

7.  That cruel man has a cold heart.  Hes a(n) ________________ person that

has no sympathy for others.
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Grammar

a) Restrictive Relative Clauses (with Who,  That,  or Which)

Examples

They say dolphins are really wild animals that/ which should

be treated with caution.

The date (which) I have in mind is June 20.

Join the sentences with who, that or which.

1 .  Chinese people have a very special kind of soup.  This kind of soup is

made from sharks fin.

2.  A lot of fish die every day.  They live in the polluted sea.

3.  We have a new teacher.  I really like her.

4.  Many people get sick or die every year.  These people eat puffer fish,

a very poisonous species.

5.  She ll tell you a story.  That story will surprise you.

b) Non-restrictive Relative Clauses (with Which)

Examples

While swimming with wild dolphins,  we are disturbing these

animals,  which may get angry and bite the hand that feeds

them.

Children with Downs syndrome, which is a condition when

people do not develop in a normal way, also show

improvements after the program.

Join each sentence in column A with the most suitable one in column B,

using which.

A B

1 .  The Nile is the home of a great

variety of fish.

2.  Yesterday I visited Tri Nguyen

Aquarium.

a.  It is one of the most dangerous

sea creatures.

b.  The Nile is in Egypt.



c) The Passive Voice (Revision)

Examples

Dolphins are considered peoples friends.

Stories of dolphins helping people have been reported.

A lot of whales were hunted last year.

Put the following sentences into the passive.

1 . We clean the garage every day.

2. They have found and buried hundreds of sea turtle eggs today.

3. Why don't people classify dolphins as fish?

4. We exported tons of shellfish to Japan last year.

5. People send lots of junk mail to our office every day,  which really

annoys us.

6. Does contact with people affect dolphins'  lives?
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3.  The movie Harry Potter is

coming soon.

4.  Then he was caught in the

mouth of a white shark.

5.  The most beautiful park is

opposite my house.

c.  It has a lot of big trees.

d.  Im longing to see it.

e.  It has various species of fish.
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READING

Before You Read

Look at the pictures showing environmental damage. Match the

solutions with the pictures.

ConservationConservation1010

Solutions

1 . Control the cutting
down of trees

2. Ban wildlife poaching
and trading

3. Clean up beaches

c. Wildlife extinction

b. Forest destruction

a. Water pollution
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Reading Text

Read the text and do the tasks that follow.

a) Match the headings with the appropriate paragraphs.

1 . Tour Discoveries Paragraph A

2. Benefits of the Park Paragraph B

A. Conserving human heritage

proves to be an act of great

cultural value and of an

advanced lifestyle. A large

mosaic of forest and a

diversity of wildlife in Nam

Cat Tien have been protected

by Nam Cat Tien National

Park since it was established

by the central government in

1992. If there had not been

that establishment, most of

the areas ecosystem would

have been greatly damaged.

At present, Nam Cat Tien

National Park is exploited as

an ecotourism site because of

its beauty and its economic

development.

B. This park has a wide diversity

of species. There is a total of

1 ,610 flora species with seven

different habitat types. The

forest types and geographical

sites are home to unique

tropical fauna: species of

mammals, reptiles, amphibians,

birds, fish, and insects.

Ecotourists like traveling

there because they can both

enjoy the beautiful landscape

and contribute to the

conservation of the natural

environment.

C. As an ecotourism site, it can

provide tourists with beautiful

landscape in the biosphere

reserve. Tourists can trace

wild animals and watch them

hunting their prey at night.

Also, they can go boating

along Dong Nai River to Bau

Sau to view peacocks graceful

dances.

D. At present more and more

visitors come to Nam Cat Tien

National Park on their

ecotour. Thanks to this, the

economy in the local area is

flourishing. This makes local

authorities more interested in

developing ecotourism there

because it can promote the

economy and provide more

funds for conservation.

Nam Cat Tien National Park
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3. Nam Cat Tien National Park as an Ecotourism Site Paragraph C

4. Significant Biological Diversity Paragraph D

b) Match the words or phrases in column A with their appropriate

meanings in column B.

c) Give brief answers to the following questions.

1 . Why is Nam Cat Tien National Park exploited as an ecotourism site?

2. Name different species found in this national park.

3. What do local authorities develop ecotourism there for?

4. Whats the writers viewpoint on the development of ecotourism in

this national park?

LISTENING

a) In groups of four, make a list of some activities that cause harm to the

natural environment. The first one has been done for you as an example.

1 . Hunting rare animals

2.

3.

etc.

A B

1 . ecotourism site

2. diversity

3. exploit

4. biosphere reserve

5. conservation

a. use something fully and effectively

b. the protection of animals, plants, forests

etc., to prevent them from being spoiled

or destroyed

c. a natural area where people can visit and

learn about it in a way that will not hurt

the environment

d. a piece of land in which animals and

plants can live

e. a range of different things
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b) Listen to a class discussion about ecotourism held by Miss Linh and fill

in the blanks in the sentences below.

1 . This is the classs first trip to a ____________________.

2. Students will be able to watch __________________ in their natural habitat.

3. In an ecotour, tourists shouldnt _______________________ or ________________

animals because these actions may harm animals health.

4. Ecotourists learn that wild animals have their own _________________ and

habits.

5. Being friendly with nature means not doing harm to species of

_____________________.

6. Ecotourism has its _________________ purpose.

7. Littering, _______________ young trees, and killing ________________ or wild

animals in a national park are not proper actions of ecotourists.

8. Every tourist should contribute to the _________________ of the natural

environment.

c) In groups, write a list ofwhat you shouldnt do as ecotourists. Give reasons.

SPEAKING

Making Suggestions About Nature Conservation

a) Work with your partner. Take turns using the expressions in the box

below to make up answers to these questions. The first one has been

done for you as an example.

Useful Expressions

It might be a good idea to 

I think you / we / they should 

It would be better if 

One thing you / we / they could do is 
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Nam Mai

Have you ever thought of

recycling?

Well, (1) I think we should

recycle things such as bags,

cans, and bottles.

Don' t you think it might be a

good idea to conserve nature?

Er, (2)______________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

Why don' t people save

energy?

Well, (3)___________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

Don' t you think it might be

a good idea to reduce water

pollution?

Er, (4)______________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________

Have you ever thought of

protecting wildl ife from

extinction?

Um, (5)______________________________

_______________________________________

_______________________________________
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b) Work with your partner. Use the expressions above and the prompts below

to make up exchanges about environmental damage and their solutions.

Prompts

c) In pairs, think of a camping trip. Make a list of some dos and donts

tourists should follow.

WRITING

Writing a Letter of Acceptance or Refusal

When writing a letter of acceptance or refusal, you might follow the

format below.

Environmental

Damage
Solution

wildlife extinction

deforestation

littering

forest fire

Keep rare animals in their natural habitat.

Control the burning of forests.

Control the cutting down of trees.

Dont use disposable products.

Use environment-friendly products.

Dont build campfires in national parks.

FORMAT

Date

Salutation

Thanking for the invitation

Stating the acceptance politely with delight

refusal politely with regret

Closing
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a) Read the invitation letter and reply letters below. Underline the

language used to express acceptance and refusal in the reply letters.

1 . Invitation letter

2. Reply letters

Letter of Acceptance Letter of Refusal

DearLinh andLaura

As vacation is coming near, it'dbe nice to see you
here with my family, andwe'llspenda few days
on a camping trip in CucPhuongNationalPark,
which is just two kilometers away from my
house.

Please let me know ifyou can come on July 15.

With love

Van

June 25, 20 _______

DearVan

Thankyou foryourinvitation,
but unfortunately I'm quite
unable to come. I have to go
back to my hometown to see
my parents and attend my
sister's wedding.

I'm sorry but I can't make it.

Yours

Laura

June 15, 20 ___________

DearVan

Thankyou very much for
your invitation. I'd be
very happy to come. It'll
be great fun going
camping in this national
park.

See you on July 15.

Yours

Linh
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Note that you might use the following language in writing your letter.

b) Suppose you are asked to join a volunteer work to conserve nature.

1 . Write a letter of acceptance if you can go.

2. Write a letter of refusal if you cant.

LANGUAGE FOCUS

Word Study

Word Forms

Complete the following sentences, using appropriate forms ofthe words in

parentheses.

1 . Ecotourism helps provide funds for ___________________. (conserve)

2. Burning forests will lead to the __________________ of wildlife habitat.

(destroy)

ACCEPTANCE

Thank you for your invitation.

Id be very pleased come.

delighted to

very happy accept your invitation.

Your invitation to  is welcome.

was a lovely surprise.

REFUSAL

Thank you for your , but unfortunately 

Its not possible for me to 

Im quite unable to 

Im terribly sorry to have to refuse.

Im very sorry but I cant make it / come.
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3. An ounce of _________________ is better than a pound of cure. (prevent)

4. Poachers should be kept away from national parks for the _______________

of rare animals. (protect)

5. Road construction and hotel building in national parks for

ecotourism purposes will lead to forest __________________. (reduce)

Grammar

a) The Modal Auxiliary Should

Example

A: Have you ever thought of recycling?

B: Well, we should recycle things such as bags, cans, and bottles.

Write answers to the following questions with should and the prompts in

parentheses.

1 . A: What should we do to reduce water pollution?

B: I think _______________________. (treat toxic chemicals / discharge / river)

2. A: What should we do to prevent rhino poaching?

B: _________________________________. (not use horns / associated products)

3. A: What should we do to conserve forests?

B: ______________________________. (control / deforestation)

4. A: What should we do to prevent global warming?

B: _________________________________. (reduce / smoke / exhaust gas)

5. A: What should you do to prevent forest fires?

B: ___________________________________________________________________________________

6. A: What should you do to reduce air pollution?

B: ___________________________________________________________________________________

7. A: What should you do to save energy?

B: ___________________________________________________________________________________



b) Conditional Sentences: Type 2

Example

A: What would happen if people used gas without control?

B: They would suffer from a shortage of natural gas.

Write answers to the following questions.

1 . A: What would happen if dwellers in this city didnt save energy?

B: ___________________________________________________________________________________

2. A: What if local authorities didnt control dynamite fishing?

B: ___________________________________________________________________________________

3. A: What if oil tankers leaked?

B: ___________________________________________________________________________________

4. A: What if poachers killed polar bears for fur?

B: ___________________________________________________________________________________

5. A: What would happen if more and more people used motorbikes

and cars ?

B: ___________________________________________________________________________________

6. A: What if the Earth were hit by a large comet?

B: ___________________________________________________________________________________

7. A: What if more hotels were built in national parks?

B: ___________________________________________________________________________________

c) Conditional Sentences: Type 3

Example

If there had not been the establishment ofNam Cat Tien National

Park, most of the areas ecosystem would have been greatly

damaged.
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Complete the following sentences, using appropriate forms of the verbs in

parentheses. The first one has been done for you.

1 . If chemical factories hadnt discharged toxic chemicals, city

dwellers would not have suffered three days without running water.

(suffer)

2. If hunters had stopped poaching rare animals for commercial

purposes, and felling trees for wood, nature __________________. (conserve)

3. The sea creatures there wouldnt have been killed if factories in this

city _____________________ sewage into the sea. (discharge)

4. Global warming would have been prevented if people ___________________

exhaust fumes. (reduce)

5. If more garbage ____________________ into the sea, people would have

suffered from sea pollution. (dump)

6. If humans had been more friendly with nature, they ___________________

natural disasters. (endure)

7. If people _____________________ more environment-friendly products, they

would not have worried about global warming. (use)

8. If local authorities had controlled hotel building in this national park

well, the forests there _________________. (destroy)
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READING

Before You Read

Look at the pictures of some national parks in Viet Nam. Match each

national park with the appropriate extract.

National ParksNational Parks1111

Extract A

This national park is in Central

Viet Nam, only 20 km from

Canh Duong Beach. This park is

home to some endangered

species such as the white ox and

the wild buffalo.

Extract B

This national park is in northern

Central Viet Nam. It is 45 km

from Ninh Binh. This park is

home to a unique species of tree

called kim giao, whose wood

was used to make chopsticks for

kings and noble people in

ancient times.

Extract C

This national park is in the

Central Highlands. It is 240 km

from Ho Chi Minh City. This

park is home to the wild ox (the

gaur) as an endangered species.

Cuc Phuong National Park

Nam Cat Tien National Park

Bach Ma National Park
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Reading Text

a) Read the following texts and complete the chart that follows.

Grand Canyon National Park

(USA), established in 1919,

covers 4,931 square kilometers

in northwestern Arizona. The

north rim of the canyon has an

average annual rainfall of about

660 millimeters while the south

rim has only about 400

millimeters. The north rim has

much colder temperatures than

the south rim does because it is

365 meters higher than the south rim.

Kakadu National Park (North

Australia) covers an area of

12,432 square kilometers in

northern Australia. The park

was established in 1979 to

preserve the culture of the

Aborigines and maintain a

good balance in ecology. The

warm tropical climate provides

good conditions for different

species of fauna and flora to

develop.

At present, there are about 300 Aborigines living in Kakadu National

Park. A number of them are trained to become caretakers and managers

of this park.

Grand Canyon National Park

National Park
Year of

establishment
Country

Area

(square km)

Grand Canyon

Kakadu 1979

Kakadu National Park



b) Below is the graph that provides more information about Grand

Canyon National Park and Kakadu National Park.

Answer the following questions with the information found from the

graph.

1 . How many species of reptiles live in Kakadu National Park?

2. How many species of amphibians live in Kakadu National Park?

3. What is the total number of species of birds, reptiles, and

amphibians in Grand Canyon National Park?

Fill in the missing information about the comparison between the two

national parks.

1 . The number of species of _______________ in Kakadu National Park is

twice as large as that in Grand Canyon National Park.

2. There is a difference in ________________ species of amphibians between

the two national parks.

3. _________________ National Park has more species of birds.
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Number of species of birds,  reptiles,  and amphibians

in Grand Canyon and Kakadu national parks in the 1 990's
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Con Dao National Park

National parks

in Viet Nam

c) In groups of four, complete the following spidergrams.

1 . National parks in Viet Nam

2. Some species of animals

LISTENING

a) In pairs, discuss the following.

Have you ever been to a national park in Viet Nam? If yes, what did you

and tourists do there? If no, guess what tourists can do there.

b) Van andNam are at the cafeteria. They are talking about where to go during

the weekend. Listen and check ( ) the boxes next to the correct information

you hear from their conversation. You can check more than one box.

In Nam Cat Tien National Park, tourists may

1 . go short or long trekking around the forests.

2.  go camping.

3.  go fishing.

4.  see various kinds of animals and plants.



c) Listen again and answer the following questions.

1 .  Where will Nam go on the next long weekend?

2.  Which place is Van planning to go to?

3.  What is Nams opinion about environmental conservation there?

d) In groups of four,  suggest some measures to conserve the environment

of national parks.

SPEAKING

Asking for Permission and Giving Reasons for Refusal

a) Fill in the missing information in the bubbles below,  using the suitable

prompts provided.

Prompts

a.  Well,  the thing is,  they will suffer from air pollution because smoke

from these vehicles pollutes the air they breathe.
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Is it al l  right if  tourists

shoot animals in national

parks?

1.  __________________________

2. _______________________________ I' d rather they didn' t;

the thing is, this wil l

pol lute the water.

Would it be al l  right if  people

use more and more motorbikes

and cars instead of bicycles and

public transportation?

3.  ___________________________
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b.  It's  sort of complicated,  but you see,  this practice will lead to wildlife

extinction in the long run.

c.   Anybody mind if tourists throw garbage into the lakes?

b) Work with a partner.  Use the suggested expressions and prompts below

to make up exchanges about ways to preserve the natural environment.  

You might follow this pattern.  

A: Would it be all right if we felled some trees for wood?

B: Id rather you didnt;  the thing is,  this would destroy the forest.  We

must grow more trees instead.

A: I see.

Useful  Expressions

Asking for permission 

Is it all right if. . .?

Would it be all right if. . .?

I wonder if. . .

Anybody mind if. . .?

Giving reasons

Well,  you see.. .

The reason is. . .

Its sort of complicated,  but you see.. .

. . .  and thats why Id like to.. .

Well,  the thing is,. . .

Its because.. .

Prompts

Things that could destroy

the natural  environment

felling trees for wood

shooting wild animals 

making a campfire

dumping trash 

Ways to preserve the natural

environment 

growing trees for wood

preserving rare animals from 

extinction

preventing forest fires

keeping waterways clean
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c) Work with your partner.  Take turns asking for permission and giving

reasons for refusal on other issues related to environmental protection

(in the park,  in the schoolyard,  on the beach,  etc.)

WRITING

Interpreting and Describing Graphs

a) Look at the following graph and fill in the missing information.  

In the graph, the particular items considered as major causes of garbage

problems are shown.

According to the graph, (1 )____________________ were identified by 41  percent

of the survey respondents,  (2)__________________________ by 29 percent,

(3)_________________ by 6 percent,  and (4)___________________ by zero percent.

In summary, the graph reveals that disposable diapers were identified as

a major cause of garbage problems and construction debris has no effect

on garbage problems.
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b) Look at this graph.  

1 . Give brief answers based on the graph.

a.  When did the gas blowouts occur?

b.  In what country did the gas blowouts occur?

c.  According to the graph, how many gas blowouts occurred in total? 

How many in Bass Strait? And how many in Timor Sea?

2.  Write a short paragraph to interpret the graph based on the answers

above.

In the graph, __________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

According to the graph, ____________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

In sum,__________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

c) In groups of four,  predict the number of visitors to Cuc Phuong

National Park and Nam Cat Tien National Park in 2010.  

1 .  Draw a graph to show your prediction of the number of visitors to

these national parks.
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2.  Based on your prediction shown in the graph,  write a short paragraph

to interpret it.

LANGUAGE FOCUS

Word Study

Preserve vs.  Reserve

preserve (v.) keep something in its original state or in good condition

reserve (v.) keep something so that it cannot be used by any other

person or for any other reason

preservation (n.) the act of keeping something in its original state or in

good condition

reservation (n.) an arrangement for a seat on a plane or in a restaurant,

a room in a hotel,  etc.  to be kept for you

reservation (countable noun) an area of land in the United States that is kept

separate for Native Americans to live in

Complete the following sentences,  using the appropriate forms of the

words in parentheses.

1 .  The paintings in this gallery are in an excellent state of _________________.

(preserve / reserve)
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2.  We have always tried to ________________ peace with our neighbors.

(preserve / reserve)

3.  These seats are _________________ for special guests.  (preserve / reserve)

4.  I ll call the airline and make a _______________ for my trip to Ha Noi next

week.  (preserve / reserve)

5.  In the nineteenth century,  American Indians were forced to live in the

_______________ in the southern states.  (preserve / reserve)

Grammar

a) Reduced Relative Clauses

Examples

- Vietnamese people try to protect species of fauna and flora

which are living in Nam Cat Tien National Park from

extinction.

Vietnamese people try to protect species of fauna and flora

living in Nam Cat Tien National Park from extinction.

- We should participate in the movements which are organized

to conserve the natural environment.

We should participate in the movements organized to conserve

the natural environment.

Rewrite each of the underlined clauses to create a reduced clause.  

1 .  The police are making great efforts to arrest those who kill and

purchase wild animals.

2.  People should change their inappropriate lifestyle that causes

destruction to natural reserves.

3.  There should be some measures to protect the humpback whale,

which is considered an endangered species.

4.  Poachers still try to kill rhinos that are kept in protected areas

because of big profit.

5.  Wild animals which are living in their natural habitat will have a

better and longer life than those which are kept in protected areas.
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b) The Passive Voice with Different Verb Forms and with Modals

Examples

 A: Are humpback whales an endangered species?

B: Yes, they are considered an endangered species.

 A: Is it all right if rare animals are kept in protected areas?

B: Well,  the thing is,  they should be kept in their natural

habitat so that they can live longer.

Write answers to the following questions,  using the passive verbs as

directed.

1 .  A: What do you think of the purchase of wild animals?

B: It ____________________________ (ban / Use the modal auxiliary must.)

2.  A: What should be done to conserve the natural environment in the

coming years?

B: More activities __________________ (organize / Use the modal auxiliary

will. )

3.  A: How were the Aborigines in Australia treated years ago?

B: They ________________________ to live in reservations.  (force / Use the

past simple.)

4.  A: What shouldnt tourists do in national parks?

B : They _________________ to make campfires there.  (not allow / Use the

present simple.)

5.  A: What happens to the natural environment of Phu Quoc Island for

the time being?

B: It __________________________ because of excessive litter thrown by

tourists and local people.  (destroy / Use the present progressive.)

6.  A: Why are you still here? You ___________________________ on the flight to

London.  (be / Use the modal auxiliary must and the perfect

aspect.)

B: Well,  my flight was canceled due to heavy snow there.  
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READING

Before You Read

a) Listen to these music extracts and work in groups to match them with

the appropriate styles.


b) Which style do you like the most?

Reading Text

Read the text and do the tasks that follow.

MusicMusic1212

Extract No. Music Style

a. classical music

b. folk

c. pop

d. rock-n-roll

1

2

3

4

Music, which plays an

indispensable part in human life

and is loved by almost everyone,

is an arrangement of sounds that

are played on instruments and/or

sung. Different people, however,

will prefer different kinds of

music.

Classical music is mainly for a

learned and serious audience.

Compared with romantic music, it

depends more on formal appeal

than emotional stimulation. One

of the best-known composers of

classical music is Mozart (1756 

1791), whose symphony No. 40 in

G Minor has been loved

worldwide.
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Pop music, in contrast, usually

refers to a nonclassical type of

music emerging in the early

1900s. Pop music is popular

with a great variety of people

because it consists of short

songs with a strong beat and

simple tunes easy to remember.

Generations of pop music lovers

will perhaps never forget sweet

pop songs like Papa by Paul Alka.

Rock-n-roll, a type of popular

music developed from jazz

(rooted in the musical traditions

of African-Americans) and

country music (the southern /

western folk music of rural

United States), had not appeared

until the 1950s. With hits like

Heartbreak Hotel, Elvis Presley

(19351977) was known as the

King of Rock-n-Roll.

From rock-n-roll, it was not until the 1960s that rock developed.

Satisfaction by The Rolling Stones is an example of this modern music

with a very strong beat, based on a solo voice and (mainly) electric

guitars.

Unlike those types of music, folk music, transmitted orally, often has

unknown composers. A folk song usually has several versions. An

example of folk songs is Auld Lang Syne, traditionally sung at midnight

on New Years Eve in Britain.

a) Answer the following questions.

1 . Who are the listeners of classical music?

2. What is the key difference between classical music and romantic

music?

Elvis Presley

The Rolling Stones
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3. Why is pop music so popular with many people?

4. Why does a folk song usually have several versions?

5. When was rock-n-roll born?

6. How successful was Elvis Presley with rock-n-roll?

7. Where does rock come from?

8. What is the key musical instrument that rock is played on?

b) Fill in the gaps with the missing information.

c) Music plays an indispensable part in human life. Do you agree? How

important to our lives do you think music is? Discuss with your friends

to find out the roles ofmusic in society.

Music Type Description Example

Classical for a (1 )________________ audience;

dependent more on formal appeal

Symphony No. 40

Folk transmitted orally, (2)_______________

composers, has several versions

(3)________________

Pop nonclassical type of music,

emerging in (4)________________; short

songs with a strong beat and simple

tunes (5)________________

Papa by Paul Alka

Rock-n-roll developed from (6)______________ music

in the (7)__________________

(8)_______________ by

the King of

Rock-n-Roll

Rock developed in the 1960s from

(9)_______________, strong beat, based on

a solo voice and electric guitars

Satisfaction by

(10)_______________
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LISTENING

a) Work in groups to circle song titles, names of artists  composers

and/or singers  and music types.

b) Put your findings in the correct columns.

Song Title Artists Name Music Type

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________

______________________________
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c) Now listen to one of those songs. Fill in the gaps with the words in

the box.

Blowin' in the Wind

Bob Dylan

1 . How many roads must a man walk down

Before they call him a man?

How many (1 )______________ must a white dove sail

Before she sleeps in the sand?

How many times must the cannonballs (2)________________

Before theyre forever (3)_______________?

Chorus: The answer, my friend, is blowin in the (4)_____________.

The answer is blowin in the wind.

2. How many years must a (5)_____________ exist

Before it is washed to the sea?

How many years can some people exist

Before theyre allowed to be (6)______________?

How many times can a man turn his head

And pretend that he just doesnt (7)_____________?

(Back to chorus)

3. How many times must a man look up

Before he can see the (8)______________?

How many (9)_______________ must one man have

Before he can hear people (10)________________?

How many (11 )_______________ will it take til he knows

That too many people have (12)________________?

(Back to chorus)

d) In groups of four, sing any of the songs you have found out from the

table in b).

seas wind see cry

strike mountain sky deaths

banned free ears died
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SPEAKING

Expressing Attitudes Toward Types of Music

a) With the information given in the Reading Text and your own

experience, match the types ofmusic with their descriptions.

b) Now, work in pairs and talk about the music type(s) you love or dislike.

The prompts in the boxes and expressions that follow will help you.

Positive Attitudes

I love
his guitar.

like

pleased duet
The audience felt very with their performance.

excited chorus

lovely
I find it really intriguing to .. .

moving

Description Music Type

1 . modern and popular among young people,

touches various things of life

2. a type of pop music with a very strong beat

3. strong rhythms, slow, nostalgic, sad tunes

4. traditional in a particular country, melodious

5. serious and traditional in style; not everyone can

enjoy it

6. a strong beat to which words are spoken rather

than sung; very exciting

a. rock

b. pop

c. folk

d. rock-n-roll

e. rap

f. classical
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Neutral Attitudes

Yeah, its not so bad.

Well, I dont know. Its OK with me.

all right for me.

Im not so interested in this type of music.

Maybe I ll learn to like it.

Negative Attitudes

We dont like the lyrics.

dislike

annoying.

The performance is (really) awful.

disappointing.

We are so tired of
such a song.

cant bear

Example

Daddy: (tapping on the daughters shoulder) Hey, my little lady.

Are you going to blow up this house?

Daughter: . . . (listening to some rap music) Come on, Daddy, it cant

be so bad.

Daddy: (turning down the volume) Its too late now, dear. Wont

you ever feel tired of such noisy stuff?

Daughter: My daddy, you dislike rap, dont you? You can never learn

to appreciate it then.

Daddy: How do you find rap so exciting?

Daughter: I feel energized listening to it. The rhythm is fantastic.

Daddy: But its speaking, not singing!

Daughter: Calm down, Daddy. Please try this one.. . There you go.. .

How do you like it?

Daddy: Well, its not so bad. Maybe this one is soft enough for me.

I ll learn to understand more about my princess.

Daughter: No one compares to you, Daddy! Youll soon see why we

all like it.
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c) Who is your favorite singer / composer? What do you think is the most

interesting about him / her?

WRITING

Writing a Brief Profile

a) Have a look over this snapshot of the singer and composer of the song

in the listening activity.

And this is a sample of profile writing about him.

Bob Dylan, an American musician and composer, was born in 1941 in

Minnesota, the United States. He traveled throughout the United States

singing about the poor. During the mid-1960s, he began playing the

electric guitar, and his music showed rock influences. In 1962, his song

Blowin' in the Windwas released and soon became an anthem of the civil

rights movement. In 1966, Dylan's style turned more toward country

music, and by the late 1970s his works showed his religious interest. In

Bob Dylan
(1 941 -)

musician & author of protest music in the 1960s

born in Minnesota, the United States

traveled throughout the United States, singing about the poor

mid-1960s, played the electric guitar  showed rock influences

1962: released Blowin' in the Wind

1966: style turned more toward country music; late 1970s: his

works reflected his religious interest

1995: released a CD-ROM product, Highway 61 Interactive

Recognized as folk and rock legend with 44 albums

How many times can a man turn his head and pretend that he just

doesn t see?
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1995, he released a CD-ROM production, Highway 61 Interactive. With

his songs of social protest associated with the civil rights movement in

the United States, Bob Dylan has become a legend in contemporary folk

music and rock music. Many music fans find him unforgettable with the

thought-provoking question, How many times can a man turn his head

and pretend that he just doesnt see?

Notes

1 . When you write a brief profile, your paragraph should have the

following information:

Who the person is/was

Where and when he/she was born

What he/she is well-known/famous for

What his/her important achievements are (albums/songs/shows)

(if not alive) When he/she died

2. Paragraphs of this kind are usually organized in time order.

3. You can spice your writing with a striking remark by the person

himself/herself.

b) Now write a one-paragraph profile ofTrinh Cong Son or some artist of

your own.

Trinh Cong Son

(1939  2001)

composer and singer, most known for love songs and antiwar

songs, Viet Nams Bob Dylan

born in Dac Lac; grew up in Hue (from 1943)

1958: wrote Uot Mi  first song, soon became famous

1972: won the Japanese Golden Disc with Ngu Di Con

Huge legacy of more than 500 songs: Noi Vong Tay Lon, Toi Se

Di Tham, Ha Trang, Mot Coi Di Ve, Chiec La Thu Phai, Hay

Yeu Nhau Di.

There is merely love and human condition in this life. Human

condition is finite, whereas love is infinite. We should thus try

our best to nourish love so that it could accordingly save

condition on the cross of Life.
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Word Study

Prefix Non-

Example

Pop music, in contrast, usually refers to a nonclassical type of

music emerging in the early 1900s.

Combine non- and the appropriate words from the box to complete the

following sentences. Dont forget to make necessary grammatical

changes. The first item has been done for you.

1 . Do you like nonstop music?

2. This is a __________ room, isn t it?

3. You may not play on-line games all day like that. This is a

_______________ regulation!

4. If you order these songs to be recorded on this high-quality disk, you

should pay a _______________ deposit.

5. Many great artists are wholehearted activists for __________________

organizations.

6. More and more people choose to buy _________________ drinks and

_____________ foods.

7. Environmentalists are urging people not to use ____________ fossil fuels.

8. Do you think music is a very effective _______________ way of protest?
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profit smoke alcohol fat refund

violence stop renew negotiate
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Grammar

a) Information Questions

We often begin our questions with one of these six Wh-words to find out

information about something.

Write information questions so that the underlined words or phrases are

the answers. The first one has been done for you.

1 . Blowin' in the Wind was released in 1962.

When was Blowin' in the Wind released?

2. Luu Huu Phuoc  one of Viet Nams greatest composers  wrote

many great patriotic songs such as Len Dang, Hon Tu Si, and Lanh

Tu Ca.

3. Van Caos Tien Quan Ca was adopted as the national anthem of the

Democratic Republic of Viet Nam on August 13, 1945.

4. Trinh Cong Son wrote as many as five or six hundred songs in his

lifetime.

5. The keynote composer is sitting in the first row, to your left.

6. I love revolutionary songs because I always find them inspiring.

7. No matter how different, various music types have one thing in

common: They touch the hearts of the listeners.

8. We were all very deeply moved when our former homeroom teacher

sang Con Duong Den Truong at our yearly class reunion.

Wh-word Example

Who? Who is the writer of our national anthem?

What? What is your favorite music style?

When? When was Blowin' in the Wind released?

Where? Where is the best place to go to a concert in this town?

Why? Why are those songs timeless?

How? How much is a ticket to Dang Thai Sons recital?



b) It Was not Until . . . That . . .

Example

Rock began to develop from rock-n-roll in the 1960s.

It was not until the 1960s that rock began to develop from

rock-n-roll.

Rewrite the following sentences with It was not until . . . that . . . Make

changes, if necessary. The first one has been done for you.

1 . Rock-n-roll had not appeared until the 1950s.

It was not until the 1950s that rock-n-roll appeared.

2. In Papa, the children came to actually understand their fathers love

for their mother only after she had passed away.

3. Elvis Presleys popularity did not really come to its height before he

had left the army.

4. The electric guitar was developed for popular music in the 1930s.

5. The Beatles started to be internationally known at their performance

on the Ed Sullivan Show.

6. He had not had a chance to come back to his beloved Phan Boi Chau

High School until the homecoming last year.
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LISTENING COMPREHENSION

a) You will hear a talk about the Amazon rain forest. After you hear the

talk, read the questions and the four possible answers to each question.

Then check ( ) the best answer.

1 .  Where is the Amazon rain forest?

A.  In South America.

B.  In North America.

C.  In East America.

D.  In West America.

2.  How large is  it?

A.  5,000 sq.  km.

B.  5,000,000 sq.  km.

C.  500,000 sq.  km.

D.  None are correct.

3.  How many trees of the world does it contain?

A.  1 /3.

B.  2/3.

C.  1 /13.

D.  2/13.

4.  How many trees were cut down in 1975?

A.  One-third of the remaining trees.

B.  Half of the remaining trees.

C.  A quarter of the remaining trees.

D.  4% of the remaining trees.

Consolidation 3Consolidation 3

Units 9 12-Units 9 12-
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5.  How much oxygen does the Amazon forest produce each year?

A.  40%.

B.  14%.

C.  44%.

D.  None are correct.

b) You will hear short conversations between two people.  After each

conversation,  you will hear a question about it.  After you hear the

question,  read the four possible answers and check ( )  the best one.

1 .  A.  The man thought that the concert was good.

B.  The man thought that the concert was unsatisfactory.

C.  The man thought that the concert was unfair.

D.  The man thought that the concert was good but he had to go early.

2.  A.  7:30.

B.  7:13.

C.  8:30.

D.  8:15.

3.  A.  Shes a fan of rock-n -roll.

B.  Shes seldom missed a concert since she was 17.

C.  Shes often missed a concert since she was 17.

D.  Shes never missed a concert since she was 17.

4.  A.  They are going to the park to save money.

B.  They cannot afford the trip.

C.  They are going to Cuc Phuong National Park.

D.  They just stay home because they have no money.  

5.  A.  She must exhaust after the visit.

B.  She was probably very tired after the visit.

C.  The visit made her sleepy.

D.  She must visit another national park later.
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VOCABULARY 

a) Write in each blank the correct form of the word in parentheses.

Example

A: I think we ll bring some disposable plates to the picnic.

(dispose)

B: Yes, but we shouldnt throw them around the picnic area

after we have used them.

1 . A: Can we eat these mushrooms?

B: They look strange.  Dont eat them.  They may be _____________________.

(poison)

2. A: Why were those three men arrested?

B: They were suspected of being ____________________ at Nam Cat Tien

National Park.  (poach)

3.  A: Was your trip to Cuc Phuong National Park interesting?

B: Yes.  We were amazed to see wild animals in their natural

___________________.  (inhabit)

4. A: Many specialists say that dolphins should be treated with

________________.  (cautious)

B: Arent dolphins friendly to human beings?

A: But when they get angry,  they can be _________________.  (danger) 

5.  A: Is the elephant a(n) ___________________ species? (danger)

B: Yes.  If people keep killing elephants to get their ivory,  elephants

will be extinct soon.

6. A: Lam is fun to be with.

B: Yes, he is.  I like working with _________________ people.  (humor)

7.  A: Pop music is growing in ___________________ nowadays.  (popular)

B: Personally,  I prefer classical music.

8.  A: What does folk music mean?

B: Well,  it is ________________ music that has been played by ordinary

people in a particular area for a long time.  (tradition) 
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9.  A: There is a live ________________ of the tennis championship on TV now,

isn t there? (transmit)

B: Yes.  Lets switch on the TV and watch it.

10.  Miss Smith will give a piano ______________ at her school this evening.

(recite)

b) Choose the words or phrases from the box to complete the following

sentences or exchanges.

11 .  A: I like bicycling to school.

B: Bicycling,  or just walking, helps you be more physically

_________________.

12.  A: Many rich European women like wearing fur coats.

B: I think these women should change their inappropriate lifestyle

that causes ____________ to wild animals.

13.  A: Have you called the airline to make a ______________ for our trip to

Hue?

B: No.  But I ll call it this afternoon.

14.  A: Ecotourism has been developed greatly,  hasnt it?

B: Yes.  Many people have tried to preserve the _______________ of many

natural places.

15.  A: Many __________________ organizations have tried to raise money to

help disabled children.

B: I think their contributions to society are worthwhile.

c) Choose the word or phrase that best completes each sentence or

exchange.

16.  National parks and protected areas in the whole country were

examined as ecotourism ___________________.

A.  opportunities B.  places

C.  arrivals D.  destinations

destruction           ecology      nonprofit

active reservation
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17.  Pop music has become _________________ in our country in the last few

decades.  Most young people like it.

A.  popular B.  favorable

C.  special D.  enjoyable

18.  A(n) _________________ is a description of someone containing all of the

most important or interesting facts about them.

A.  autobiography B.  profile

C.  background D.  history

19.  A: This file is  very important.  You should include it in our

document.

B: I know.  It is  ___________________.

A.  indispensable B.  indistinct

C.  significant D.  optional

20.  A: What do you call a person who writes music?

B: A(n) ______________________.

A.  play writer B.  composer

C.  director D.  operator

GRAMMAR AND STRUCTURE

a) Write the correct form of the verb in parentheses.

1 .  A: Can we feed these animals?

B: No.  Tourists __________________ (not allow) to give any kind of food to

the animals in this national park.

2.  A: _________________ (we / export)  shellfish to Japan last year?

B: Yes.  Tons of shellfish __________________ (export)  to Japan last year.

3.  The fumes ___________________ (release) from this factory annoy people

around here.

4.  People _________________ (live) in this area have to breathe in a lot of dust

every day.
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5.  A: What _________________ (should / do) to prevent water pollution in this

area?

B: I think people living around here __________________ (should not /

dump) garbage into the river.

b) Put a suitable relative pronoun in each blank in this news report about

a hurricane.

Millions of dollars  worth of damage has been caused by a hurricane

(6)_________________ swept across  New Orleans  last night.  Levees

(7)___________________ separate Lake Pontchartrain from New Orleans were

breached by the surge,  ultimately flooding about 80% of the city.  Many

people were rescued from the floods by firefighters,  (8)_______________

received hundreds of calls for help.  Wind speeds (9)_______________ reached

ninety miles an hour in some places caused many trees to fall down and

block most of the streets.  Everything possible is being done now to give

shelters to the victims,  (10)__________________ were made homeless by the

disastrous hurricane, a spokesman said.

c) Choose the word or phrase that best completes each sentence or exchange.

11 .  A: When was rock developed?

B: Well.. . ,  it was not ____________ the 1960s that it was developed from

rock-n-roll.         

A.  still        B.  until

C.  up D.  to

12.  A: __________________ did you think of the movie?

B: Well,  very deeply moved.  

A.  How B.  When

C.  Why D.  What

13.  A: What would happen _______________ there werent any conservation

project?

B: There would be more damaging effects of human activity on

wildlife.  

A.  why B.  when

C.  where D.  if
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14.  A: What _________________ the authorities do to protect wildlife?   

B: Well,  there are many measures such as controlling poaching and

chopping down trees in restricted areas.   

A.  are B.  have

C.  should  D.  ought

15.  A: What if our habitat _____________________?

B: Well,  there would be no more life on earth.   

A.  destroyed B.  to destroy

C.  to be destroyed D.  were destroyed

16.  A: There was a landslide in this area last year.

B: That wouldnt ________________ if people hadnt cut down so many

trees.

A.  have happened B.  happen

C.  has happened D.  happened

17.  A: What do you mean by flora?

B: Well,  all the plants _______________ belong to a particular area,  or a

period of time.

A.  where B.  when

C.  whose D.  that     

1 8.  A: Is there anything new in this area?

B: Well,  there has been a smoke-free area _________________ for visitors.    

A.  to set up B.  be set up

C.  set up D.  being set up

19.  The damage caused by poachers and illegal lumberjacks must

_________________ to be believed.   

A.  see B.  be seen

C.  to be seen D.  seen

20.  Widespread forest destruction __________________ in this particular area.  

A.  must have seen B.  ought to be seen

C.  to be seen D.  can be seen
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READING 

Read the text and do the tasks that follow.

Music in  Our Life

Music plays an important role in our daily lives.  It would be impossible

for a day to go by without music.  Music serves many functions within

our society:  it is used to entertain,  relax,  motivate,  persuade, teach, treat

diseases,  unite,  promote patriotism, and so on.  

Advertisers are fully aware of the role music can play in entering the mind

of the consumer.  For example, the most effective way to aid the memory

of the consumer is to accompany an advertisement with an interesting

song.  Once the customer likes that song, he might remember the brand

name of the advertised product as well and he will choose that product

while standing in front of a shelf full of goods of different brand names.

Music on special occasions is essential.  At the Olympic sports events,  it

is interesting to observe how music is played.  Entertainment is an

obvious function, but further,  music at such events helps create an

exciting atmosphere.  The use of national anthems is to promote the

feelings of patriotism, thus encouraging athletes to make greater efforts.

Music can also be used as a means of treating patients.  It soothes the

nerves of patients with mental disorder.  For those with visual impairment,

playing music is one way to help them open their hearts to the outside

world.  Obviously, music has a profound and powerful impact on our lives.  

a) The following statements can be true (T), false (F), or not mentioned in the

text (NI). Check ( ) the appropriate boxes. Then correct the false statements.

T F NI

1 .  The most important function of music is to entertain.

2.  Music in advertisements can help producers sell more

goods.

3.  Athletes feel excited when music is  played at a sports

event.

4.  The writer implies that blind people should play music.

5.  The writer does not say that music has a role in

education.
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b) Find the words or phrases from the passage that mean the same as

those below.

6.  to support or encourage _____________________________

7.  strong feeling of love for ones country _____________________________

8.  to know (something) very well _____________________________

9.  an effect or influence _____________________________

10.  to soften,  calm down _____________________________

WRITING 

Write about Yourself

a) Consult Writing a Brief Profile in Unit 1 2  and write your own

profile.  You can base your writing on the following notes.

1 .  Introduce yourself.

Name

Date and place of birth

Schooling

2. Write about your family.

Your parents

Your brother(s) and sister(s)  

3. Write about your interest.

Things you like to do in your free time

Your favorite holiday(s)

Your plan(s) for the future

b) Share your profile with your partner(s).
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READING

Before You Read

a) Work with a partner to put the names of the people in the pictures into

two groups.

Theater and MoviesTheater and Movies1313

a. Shakespeare b. Charlie Chaplin c. J. B. P. Molire

d. Audrey Hepburn e. Bernard Shaw f. Tom Hanks

Playwrights Actors / Actresses

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________

___________________________
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b) List several well-known works written by one of the playwrights above.

Reading Text

Read the following text and do the tasks that follow.

The sources of the theaters

appeal are many. Let us suggest

four.

First, the theater offers an

effective means of telling a story.

In very early times, people

around the fire were entertained

by storytellers with stories of

heroes wonderful actions and

victories. Likewise, in the theater,

we enjoy a dramatic contest

between two opposing sides. We

become involved with the people

in the story, and we are

concerned about the outcome.

Second, the audience finds

pleasure in the skill of execution

 the art of creating a work of art.

Theatergoers get pleasure from

the good job of various artistic

and technical people. They may

be amazed at the painters

brushwork, the musicians

control of a voice or instrument,

the dancers use of space, and,

above all, the directors

management of the creative

aspects of the play.

A third satisfaction of the theater

is the opportunity for us to gain

fresh perceptions. It was

suggested by Aristotle  an

ancient Greek thinker  that

humankinds greatest pleasure is

in learning. The theater is an

excellent way to extend ourselves

beyond the narrow circle of

everyday life. It gets us

acquainted with people and

cultures quite foreign to us.

Hence, the theater gives extra-

ordinary opportunities for deeper

and sharper experiences.

Finally, the dramatic experience

can also be a spiritual one. As

was suggested by Aristotle,

comedy may show us to be worse

than we are, but tragedy shows us

to be better. Great works of

drama have great characters

exploring the great issues. In

them humans are tested, and,

although their bodies may be

broken, their spirit wins.

The Appeal of the Theater



a) Answer the following questions.

1 . What are the causes of the appeal of the theater?

2. Did ancient people use to enjoy hearing stories?

3. What did Aristotle think the greatest pleasure of human beings is in?

4. In what way is the theater an excellent way to extend people beyond

the narrow circle of everyday life?

5. What about the theater may be amazing to theatergoers?

6. What, according to Aristotle, is the difference between tragedy and

comedy?

b) Choose the best meaning(s) of the underlined word(s).

1 . The sources of the theaters appeal are many.

A. beginnings B. causes

C. resources D. references

2.  storytellers have entertained their audience around the fire 

A. amused B. made fun of

C. laughed with D. entered the theater

3.  the art of creating a work of art 

A. labor B. exercise

C. doing D. production

4. Theatergoers get pleasure from the directors management of the

creative aspects of the play. (Choose 2 answers.)

A. parts B. stories

C. effects D. sides

5.  gives extraordinary opportunities for deeper and sharper 

A. uncommon B. unusual

C. great D. odd

6. Great works of drama have great characters exploring the great

issues.

A. personalities B. mankind

C. persons/animals in a play D. letters and symbols
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7. the dramatic experience can also be a spiritual one.

A. sudden B. exciting and impressive

C. exaggerated D. connected with the play

c) Fill in the blanks with information from the passage.

1 . This word in the first paragraph tells us the number of reasons for

which the theater has become so appealing. ________________ (Write the

number.)

2. Theatergoers will usually be concerned with the outcome of

_________________.

3. Execution, in this passage, is the art of ___________________.

4. Aristotle came from ________________. (Write down the name ofcountry.)

5. What does their in although their bodies may be broken

(paragraph 5) refer to? ___________________.

6. In Let us suggest four (paragraph 1), us refers to __________________.

d) Tell your partner about the best play you have seen recently.

LISTENING

a) Work in pairs to discuss the following questions.

1 . Do the theater and the motion picture have a more promising future?

2. Does the theater have a longer history than the motion picture or vice

versa? How long do you think the history of the motion picture is?

b) Listen to this passage about American motion picture and check ( ) the

time expressions mentioned.

1 .  1861  2.  1903  3.  1915  4.  1920 

5.  1927  6.  1933  7.  1935  8.  1945 

9.  1950  10.  1960s  11 .  1970s  12.  1980s 



c) Now listen again to complete these gapped sentences with the correct

movie titles.  

1 .  The first major American movie was ______________________.

A.  The Great Train Robbery

B.  The Great Rain Robbery

C.  The Great Rain Raspberry

2.  _____________________ was a movie about the Civil War by D.  W.  Griffith.

A.  The Bird of a Nation

B.  The Birth of a Nation

C.  The Birthday of a Nation

3.  Warner Brothers released ____________________,  its  first talking picture,  in

the late 1920s.

A.  The Charged Singer

B.  The Messy Singer 

C.  The Jazz Singer

4.  The three-color system was first used in the 1935 in the movie

________________________.

A.  Becky Sharp

B.  Becky Shark 

C.  Baggy Sharp 

d)  The following statements can be true (T) or false (F).  Listen again and

check ( )  the appropriate boxes.  Then correct the false statements.
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T F

1 .  The history of the American movie industry is  now

more than a century long.  

2.  Edwin S.  Porter,  who made the first major American

movie,  was born in 1903.  

3.  The Birth of a Nation marked the growth of American

motion picture.  

4.  The first three-color movie had been made by 1933.  

5.  Movies produced before 1926 were all silent  without

sound.  
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e) Listen for the last time and fill in the gaps with the correct words.

1 .  The Kinematoscope was the machine that sent ________________ rapidly

onto a screen.  

2.  By _______________,  motion picture had really become an art form in the

United States of America.  

3.  In 1926, the Warner Brothers studio introduced the process of

recording musical and _________________ passages on large discs.

4.  During the 1960s and 1970s,  the American motion picture saw the 

rise of a new generation of ____________________ moviemakers.

5.  With Hollywood __________________,  the American movie industry has

become the leading power worldwide.

f) List several movies that you love or have watched recently.

SPEAKING

Expressing Preferences

I think/ suppose it would be better for me/ us if

I (would) prefer  

My favorite movie/ music is

I like   better than 

a) In pairs,  ask and answer the following questions.

1 .  Do you like watching movies? How often do you go to the movies?

2.  What type(s) of movies do you prefer to watch?

6.  It took American motion picture about ten years

(1960-1970) to develop advanced movies techniques.  

7.  Woody Allen and Steven Spielberg are excellent

moviemakers.

8.  The two decades 1960s and 1970s are important

landmarks of the American movie history.  
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b) Work in pairs to express your movie preferences.  The prompts in the

box will help you.

Cartoons

 helping children stretch their

imaginations of the world 

 memorable moral lessons

 sometimes enjoyable even to

adults:  to see the world from a

different view:  with a childs

innocent eye

 suitable for children only,  not

interesting to adults or high

school students

 not describing life as it is

 presenting the world in an

unusual way

Love Movies 

 very interesting for almost any

generation:  youth,  middle age,

and even old age

 as for unmarried people:  a good

preparation for / lesson of love;

as for the married:  to review

the unforgettable days

 beautiful actors/ actresses,

beautiful scenes

 thoughtful and thought-

provoking

 not all love movies good for

young students

 sex scenes 

 some behavior:  misleading

 usually too long, taking up too

much time

Action Movies 

 easy to understand

 real entertainment:  very

thrilling,  energizing

 loved by most young people 

 too much violence

 exaggerating,  simplistic lessons

 soon forgotten
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Example

Alice: Why are you changing the channel?

Tom: I prefer to watch movies.  Casablanca is coming soon.

Alice: So, youre waiting for a love movie.  Hmhm

Tom: So? Whats wrong with that? It is one of my favorite

movies.

Alice: I dont think its good for students like us to see love

movies.

Tom: Why not?

Alice: Love movies are for adults.  Sex scenes are not really

good for young students like us.

Tom: Not all love movies have sex scenes,  and not all those

scenes are bad.  Love movies are life after all.  It would

be better for us to select the right movies to watch than

to avoid them all.

WRITING

a) Work in pairs to tell each other about the movie you love the most.

b) Read this sample paragraph about the movie Forrest Gump.

Forrest Gump

Forrest Gump,  directed by Robert Zemeckis,  released in 1994, is a

comedy movie that won several Oscars including Best Picture,  Best

Actor,  and Best Director.  This excellent and thought-provoking movie is

about a man named Forrest from Alabama, played by Tom Hanks.

Forrest is  a mentally slow man with an IQ of only 75  but he is sweet,

simple,  and straightforward, and he loves his mother very much.  He

becomes successful because he always speaks the truth.  Forrest Gump

was particularly popular (earning a huge amount of $330 million)

because it showed that honesty and a simple life can bring happiness and

other rewards.  
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c) Now write a paragraph about the movie Rain Man.  The outline given

below will give you an idea how the paragraph should be organized.

LANGUAGE FOCUS

Word Study

Adjectives of Attitudes 

Examples

The audience may be amazed at the painters brushwork, the

musicians control of a voice or instrument,  the dancers use

of space,  etc.

People of almost all ages are enthusiastic about seeing love

movies.

1. Background

information: movie

title,  director,  release

date,  movie type,

award(s)

1988,  four Oscars:  Best Picture,  Best Actor

(Dustin Hoffman),  Best Director (Barry

Levinson),  Best Writing,  Original

Screenplay (Ronald Bass,  Barry Morrow)

a very moving feature movie about the

relationship between two brothers

2. Story summary:

who,  what,  where,

when,  how,  why

younger brother Charlie does not really love

or respect his older brother Raymond 

suffering from serious mental condition,

unable to communicate properly

Raymonds innocence and seemingly stupid

behavior gradually transform Charlie

Charlie realizes:  brotherhood:  invaluable

and his brother:  irreplaceable to him

3. Significance of the

movie

widely loved, listed among All-Time Top

50 American Movies  Through 1 995,

restates:  the good always there in the human

heart
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Now use the words given in parentheses to form appropriate adjectives to

fill in the gaps.  The first question has been answered as an example.

1 .  Parents should always be concerned about the movies their

children watch.  (concern)

2.  I never watch horror movies because of their ________________ scenes.

(fright)

3.  The children became ________________ about the cartoon.  (excite)

4.  The teacher was very much _________________ about our terrible acting.

(annoy)

5.  To tell the truth,  we cant wait to read his ____________________ stories.

(drama)

6.  We all find his singing quite _________________.  (wonder)

7.  We all felt the _________________ excitement about the stunt mens

performance.  (breath)

8.  It ll be widely recognized as the most __________________ live show.

(impress)

9.  There is little doubt that his plays are _________________.  (origin)

10.  This card is  to send to someone very ______________ from someone very

______________.  (interest)

11 .  Is it _____________ news to be awarded a Golden Raspberry? (delight)

12.  The Oscar winner said he felt __________________ of his mothers

_______________ support.  (appreciate; value)

Grammar 

Articles a / an / the

Example

In the theater,  we enjoy a dramatic contest between two

opposing sides.

It was suggested by Aristotle  an ancient thinker  that

humankinds greatest pleasure is in learning.

A third satisfaction of the theater is  the opportunity for us to

gain fresh perceptions.



Fill in the gaps with a(n),  the,  or zero article. The first one has been done

for you.

1 .  Tom Hanks is an American motion-picture actor,  well-known for

both his comic and dramatic performances.

2.  We were not surprised at _______________ amount of money collected at

the concert for the flood-hit areas.

3.  ____________________ French playwright said that one should eat to live,

not live to eat.   It was Molire,  wasnt it?

4.  Whos that on ___________________ piano?

5.  Do you know much about eighteenth-century literature?  The

literature of _________________ eighteenth century? Sorry,  I know nothing

about it.

6.  Life is like ________________ box of chocolates.  You never know what

you gonna get. (Forrest Gump)

7.  Titanic was given the Academy Award for _______________ Best Picture

in 1997.

8.  The prejudice surrounding AIDS exacts _______________ social death

which precedes the actual physical one. (Philadelphia)

9.  People just leave the problems of ________________ home merely to

encounter them at the theater or movies!

10.  The television documentary has been given _________________ fourth

prestigious award so far.
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READING

Before You Read

a) Describe what you see in the picture below. Name one of the players.

b) Work in groups to ask your partners the following questions to see how

much they know about soccer and the World Cup.

1 . How often is the World Cup held?

2. What does the abbreviation FIFA stand for?

3. When and where was the first World Cup tournament held?

4. Who is considered the all-time best soccer player?

5. When was the World Cup first held in Asia?

6. Is there a World Cup tournament for women?

The World CupThe World Cup1414



Reading Text

Read the text and do the tasks that follow.
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Soccer is the most popular sport

throughout the world. The most

famous competition in soccer is

the World Cup, which is an

international soccer tournament

held every four years. There is

one tournament for men and

another for women. More than a

billion people around the world

watch the World Cup on

television.

The Fdration Internationale de

Football Association (FIFA) was

founded in 1904. In 1930 the first

World Cup tournament was held

in Uruguay with just 13 teams.

Now teams from some 200

countries participate in

elimination games within their

own regions before qualifying as

one of the 32 nations in the final

tournament.

The original World Cup trophy was

given permanently to Brazil to

honor that countrys record third

World Cup title in Mexico in 1970.

Many soccer fans consider Pel,

the Brazilian forward, the best

soccer player of all time. He won

fame for his amazing ball control

and powerful shots. In 1986,

Mexico became the first nation to

host the World Cup twice. The

2002 World Cup was first held in

Asia by Japan and Korea.

The Womens World Cup first

took place in 1991 in China and

has gained popularity steadily

since then. China was named host

of the 2003 Womens World

Cup, but the competition was

moved to the United States after

severe acute respiratory

syndrome (SARS) emerged as a

serious health problem in China.

Nearly 100 nations attempted to

qualify for the 2003 event.

The World Cup

All-Time Awards
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a) The following statements can be true (T) or false (F). Check ( ) the

appropriate boxes.  Then correct the false statements.

b) Read the text again and answer the following questions.

1 .  When was FIFA founded?

2.  How do you know that soccer is the most popular sport throughout

the world?

3.  Why do many soccer fans consider Pel the all-time best soccer

player?

4.  When and where was the first Womens World Cup held?

5.  Why was the 2003  Womens World Cup moved from China to the

United States?

c) Complete the following sentences with suitable words from the reading.  

1 .  Why is soccer so ________________ throughout the world?

2.  How many teams _______________ in this tournament?

3.  Our team got all the way through to the ______________ tournament

before being beaten.

4.  A great cheer went up from the crowd when he held the _______________

proudly aloft.

5.  Will our team attempt to _______________ for the World Cup next year?

d) Work in groups.  Tell your partners what you know about soccer

tournaments in Viet Nam.

T F

1 .  Thirty-two nations participated in the first World Cup

tournament.

2.  The first time Brazil won the World Cup was in 1970.

3.  Mexico hosted the World Cup for the second time in

1986.

4.  The 2002 World Cup was held in two Asian countries.

5.  The 2003  Womens World Cup was held in the United

States.



LISTENING

a) What games are people playing in the pictures below?

b) You are going to listen to five reports of athletes at their games.  Match

the recordings with the correct pictures.

c)  Listen to the recordings again and complete the following sentences.

1 .  Baggio places _______________ in front of the goalmouth and walks slowly

back.  Then, he _______________ and kicks.

2.  Capriati ________________ cross-court and all her opponent could do was

to watch _______________ out of her reach.  
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a

b

c

d e
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3.  The favorite,  Disneyland, jumped badly at _______________ fence and

almost __________________ the jockey.

4.  So far he has won both the mens 100 meters ________________ and 50

meters __________________.  

5.  Jack attacks consistently and with just a move of the _______________ he

puts the opponents castle and knight under ________________.

d) Listen to the commentary of a game between the Boston Celtics and the

Los Angeles Lakers and answer the following questions.

1 .  What sport is being played?

2.  Who won the first game?

3.  What is the score in this game now?

4.  Who is favored in this game?

5.  What do the fans anticipate?

e) Work in groups.  Report on a sporting event you have recently watched

or participated in.

SPEAKING

Describing Popular Sports

a) What games are people playing in the pictures below? Work with a

partner.  Take turns to talk about the pictures.

a b



b) In groups,  describe how people play the games above.

How many players take part in the game?

Does it need any equipment?

What are the rules of playing the game?

How do players score or win the game?

How long does the game last?
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c

e

d

g

f
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Prompts

Example

Describing  How to Play Soccer

Each soccer team has 11  players.  

Players can use any part of their bodies to hit the ball,  except

their arms.  Players generally use their feet and heads as they

kick, dribble,  and pass the ball toward the goal.  The goalkeeper

is the only player allowed to touch the ball with the hands while

the ball is in play.

The other players are divided into defenders,  midfielders,  and

forwards.  Defenders try to stop the opposing team from reaching

the goal with the ball.  Forwards,  also called strikers,  do most of

the scoring.  Midfielders,  or halfbacks,  play defense but also try

to score.

Most soccer games are 90 minutes long.  They have two 45-

minute halves divided by a fifteen-minute break, or halftime.  

c) Work in groups.  Take turns to talk about your favorite sport and how
you benefit from it.

soccer

basketball / two teams of five players / large ball /  high net

hanging from a ring

hurdles / runners or horses / race / jump over / a series of

upright frames

tennis / two or four players / tennis racket / ball / net / court

volleyball / two teams of six players / their hands / large ball /

net / not to let the ball touch the ground on their own side

table tennis / two or four players / bat / plastic ball / net / table



WRITING

Writing an Announcement

a) Read the following announcement.  In pairs,  make a Wh-question and

an answer for each line of the announcement.

Example

Who is the announcer? 

Le Van Minh, Manager of the Sports Club.

b) Write an announcement of a sporting event or an activity in your school.

c)  Read your friends writing and report to the whole class on what you

have read.

LANGUAGE FOCUS

Word Study

Words Used in Soccer

a) Use the correct forms of the words given to fill in the blanks.  You can

use one word twice.
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SPORTS CLUB
------------------

In Celebration of the Youth League's Foundation Day

Friendly Volleyball Match

Local Language School vs.  Sports Club
4 p.m.  Saturday,  March 07,  200____

School stadium

*****************
All students are invited.

Le Van  Minh

Manager of the Sports Club

win beat defeat score
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1 .  Our team was easily _____________ in the first round of the competition.

2.  Our hopes and ambitions for this tournament have been ________________

by the weather.

3.  Do you know how many times Italy ___________________ the World Cup

Championship?

4.  Has either team ________________ yet?

b) Locate the following on the map of a soccer field,  using the words and

phrases in the box.

Grammar

To + Base Form of Verb Expressing Purposes 

To + Base Form of Verb As Modifier

goal  l ine penalty spot center l ine touch l ine

penalty area goal goal  area

1 .  touch line

7.  _____________
3.

4.  

5.  

6.  

2.



a) Check ( )  the sentences in which the underlined parts express

purposes.

b) Rewrite the following sentences,  using to + base form of verb phrases
as modifiers.

1 .  In 1986 Mexico became the first nation that hosted the World Cup

twice.

In 1986 Mexico became the first nation to host the World Cup twice.

2.  The goalkeeper is  the only player who is allowed to touch the ball

with his hands when the ball is  in play.

3.  Which nation became the first one that won the World Cup trophy

three times?

4.  It is an important rule you must follow in this game.

5.  Was he the only player who scored in that game?

6.  Cooperation is a lesson you can learn from team sports.

___________________________________________________________________________________________
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1 .  The original World Cup trophy was given permanently to Brazil

to honor that countrys record third World Cup title.

2. In 1986, Mexico became the first nation to host the World Cup twice.

3.  People do regular exercise to keep fit.

4.  Is it the first team to qualify for the final?

5.  Students are encouraged to take part in a team game to learn

how to get along with others.

6.  Students should manage their time wisely to participate in a

kind of sports.

7.  Is there any interesting soccer game to watch on TV tonight?

8.  The referee can add extra time at the end of each half to make

up for injury time.

9.  A goalie guards the goal to prevent the other team from scoring.

10.  He used the top of his foot to give the ball a powerful kick.
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READING

Before You Read

a) Work in groups offour to explore the world map and identify the names

of the continents on which lie the Pacific Rim countries.

b) Work in pairs to write the names of the countries under the flags.

1 . ____________________ 2. __________________

3. ____________________ 4. ___________________

c) What are the names ofthe capital cities ofthe four countries in part b)?

The Pacific RimThe Pacific Rim1515



Reading Text

Read the text and do the tasks that follow.

The Pacific Rim region offers great diversity  with the economic

dynamism of Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Singapore; the highly advanced

technological development in Japan, Korea, and the western United

States; the natural resources of Australia, Canada, the Philippines, and

the Russian Far East; the human resources of China, Indonesia, and

Viet Nam; and the agricultural productivity ofChile, New Zealand, Mexico,

the Philippines, and the United States, among others. Some theorists say that

the center of the world economic activity may refocus on the Pacific Rim.

Japan, a country of over 3,000

islands, extends along the

eastern or Pacific coast of

Asia, covering 377,835 sq. km

(including 3,091 sq. km of

territorial waters). The capital

and largest city is Tokyo and

the population is 126,771 ,660.

Japanese is the official

language. Present-day Japan

ranks among the world's leading industrialized countries. It is also the

third largest exporter after the United States and Germany.

The Commonwealth of Australia

is in the southeast of Asia

between the Pacific and Indian

oceans. The country comprises

the continent of Australia, the

worlds smallest continent, and a

number of islands. It has an area

of 7,682,300 sq. km and a

population of 19,357,594.

Canberra is the capital and

Sydney is the largest city. The official language is English. About 94

percent of the people are of European descent. Australia is the worlds

leading producer and exporter of wool. The country also ranks as a major

exporter of wheat, meat, dairy products, and other foodstuffs.
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The Republic of Singapore is an

island city-state in Southeast Asia

with a total area of 692.7 sq. km

and a multiracial population of

4,425,720. The biggest city and

capital is Singapore City. Official

languages are Malay (National),

English, Chinese, and Tamil.

After Singapore became an

independent republic in 1965,

foreign investments have stimulated the countrys rapid growth. Today,

Singapore has one of the highest standards of living in Asia, with its

economy centered on the production of electronic items, ship building,

petroleum refining, tourism, international banking, and international trade.

Canada stretches from the

Atlantic Ocean in the east to the

Pacific Ocean in the west.

Canada is the world's second

largest country with an area of

9,970,610 sq. km. The capital is

Ottawa, and the largest city is

Toronto. The population of

Canada is 31 ,592,805, and about

one-third of the people are of

British origin. One-fourth are of

French origin, living mainly in Quebec and maintaining their language

and culture. The official languages are English and French. About four-

fifths of Canadas exports are to the United States, and over two-thirds

of its imports are from this neighboring country.

a) Complete the table below with information from the text.

Country Area Capital City Largest City Population Language(s)

Australia

Canada

Japan

Singapore



b) Find the words in the text with the following meanings.

1 . authorized __________________ 3. chief ___________________

2. top __________________ 4. inhabitants ___________________

5. shoreline __________________

c) Answer the following questions.

1 . Which countries are larger exporters than Japan?

2. Which country is the largest in area among the four mentioned?

3. Which of the four countries has the smallest area?

LISTENING

a) Work with a partner.

1 . Find the names of the countries nearest to the North Pole.

2. Find the people who are fond of hamburgers and pumpkin pie.

3. Find the country whose national emblem has a merlion.

b) Listen to three speakers speaking about their countries and write down

the names of the countries.

c) Listen to the recordings again. The following statements can be true (T)

or false (F). Check ( ) the appropriate boxes.  Then correct the false

statements.
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Speaker Country

A

B

C

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

______________________________________________

T F

Speaker A

1 .  The country has a lot of diamonds.

2.  The country is in South Asia.

3.  Four official languages are spoken in this country.
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SPEAKING

Asking for and Giving Information About Cities

a) Work in pairs.  Look at a world map and locate the countries in which

these cities  Mexico City,  Tokyo,  Sydney,  and Toronto  can be found.

Then read the information concerning these cities.

Speaker B

4.  The country is the biggest in the world.

5.  The country has different climates nationwide.

6.  It is  very cold in the north of the country.

Speaker C

7.  The population of this country is  300 million.

8.  Most people live in cosmopolitan cities.

9.  Two popular sports are football and basketball.

Mexico City 

and its surrounding area

Tokyo 

and its surrounding area

Founded:  1325

Area:  1 ,547 sq.  km

Population:  9,815,795

Founded:  the 12th century

Area:  2,180 sq.  km

Population:  7,966,195

Sydney 

and its surrounding area

Toronto 

and its surrounding area

Founded:  1788

Area:  1 ,580 sq.  km

Population:  3,738,500

Founded:  1793

Area:  5,868 sq.  km

Population:  4,263,757



b) In groups of four,  use the information above to prepare a talk about

these cities,  using a world map to identify the particular location of the

country and city.

Example

Hi,  everyone.  I would like to give you some information about

(name of the country) and particularly,  the biggest city (/one of

the biggest cities)  of this country (name of the city).  Well,  the

city and its surrounding area were founded in (year) with a total

area of (number).  At present,  the citys population is about

(number) .  .  .   Thank you for your attention.

c) Work in groups to collect information relating to your city/ province/

town for your groups presentation next week.    

WRITING

Writing a Postcard
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a) Put the sentences on the right in the appropriate order so that it fits the

model given on the left.

1 .  Salutation

2.  Body 

Your feeling 

The weather

The place 

Things you have done 

Future plans 

3.  Closing 

4.  Signature

b) Imagine you are on vacation in one of the cities below.  Write a

postcard to an American pen pal.

a.  See you soon.

b.  Dear Mary 

c.  We are having a wonderful time

here in Viet Nam.

d.  Our hotel is  very near the beach.

e.  Yesterday we took a boat trip to

a small island and spent the day

lying on the beach and

exploring the island.

f.  The weather is  wonderful.

g.  We are visiting a coastal village

and enjoying seafood today.

h.  John

Sa Pa

Can Tho



LANGUAGE FOCUS

Word Study

Countries, Nationalities, and Languages

a) Work in pairs to complete the table below.  
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Hue Ho Chi  Minh City

Da Lat Ha Noi

Country Capital  City People Language(s)

Australia

Canada

Chile

Indonesia

New Zealand

Canberra 
____________________

Ottawa
____________________

____________________

Jakarta
____________________

____________________

_____________________

_____________________

Chilean
____________________

____________________

New Zealander
____________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________

_______________________
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b) Complete the following sentences with the appropriate words from the

table above.

1 .  This expert comes from Japan.  He is a ____________ and he can speak

three languages besides ____________.  

2.  Although she was born in ____________,  she is not an Australian.  She can

speak _____________ and Vietnamese.  

3.  A: Is he _____________? 

B: No, he isn t.  Hes living in Kuala Lumpur now with his family but

he cannot speak _____________.  He uses English in his work.   

4.  A: Where does he come from?

B: From _____________,  I guess,  because he said he was born in Montreal

and speaks _____________.   

5.   _____________ used to be occupied by many countries before it became

independent.  _____________ speak Tagalog and English.   

6.  A: What are the official languages of ________________ ?

B: Well,  Malay, English,  Chinese,  and Tamil.

7. A: You travel to Bangkok several times a year.  Can you speak _________?     

B: Well,  not very well,  because Im not a native.  I often use English

in my work.

8.  The capital city of ______________ is Washington, D.C.  Although the

country is  multiracial,  ____________ is the first language of most people.

9.  He is a New Zealander.  Nevertheless,  he was not born in ____________ but

in Spain.  So he can speak both languages,  _____________ and Spanish.

Peru

The Philippines

Singapore

Thailand

The United States

Viet Nam

Lima
___________________

___________________

Singapore City
___________________

___________________

Washington, D.C.
________________________

___________________

Peruvian
___________________

___________________

Singaporean
___________________

Thai
___________________

___________________

Vietnamese
___________________

___________________

English
___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________

___________________



Grammar 

a) Comparisons (Revision)

A tourist has just been home from his world tour.  Here are some of his

opinions about the cities he has visited.  Complete his sentences,  using

correct degrees of comparison of adjectives.

1 .  In my opinion, Melbourne is interesting,  but Beijing is (1 )___________

because of its spectacular sights and ancient architecture.  

2.  In some ways Ha Noi is the (2)____________ interesting of all the cities I

visited in Viet Nam.  The natural features of the citys environment

together with its historic sites arouse a sense of nostalgia.

3.  It is hot in Melbourne,  but not as hot (3)_____________ in Ho Chi Minh

City.  For me, Ho Chi Minh City is the (4)____________ during the dry

season.  

b) Reread the information about Tokyo,  Mexico City,  Sydney,  and Toronto.

Then write sentences comparing their history,  area,  and population.

Examples
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TOKYO

Tokyo has a longer history than Mexico City.  It was founded

in the twelfth century while the latter was founded in 1325.

Tokyo is larger than Mexico City.  Its area is 2,180 sq.  km

while the latters is 1 ,547 sq.  km.

Tokyo is not so densely populated as Mexico City.  Its

population is 7,966,195 while the latters is 9,815,795.
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READING

Before You Read

Work with a partner. Match the pictures with the names of the

countries they belong to.

Historical PlacesHistorical Places1616

1 . Cambodia 3. China

2. Viet Nam 4. Japan

a

b

c d



Reading Text

Read the text and do the tasks that follow.

a) Choose the best title for the text.

1 . Kyoto, Ancient Capital of Japan

2. Ancient Capitals of Japan

3. Nara, First Capital of Japan

4. Capitals of Japan
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After its establishment as the

national capital of Japan in 794,

Kyoto became the new base of the

Japanese imperial family, and for

over a thousand years it developed

into a center of Japanese culture.

With its 1 ,600 Buddhist temples,

400 shrines, many palaces, and

dozens of fabulous gardens, Kyoto

is ranked one of the most culture-

rich cities of the world. Kyoto is

also famous for its colorful

festivals. Every year, the

enthronement anniversary of the

emperor and other fascinating

state events are still held here.

Since the imperial capital was

moved to Tokyo in 1868, Kyoto

has been transformed into a

modern city under the influence of

Western culture. As the Japanese

government recognizes the need

to protect its invaluable

properties, the cultural and

historical sites in Kyoto and in the

surrounding areas have been given

appropriate care and maintenance.

In fact, a set of 17 historical sites

was registered as World Heritage

in 1993.

In the hilly northeastern edge of

the Nara Basin, 40 km east of

Osaka, lies the city of Nara.

Although the citys name was

officially changed to Heijo-kyo

when it was made the capital of

Japan in 710, Japanese preferred

calling it the capital of Nara

because of its location. Both

businesses and the arts started to

flourish in Nara until 794  when

the capital was moved to Heian-

kyo (Kyoto). Nara is now referred

to as the ancient capital of Japan,

and in spite of the change in status,

it has become one of the most

visited cities in Japan. The hidden

beauty, the rich history, and the

atmosphere of ancient Japan that

Nara retains make it one of the

highlights of Japanese tourist

industry.
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b) Find the words in the text with the following meanings.

1 . extremely good (like in fairy tales)

2. founding (n.)

3. a ceremony to show that a king or queen starts his / her rule

4. the act of keeping something in good condition

5. things that are owned by somebody or by a nation

6. develop highly

c) Answer the following questions.

1 . Why is Kyoto considered an important cultural center of Japan?

2. How are Japanese ancient rituals and traditions kept alive in modern

Kyoto?

3. Has the Japanese government given proper preservation of Kyotos

historical sites? Why or why not?

4. How long did Nara function as Japans imperial capital?

5. What makes Nara a famous tourist attraction nowadays?

d) Work in groups of four. Talk about what you know about Hue, the

former capital of Viet Nam.

LISTENING

a) Work in pairs. Match the following words / phrases with the

corresponding pictures.

b

a



b) Listen to a tour guide giving some information about transportation in

Hue and choose the correct answers.

1 . Phu Bai Airport is about ________________________ of the center of Hue.

A. 40 kilometers south

B. 14 kilometers north

C. 40 kilometers north

D. 14 kilometers south

2. Tourists can travel around the Royal Citadel _______________________.

A. by bicycle

B. on horseback

C. by cyclo

D. by boat

3. You pay _____________________ for a boat tour on the Perfume River.

A. 40,000 VND

B. 50,000 VND

C. US$ 5

D. US$ 9
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1 . The Royal Citadel

2. The Perfume River

3. Court music

4. A mandarin

5. Artisan and handicrafts

c

d

e
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4. Hue is about one thousand kilometers from ____________________.

A. Ho Chi Minh City

B. Da Nang

C. Ha Noi

D. Hai Phong

5. There are flight connections to Ha Noi and Ho Chi Minh City

______________________.

A. every other day

B. every day

C. three times a week

D. weekly

c) Listen to a tour guide talking to visitors about some attraction features

ofHue and write short answers to the questions below.

1 . How long did the Nguyen Dynasty last?

2. Are the buildings in Hue varied in styles?

3. Where is Thien Mu Pagoda located?

4. Besides its ancient buildings and beautiful landscapes, what has

made Hue more attractive?

5. What can tourists see in local villages?

SPEAKING

Giving Explanations of an Event

a) In groups offour, answer the following questions about Hoi An Ancient

Town.

1 . Where is it located?

2. Why does it attract many Vietnamese and international tourists?

3. Why is it called an ancient town?
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b) Work in groups of four. Talk about Hoi An Ancient Town based on the

facts and figures below.

Example

A: Is Hoi An very close to Da Nang?

B: Er.. . about 30 km south of Da Nang.

C: Why is it called an ancient town?

B: Well, because.. . it was built very long ago, um... around the
16th century.

D: . . . .

c) Work in pairs. Talk about the historical or cultural event(s) that you

know well.

(You may talk about King Hungs Anniversary or any historical / cultural

event(s) in your hometown.)

Useful Expressions

It is famous because .. .

It is famous for .. .

It was one of the major .. .

It used to be .. .

Since it is . . . , it has attracted .. .

It is well-preserved so that .. .

Hoi An Ancient Town

Location: 30 km south of Da Nang

Past event: Seaport attracting foreign traders (16th, 17th,
18th centuries)

Present status: World Cultural Heritage Site

Tourist attractions:

Narrow streets

Moss-walled buildings

Old pagodas and other places of worship

Low tiled-roof houses of Chinese and Japanese styles

Features of an ancient seaport
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WRITING

Describing Information Using a Table

a) Work in pairs. Tell your partner about your neighborhood or hometown.

Example

I live in a small . . . . Its a .. . community of about one thousand

inhabitants .. . . People work hard here, and they.. . .

b) Work in pairs. Use the facts and figures from this table to write about

Ha Noi, the capital ofViet Nam, or about Ho Chi Minh City.

Cities

Facts and Figures

Ha Noi Ho Chi Minh City

1 . Original name Thang Long Saigon

2. Year founded 1010 1698

3. Location In the heart of the Red

River Delta

On a large bend of the

Saigon River

4. Founding father King Ly Thai To Nguyen Huu Canh

5. Population (2006) About 4 million Over 8 million

6. Historical and/or

cultural features

Site of Old Citadel

Witness of August

Revolution

Buildings and peoples

lifestyles reflecting

Vietnamese, Chinese,

and Western cultures

7. Current status Political, economic,

and cultural center of

Viet Nam

Economic and

cultural center of

Viet Nam

Cosmopolitan city

8. Tourist attractions Old Citadel; Ba Dinh

Square; Tran Quoc

Pagoda; West Lake,

etc.

Ben Thanh Market;

Chinatown; Ho Chi

Minh Museum
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LANGUAGE FOCUS

Word Study

Adjectives Ending in -al or -ical

Many adjectives end in -al or -ical. Complete the conversation below with

the adjectives corresponding to the following nouns. The first one has

been done for you.

Tourist: What can I see in (1 ) Central Viet Nam?

Guide: You can enjoy yourself at the beautiful beaches of many of

the (2)_____________ towns. Besides, you can go to Hue and

visit the (3)________________ tombs of the kings of the Nguyen

Dynasty.

Tourist: Ive heard of Hoi An. Is it an interesting place?

Guide: Yes. Its an ancient town with many Japanese and Chinese

(4)_______________ and (5)________________ features.

Tourist: What other places should I visit?

Guide: Why dont you go to Ha Noi? You can find many

(6)_______________ sites, like the Old Citadel and Sword Lake.

Grammar

a) Use of the with Geographical Names

Oceans

Seas

Rivers

Mountain ranges

Place names that look plural

Groups of lakes

Place names in specific directions

the Pacific Ocean

the Black Sea

the Mekong River, the Nile

the Alps, the Rocky Mountains

the Netherlands, the United States,

the Philippines

the Great Lakes

the North of Viet Nam

royalty architecture coast history culture center
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Look at this piece of information. Write the in the blanks where it is

needed.

Youll take a flight across (1 )_________________ Pacific Ocean, and your first

stop in (2)_______________ United States is in (3)_______________ San Francisco,

(4)_______________ California, on (5)______________ West Coast. Next, you ll fly

to (6)______________ Rocky Mountains, and then to (7)_______________ Grand

Canyon National Park and see (8)________________ Mount Trumbell. From

there, you ll fly on to (9)_______________ New York, where you can take

another plane to (10)______________ Europe.

b) Make complete sentences with the following prompts. The first one has

been done for you.

1 . We take / boat trip / along / the Red River / last week

We took a boat trip along the Red River last week.

2. Nile / flow / through / Egypt

3. Washington, D.C. / capital / United States

4. Ha Noi / capital / Socialist Republic of Viet Nam

5. Netherlands / in / Europe

6. Jack / go skiing / Alps / every winter

7. There be / tidal waves / on South Coast / Pacific Ocean / last year

c) Sentences with Although / Even Though, or But and In Spite of /

Despite

Examples

Although / Even though the official name of the capital was

Heijo-kyo, it was called the Capital of Nara because of its

location.

The official name of the capital was Heijo-kyo, but it was

called the Capital of Nara because of its location.

In spite of its official name  Heijo-kyo, it was called the

Capital of Nara because of its location.
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Fill in the blanks with although / even though, but, or in spite of / despite.

Tourism in Sa Pa

This years figures show that Sa Pa has attracted more tourists than the

previous year. In fact, (1 )_____________ weather conditions were not

favorable in the cold months, holidaymakers came in large groups to

Sa Pa this January. Many paid a visit to the tribal villages

(2)_____________ the slippery roads. Also, accommodation in Sa Pa

may not have been so good as the visitors had expected,

(3)_______________ local peoples kind hospitality with which they were

entertained was an enjoyable experience. And whats more, Sa Pas

atmosphere remained as cozy and peaceful as ever (4)_____________

the number of tourists is on the increase.

d) Join each pair of sentences with the word(s) in parentheses.

1 . The flight was long. I wasnt very tired. (although)

Although the flight was long, I wasnt very tired.

2. We took that package tour. Its cost was high. (despite)

We took that package tour despite its high cost.

3. We couldnt get tickets to the Old Citadel. We lined up for an hour.

(even though)

4. Many parts of the Old Citadel were destroyed. Archeologists could

find valuable relics. (although)

5. We went on exploring Hoi An Ancient Town. We felt tired.

(in spite of)

6. The sign was right in front of him. He didnt notice it. (even though)

7. The house is old. It looks very attractive. (despite)

8. We could get to the airport in time for our flight home. The traffic

was heavy. (in spite of)
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LISTENING COMPREHENSION

a) Listen to the talk about New York State and then complete the

statements below.

1 . New York is a state of _______________, seashore, and ________________.

2. There are ______________ lakes in the Finger Lakes region.

3. New York City is the _____________ city in ____________________.

4. New York City was named ____________ by jazz musicians in the 1920s.

b) You will hear short conversations between two people. After each

conversation, you will hear a question about it. After you hear the

question, read the four possible answers and check ( ) the best one.

1 .  A.  New York always has perfect weather.

B.  New Yorkers influence the temperature.

C.  New York has extremes of temperature and a lot of people.

D.  New Yorkers are only happy in the spring.

2.  A.  The United States.

B.  Canada.

C.  Australia.

D.  France.

3.  A.  One.

B.  Two.

C.  Three.

D.  Four.

4.  A.  In 1893.

B.  In 1993.

C.  In 1983.

D.  In 1883.

Consolidation 4Consolidation 4

Units 13 16-Units 13 16-
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5. A.  The 11 th century.

B.  The 12th century.

C.  The 14th century.

D.  The 10th century.

VOCABULARY

a) Choose the word from the box that can best complete each of the

following sentences or exchanges.

1 .  Our teacher was very ________________ of our great efforts  during the

last term.

2.  A: That theatrical group has never lost its ________________.       

B: I completely agree with you.  The actors and actresses perform

beautifully.

3.  A: Is your brother a member of the ___________ group in his university? 

B: Yes, and he performs in some plays at his university on special

occasions.

4.  A: Do you often paint in your free time?

B: Yes.  Painting helps me fill a(n) _______________ need for beauty.

5.  A: I cant wait to watch the next World Cup _______________.

B: Well,  Im very excited about that,  too.

6.  A: Viet Nam _______________ the 22nd SEA Games successfully.

B: And many competitors  said that we had a sense of fair play

as well.

7.  A: Scientists have always enjoyed high social ______________.

B: Yes.  Scientists have been honored at all times.

8.  A: Which country is the _____________ producer of cars in this region?

B: Japan, I think.

9.  A: Most of the Singaporeans are of Chinese ____________,  arent they?

B: Yes, they are.   And their first language is Chinese.

appeal  spiritual  appreciative dramatic hosted

leading flourishing origin tournament status
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10.  A: This town has been _______________ recently.  

B: You re right.  Its economy has been booming.

b) Choose the word or phrase that best completes each sentence or

exchange.

11 .  A: Is English spoken by most people in Singapore?

B: Yes.  English is the ______________ language in Singapore although

most of the Singaporeans speak Chinese as their mother tongue.

A.  native B.  first

C.  official D.  foreign

12.  The Japanese market _______________ 30% of the companys source of

income.

A.  produces B.  raises

C.  invests in D.  accounts for

13.  A: I think Lan speaks very good English.

B: And I am very impressed by her ________________ in English.

A.  voice B.  practice

C.  popularity D.  fluency

14.  A: This city has been developed rapidly in the past few years.  

B: Its not surprising.  The city has been _________________ recently.

A.  industrialized B.  exploited

C.  established D.  explored

15.  My cousin works in a Japanese _________________ corporation and he

often goes to the main office in Japan for training.

A.  multiracial B.  multipurpose

C.  multinational D.  multilingual

16.  A: What did ___________________ find on this site?

B: Well,  they found valuable relics of the Old Citadel.

A.  builders          B.  architects

C.  archeologists          D.  engineers
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17.  Hue attracts a lot of tourists because it has a variety of _______________

works of great artistic value.  

A.  building B.  architectural

C.  royal D.  natural

18.  You can find people from many parts of the world living in New

York.  It is  a ________________ city.

A.  populous B.  capital

C.  cosmopolitan D.  popular

19.  Our government has _______________ a large amount of money in public

transportation recently.  We now have a very good system of

intercity buses.

A.  invested B.  improved

C.  left D.  arranged

20.  A: Are there flight _________________ to Da Nang from here?

B: Yes.  There are four every day.

A.  trips B.  connections

C.  routes D.  termini

GRAMMAR AND STRUCTURE

a) Choose the word or phrase that best completes each sentence or

exchange.

1 .  A: How about your trip to ________________?

B: Well,  it was a marvelous one.

A.  Netherlands B.  the Netherlands

C.  Netherlands country D.  the Netherlands country

2.  A: How often do you go to ___________________?

B: Not very often.  I usually watch movies at home.

A.  movies B.  movie theater 

C.  the movies D.  a movie
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3.  A: Are you going to Mr.  Browns lecture? Youll have _____________ to

ask any questions at the end.

B: Yes, I ll go there.

A.  opportunity B.  the opportunity

C.  opportunities D.  the opportunities     

4.   My uncle is taking a business trip to the United States.  I think

tonight he ll fly across ________________.

A.  Pacific Ocean         B.  the Pacific Ocean

C.  Ocean Pacific          D.  the Ocean Pacific 

5.  Viet Nam was _______________ to host SEA Games 22.

A.  the nation        B.  a nation

C.  nation         D.  one nation

6.  A: Are you free this weekend?

B: Well  , no.  I _______________ my father with the gardening.         

A.  help           B.  helping

C.  am going to help       D.  have helped

7.  A: Im going to take a plane to Japan.  Could you call a taxi for me?

B: Yes.  _______________ one.

A.  Im calling          B.  I ll call

C.  Im going to call D.  I call

b) Fill in each blank with the correct form of the verb in parentheses.  (You

may use the to-base form,  the present participle,  or the past participle.)

8.  A: Dont you think that most movie stars have a very_______________

(excite) lifestyle?

B: Yeah.  They have beauty,  wealth,  and fame.

9.   Daughter: Hi, Mom.  Im phoning you from Australia.

Mother: Hello,  dear.  What has made you sound so _________ (excite)?

Daughter: I have just passed the end-of-term exams with high grades!

10.  In 2005, the Philippines was chosen _______________ (host)  the 23rd

SEA Games.
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11 .  Hostess: Im very _______________ (please) that you have come.

Guest: Well,  thank you for the delicious dinner.

12.  A: What _______________ (surprise) news!  Congratulations!  

B: Thanks.

13.  A: Have you been to Hue?  

B: Yes  and I was _______________ (amaze) at the attractiveness of the

historical sites.

14.  My teacher advised me to choose a computer______________ (suit) my

particular needs.

c) Match the clauses in A with those in B,  using although or so that.

B.

a.  he had trained very hard.

b.  they can see the ancient town.

c.  they made great efforts to defend their goal.

d. they can learn to be cooperative.

e. he could further his education.

f. it rained heavily.

A.

15.  Minhs parents sent him to New Zealand 

1 6.  Lam was not chosen for the National Soccer Team 

17.  Tourists are going to visit Hoi An 

18.  Students should take part in team sports 

19.  The movie theater was full 

20.  The defenders couldnt prevent the visiting team

from scoring 
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READING

Read the following text and do the tasks that follow.

Sydney,  Australia

Sydney, the capital city of New South Wales,  is  famous for its

magnificent Sydney Opera House,  Sydney Harbor Bridge,  and, of

course,  Sydney Harbor itself.

History

In 1770, Captain James Cook, sent by the British government,  was the

first to discover the new land which was named New South Wales.  The

first settlers were mainly lawbreakers in England, and English has

always been the language used in Australia.  However,  these early settlers

had very little respect for tradition;  they were ready to make new words

and use old words in their Australian way. Sydney now is the land of

mixed population with people from all over the world.

Tourist Attractions

Anyone visiting Sydney will be impressed by the beautiful beaches

along the coast.  They can also take part in plenty of day trips to the

limestone cave or river cruises.  Most interesting is probably a visit to

various parks not far from the city center.  Situated on the southern

outskirts of Sydney, the Royal National Park is the second oldest national

park in the world.  Tourists can go there by train or ferry.  Then they can

have a barbecue or a picnic,  swim, walk along narrow paths,  or admire

the unique native flora and fauna.  Another park is the Ku-ring-gai Chase

National Park,  which is to the north of Sydney.  This park preserves

sandstone cliffs,  900 species of flora,  and spectacular wildlife.  

Sports

Australians have always loved sports.  Almost 60 percent of the

Australian population participates in at least one sport or physical

activity.  The most popular are walking, swimming, aerobics,  golf,  and

tennis.  The most recent example of Australias sporting success is its

athletes  participation in the Sydney 2000 Olympic and Paralympic

Games.  Australia finished first place in the Paralympics with a total of

149 medals.  The Paralympic Games are for athletes with physical
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disabilities.  They have always been held in the same year as the Olympic

Games.  The 11 th Paralympic Games Sydney 2000 brought about 18

events and 300 World and Paralympic records.

a) The following statements can be true (T) or false (F).  Check ( )  the

appropriate boxes.  Then correct the false statements.

b) Complete the following sentences with the correct forms of the words

in parentheses.

1 . The _______________ of New South Wales was made by Captain James

Cook in 1770.  (discover)

2. The early settlers  ___________ to create new words and use old words in

their own way helped form the so-called Australian English.  (ready)

3. The beautiful beaches along the coast make a really strong _____________

on visitors.  These beaches are very _____________.  (impress)

4. Ku-ring-gai Chase National Park is considered a kind of wildlife

______________.  (preserve)

5. Such physical activities as walking, swimming, aerobics,  golf,  and

tennis have gained _________________ in Australia over recent years.

(popular)

T F

1 .  Sydney was discovered in the 18th century.

2.  Sydney is an inland city.

3.  Its people now are a mixed group of different races.

4.  Their language is somewhat different from the Queens

English.

5.  The Royal National Park is in the city center.

6.  The Royal National Park is the oldest national park in the

world.

7.  The Paralympic Games are for disabled athletes.

8.  The first Paralympic Games were held in 1970.
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6. The Australian _________________ in the Sydney 2000 Olympic and

Paralympic Games brought success to their country.  Their ______________

helped Australia collect l49 medals in the Paralympic Games.

(participate)

7. The ________________ athletes took part in 18  events at the Paralympic

Games.  (disability)

c) Answer the following questions.  

8. Name some interesting places in Sydney.

9. What does lawbreakers (paragraph 2)  mean?

10. List two national parks in Australia.

11 . What makes you think that Australians are athletic?

WRITING

Describing Information Using a Table

Work in groups of four.  Complete the table with facts and figures about

Hoi An Ancient Town based on your background knowledge.

Hoi  An Ancient Town

1 .  Location

2.  Historical and/ or cultural features

3.  Current status

4.  Tourist attractions
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GlossaryGlossary
  

A 

academic [adj] / kdemk /  (thuoc) nha trng 4 

academy [n]  / kdmi /  vien han lam 13 

accommodation [n]  / k mden /  cho  4 

account for [v]  / k nt /  giai thch cho 15 

achievement [n]  / ti:vmnt / thanh tu 2 

action movie [n.p]  phim hanh ong 13 

activist [n]  / ktvst /  nha hoat ong 2 

actor [n]  / ktr /  (nam) dien vien 5 

actress [n]  / ktrs /  (n) dien vien 7 

address [v]  / dres /  oc dien van trc 2 

adjust  [v]  / dst /  thch nghi 4 

admission [n]  / dmn /  nhan vao hoc 2 

adult [n]  / dlt /  ngi ln 4 

advertisement [n]  / dvrt zmnt/  quang cao 7 

AF  / e  ef /  autofocus 5  

affect [v]  / fekt /  anh hng en 9 

agricultural [adj] / rkltrl / (thuoc) nong nghiep 8 

album  [n]  / lbm /  a 7  

allergic [adj] / lrdk /  d ng 9 

all- time [adj]  moi thi ai 13 

alphabet [n]  / lfbet /  bang ch cai 4 

amaze [v]  / mez /  gay ngac nhien 8 

amphibian [n]  / mfbi:n /  ong vat lng c 10 

ancient [adj] / ennt /  xa,  co 11 

anthem [n]  / nm /  quoc ca 12 

antiapartheid [adj] / ntip rt t / chong phan biet chung toc 2 

antiwar [adj ] / ntiw:r /  phan chien 12 

apartheid [n]  / p rt t / chu ngha phan biet  
chung toc 

2 

apologize [v]  / p ld z /  xin loi 7 

apology [n]  / p ldi /  li xin loi 7 

appeal [n]  / pi:l /  hap dan 12 

appealing [adj ] / pi:l  /  hap dan 12 

apposition [n]  / pzn /  ng ong v 5 

appreciate [v]  / pri:et/  hieu ro gia tr, thng thc 12 

appreciative [adj] / pri:etv /  anh gia cao, cam kch 13 
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appropriate [adj ] / propri:t /  phu hp 8 

approve [v]  / pru:v /  chap thuan, chuan thuan 12 

aquarium [n]  / kweri:m /  (nha co) ho nuoi 9 

archeologist [n]  / rki: ldst / nha khao co hoc 16 

architectural [adj] / rktektrl /  kien truc 16 

architecture [n]  / rktektr /  kien truc 16 

area [n]  / 'eri:  /  dien tch 15 

arrest [v]  / rest /  bat gi 2 

artisan [n]  / rtzn /  th thu cong lanh nghe  16 

artist [n]  / rtst /  nghe s 7 

ATM [n]  / e ti:  em /  automated teller machine 8 

attitude [n]  / ttu:d /  thai o 5 

author [n]  / :r /  tac gia 7 

authority [n]  / :rti /  nha chc trach 10 

automated teller 
machine 
[n.p] may rut tien t ong 8 

automatic [adj] / :tmtk /  t ong 5 

automobile [n]  / :tmobi:l /  xe hi 9  

award [v]  / w:rd /  trao tang 2 

award [n]  / w:rd /  giai thng 13 

B

back [n]  / bk /  lng 9 

background [n]  / bkrnd /  lai lch 2  

backpack [n]  / bkpk /  ba lo  6 

backpacking [n]  / bkpk  /  i bo ng dai 6 

balance [n]  / blns /  can bang 11 

ban [v]  / bn /  cam 10 

band [n]  / bnd /  ban nhac 12 

base [n]  / bes /  chan e 5 

bargaining [n]  / brn  /  (viec) mac ca 8 

basketball [n]  / bsktb: l /  bong ro 14 

battle [n]  / btl /  tran anh 2 

bear [v]  / ber /  mang 8

beat [n]  / bi:t / nhp,  phach 12 

beat [v]  / bi:t /  anh bai 14 

beep [n]  / bi:p /  tieng bp 5  

behavior [n]  / bhevjr /  cach ng x 9 

bellow [n] / belo  /  tieng gao 9 

beloved [adj] / blvd /  yeu quy 4 
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benefit [n]  / benft /  li ch 6 

best- selling [adj]  ban chay nhat 7 

bill [n]  / bl /  giay bao thanh toan 8 

billboard [n]  / blb:rd /  bang quang cao 7 

biological [adj ] / b ldkl  /  sinh hoc 10 

biologist [n]  / bldst /  nha sinh hoc 2 

biosphere [n]  / bosfr / sinh quyen 10 

blender [n]  / blendr/  may tron, may xay 5 

block [n]  / blk /  khu pho 8  

blowout [n]  / blot /  phun,  phut 11 

blues [n]  / blu:z /  nhac blues 12 

brave [adj] / brev /  dung cam 4 

break (a record) [v]  / brek /  pha (k luc) 7 

break through [v]   vt qua 4 

breed [v]  / bri:d /  sinh con C3 

browse [v]  / brz / xem qua 5  

brushwork [n]  / brwrk/  phong cach ve 13 

bubble [n]  / bbl /  bong bong 7 

button [n]  / btn /  num 5 

C 

cafeteria [n]  / kftri:  /  cang tin 11 

campfire [n]  / kmpfr /  la trai 6 

campsite [n]  / kmpst /  ni cam trai 6 

cancer [n]  / knsr /  ung th 9 

cannonball [n]  / knnb:l  /  an ai bac 12 

canyon [n]  / knjn /  hem nui 11 

cap [n]  / kp /  nap 5 

capital [n]  / kptl  /  thu o 15 

caretaker [n]  / kertekr /  ngi cham soc 11 

cartoon [n]  / krtu:n /  phim hoat hnh 7 

cathedral [n]  / ki:drl /  nha th 2 

caution [n]  / k:n /  than trong 9 

CD-ROM (compact 

disk read-only 

memory) 

[n]  / si:  di:  rm /  a CD-ROM 12 

cement [n]  / sment /  xi mang 5 

central processing 
unit 

[n.p]  bo x l trung tam 5 

certificate [n]  / srtfkt /  chng ch 4 
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chair [n]  / ter /  chu tch 9 

championship [n]  / tmpi:np /  giai vo ch 14 

character [n]  / krktr /  nhan vat 13 

chemical [n]  / kemkl /  hoa chat 10 

chemist [n]  / kemst /  nha hoa hoc 2 

chess [n]  / tes / c vua 14 

cholesterol [n]  / k lestr: l /  cholesterol 5  

chopsticks [n]  / t pstks / ua 11 

chorus [n]  / k:rs /  dan ong ca, dan hp xng 12 

chronological [adj]  / kr nl dkl / theo th t thi gian 4 

civil rights [n.p] / svl r ts / quyen cong dan 12 

classical [adj]  / klskl / co ien 12 

click [v]  / clk / nhan 5  

climate [n]  / kl mt / kh hau 11 

clockwise [adv] / kl kw z / theo chieu kim ong ho 5 

club [n]  / klb / cau lac bo 7 

code [n]  / kod /  bang ma  4 

cold-blooded [adj]  / koldbldd /  (co) mau lanh 9 

college [n]  / k ld  / trng ai hoc 4 

come on [v]   chay 8 

comedy [n]  / k mdi /  hai kch 7 

comic [adj]  / k mk /  hai hc, khoi hai 12 

comment [n]  / k ment /  li bnh 5 

commercial [n]  / kmrl /  quang cao 7 

commitment [n]  / kmtmnt /  tan tam 4 

communicate [v]  / kmju:nket /  giao tiep 9 

competition [n]  / k mptn /  thi au 14 

complete [v]  / kmpli:t /  hoan thanh 2 

complicated [adj]  / k mplketd /  phc tap 11 

composer [n]  / kmpozr /  nha soan nhac 12 

computed 
tomography 
[n.p] / kmpjutd 
tm rfi /  
chup cat lp dung may 
tnh 
5 

condition [n]  / kndn /  chng (benh), than phan 9,12 

conference [n]  / k nfrns /  hoi ngh  2  

confirm [v]  / knfrm /  xac nhan 9 

congress [n]  / k rs /  hiep hoi 2 

connection [n]  / knekn /  noi chuyen 16 

consciousness [n]  / k nsns /  y thc 4 

conservation [n]  / k nsrven /  (s) bao ton 10 
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conserve [v]  / knsrv /  bao ton 11 

constantly [adv] / k nstntli /  lien tuc 7 

container [n]  / kntenr /  bnh cha 5 

contest [n]  / k ntest /  cuoc thi 7 

continent [n]  / k ntnnt /  luc a 4 

contribute [v]  / kntrbju:t / gop phan 10 

copy [n]  / k pi /  ban 7 

cosmopolitan [adj]  / k zmp ltn / gom ngi nhieu ni tren 
the gii 
15

counterclockwise [adv] / k ntrkl kw z/  ngc chieu kim ong ho  5 

country music [n.p]  nhac ong que  12 

court [n]  / k:rt /  trieu nh 16 

cover [v]  / kvr /  co dien tch 11 

cozy [adj]  / kozi /  am cung 8 

CPU [n]  / si:  pi:   ju:  /  central processing unit 5  

crab [n]  / krb /  cua 9 

craftsman [n]  / krftsmn /  th thu cong 8 

crazy [adj ]  / krezi /  am me  7 

create [v]  / kri: et /  tao ra 2 

creator [n]  / kri: etr /  ngi sang tao 2 

creature [n]  / kri:tr /  sinh vat 9 

cross [v]  / kr:s  /  i qua 4 

CT [n]  / si: ti:  /  computed tomography 5  

CT scanner [n.p]  may chup cat lp 5 

cuff [n]  / kf / dai quan 5  

cum laude [adv] / km l de  /  xuat sac hang ba 4 

cure [n]  / kjr /  viec ieu tr, t cha tr 10 

cyberspace [n]  / s rspes / khong gian ieu khien C2 

cyclo [n]  / si:klo  /  xe xch lo  16 

D

dairy [adj ]  / deri /  sa 15 

dash [n]  / d /  dau gach ngang dai () 5 

data [n]  / det  /  d lieu 5 

deaf [adj]  / def /  iec 4 

debris [n]  / dbri:  /  manh v  11 

dedicate [v]  / dedket /  hien dang 4 

dedicated [adj ]  / dedketd /  tan tu  4 

defeat [v]  / dfi:t /  anh bai 14 
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defender [n]  / dfendr /  hau ve  14 

deforestation [n]  / di: f:rsten /  pha rng 10 

delay [v]  / dle /  cham tre  8 

delta [n]  / delt  /  chau tho, ong bang 8 

democracy [n]  / dmkrsi /  nen dan chu  2 

democratic [adj]  / demkrtk /  dan chu  12 

descent [n]  / dsent /  dong doi 15 

deserted [adj]  / dzrtd /  vang ve  8 

designer [n]  / dznr /  nha thiet ke  7  

destroy [v]  / dstr  /  tan pha  10 

destruction [n]  / dstrkn /  (s) tan pha  10 

device [n]  / dvs/  dung cu  5 

diagnosis [n]  / d noss /  chan oan 5 

dial [n]  / dl/  mat so  5  

diamond [n]  / dmnd /  kim cng 9 

diaper [n]  / dpr /  ta lot 11 

digital [adj]  / ddtl /  k thuat so  5  

director [n]  / drektr/  ao dien 13 

disability [n]  / dsblti /  s tan tat 4 

disabled [adj]  / ds ebld /  tan tat 4 

discharge [v]  / ds trd  /  tuon ra 10 

disconnect [v]  / dsknekt /  thao ra 5 

discourage [v]  / ds krd  /  khien cho khong (lam)  7 

discover [v]  / ds kvr /  phat hien 2 

disposable [adj]  / dspozbl /  dung mot lan 10 

distance  learning [n.p]   hoc t xa 4 

diversity [n]  / dvrsti /  s a dang 8 

divorce [v]  / dv:rs /  li  d  7  

document [n]  / dkjmnt /  tai lieu 7 

documentary [n]  / dkjmentri /  phim tai lieu 7 

dolphin [n]  / dlfn /  ca heo 9 

dot [n]  / dt /  cham 4 

dove [n]  / dv /  bo cau 12 

dragon [n]  / drn /  rong 16 

drama [n]  / drm/  kch,  kch nghe  13 

dramatic [adj ]  / drmtk /  co kch tnh,  k thu  13 

dribble [v]  / drbl /  re bong 14 

drop by [v]   tat vao tham 9 
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duet [n]  / duet /  song ca,  song tau 12 

dweller [n]  / dwelr /  ngi dan 10 

dynamism [n]  / d nmzm /  tnh nang ong 15 

dynamite [n]  / d nm t /  chat no  10 

dynasty [n]  / d nsti /  trieu ai 16 

E 

take the easy  
way out   
thoat khoi tnh huong kho 

khan bang cach hanh 

ong t nhat 

9  

ecology [n]  / k ldi /  sinh thai 11 

economic [adj ]  /  kn mk /  kinh te  15  

economy [n]  / k nmi /  nen kinh te  7  

ecotour [n]  / i:kotr /  chuyen du lch sinh thai 10 

ecotourism [n]  / i:kotrzm /  du lch sinh thai 10 

ecotourist [n]  / i:kotrst /  ngi du lch sinh thai 10 

effect [n]  / fekt /  tac ong 8 

effectively [adv]  / fektvli /  co hieu qua  1 

electronic [adj]  / lektr nk /  ien t  7 

electronics [n]  / lektr nks /  o ien t  15 

e-mail [v]  / i:mel/  gi th ien t  7 

emblem [n]  / emblm / bieu tng 15 

emerge [v]  / mrd  /  noi len, xuat hien 12 

emigrate [v]  / emret / di c  2  

emotional [adj]  / monl /  xuc cam, xuc ong 12 

emperor [n]  / emprr /  hoang e  16 

emphasis [n]  / emfss /  (s) nhan manh 7 

enable [v]  / nebl /  giup cho 2 

encounter [v]  / nk ntr /  gap phai 4 

endangered [adj ]  / ndendrd /  b nguy hiem 11 

enrich [v]  / nrt /  lam phong phu  4 

entertain [v]  / entrten/  giai tr, tieu khien 13 

enthronement [n]  / nronmnt/  le tan phong 16 

entry [n]  / entri /  muc t  7 

envious [adj]  / envi:s /  them muon,  ghen t  5  

environment [n]  / nv rnmnt /  moi trng 7 

environmental [adj]  / nv rnmentl /  (thuoc) moi trng 10 

environmentalist [n]  / nv rnmentlst / ngi hoat ong v  

moi trng 

12 

envy [v]  / envi /  them muon, ghen t  5  
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establish [v]  / stbl /  thanh lap 10 

establishment [n]  / stblmnt /  (s) thanh lap 11 

exact [v]  / zkt /  oi hoi, gay ra 13 

excursion [n]  / kskrn /
cuoc du ngoan, chuyen 
tham quan 
6

execution [n]  / kskju:n /  dan dng 12 

exhaust [v]  / z:st/  xa ra, lam het 
10

C3

exhaust [n]  / z:st/  chat xa  10 

exist [v]  / zst/  ton tai 8 

expert [n] / eksprt / chuyen gia 4 

exploit [v] / kplt /  khai thac 10 

explore [v] / kspl:r / tham hiem 9 

exporter [n] / eksp:rtr /  nc xuat khau 15 

extend [v] / kstend /  vt ra 13 

extinct [adj] / kstkt / tuyet chung 11 

extinction [n] / kstn / (s) tuyet chung 10 

extract [n] / ekstrkt /  oan trch 7 

F

fabulous [adj]  / fbjls / 
ep khong the
tng tng c 
16

face-to- face [adj]   mat oi mat 1 

facial [adj]  / fel /   mat 4 

fair [n]  / fer /  hoi ch  8 

fair (hair) [adj]  / fer /  co mau sang 9 

fan [n]  / fn /  ngi ham mo  7 

fantastic [adj]  / fntstk /  tuyet vi 7 

fascinating [adj ]  / fsnet  /  lam say me, quyen ru  9 

fashion [n]  / fn /  thi trang 7 

fauna [n]  / f:n  /  he ong vat 10 

favorite [adj]  / fevrt /  thch nhat 7  

fax [n]  / fks /  may phac 5 

feature [n]  / fi:tr /  net ac trng 8 

feature movie [n.p]   phim truyen 13 

fell [v]  / fel /  chat, on (cay) 10 

fertile [adj]  / frtl /  ph nhieu 16 

festival [n]  / festvl  /  le hoi 16 

fiberoptic [adj]  / fr / bang si quang C2 
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fin [n]  / fn/  vay (ca) 9 

fishing rod [n.p]  / r d /  can cau 9 

floating [adj]  / flot  /  noi 8 

flora [n]  / fl:r  /  he thc vat 10 

flourish [v]  / flr /  phat at 10 

flute [n]  / flu:t /  ong sao 8 

focus [v]  / foks /  ieu chnh 5  

folk [n]  / fok /  dan gian 12 

football [n]  / ftb: l  /  mon bong bau duc   
Hoa K  

15  

former [adj]  / f:rmr/  trc ay 2 

forward [n]  / f:rwrd/  tien ao 14 

found [v]  / f nd /  thanh lap 4 

foundation [n]  / f nden /  (s) thanh lap 4 

founding father [n.p]   ngi sang lap 2 

freedom [n]  / fri:dm /  t do 2 

fumes [n]  / fju:mz /  khoi 10 

funds [n]  / fndz /  nguon tai chnh 10 

funeral  [n]  / fju:nrl /  am tang 2 

fur [n]  / fr /  long (thu) 10 

G 

G Minor [n.p]  / di:  m nr /  (cung) G th  12 

gain (weight) [v]  / en /  tang 7 

gallery [n]  / lri /  phong trng bay 11 

garbage  [n]  /  rbd  /  rac 9 

gaur [n]  /  r /  bo gau 11 

gear [n]  / r /  dung cu  6 

gender [n]  / dendr /  nam/ n  1 

geographical [adj ]  / di:rfkl /  a l  10 

get along [v]   hoa hp 4 

get off [v]   xuong (xe) 8  

get-together [n]  / etter /  cuoc hop mat 9 

gifted [adj]  / ftd /  co nang khieu 4 

giraffe [n]  / drf /  hu cao co  9 

global warming [n.p]  / lobl w:rm/ s am len cua  
trai at 

10 

be on the go   ban ron 7 

goldfish [n]  / oldf /  ca vang 9 
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graduate [v]  / rdwet /  tot nghiep 2 

graph [n]  / rf /  o th  11 

grinder [n]  / rndr /  may nghien 5 

grunt [v]  / rnt /  cau nhau 9 

guitar [n]  / tr /  an ghi ta 12 

H

habitat [n]  / hbtt/  moi trng song 10 

half [n]  / hf / hiep (bong a) 14 

halftime [n]  / hftm /
thi gian ngh  

gia hai hiep 
14

half-wild [adj]  / hfwld /  na hoang dai 4 

handicraft [n]  / hndikrft /  nghe thu cong 16 

harpoon [n]  / hrpu:n /  cay lao moc 9 

headline [n]  / hedln /  e muc 7 

hearing [n]  / hr /  thnh giac 9 

hearing aids [n.p]   may tr thnh 4 

heritage [n]  / hertd / di san 16 

hero [n]  / hro  / anh hung 2 

heroine [n]  / hern /  n anh hung 2 

highland [n]  / hlnd / vung cao 8 

highlander [n]  / hlndr /  ngi vung cao 8 

highlands [n]  / hlndz /  vung cao nguyen 8 

high-pitched [adj ]  / hptt /  the the, cao giong 9 

hiking [n]  / hk /  (cuoc) i bo ng dai e 
tieu khien hoac ren luyen 

6

historical [adj]  / hst:rkl /  lch s  16 

homecoming [n]  / homkm  /  buoi hop mat cu hoc sinh, 
sinh vien 

12

homeroom teacher [n.p]  / homru:m /  giao vien chu nhiem 12 

honor [v]  / nr /  ton vinh 2 

host [v]  / host /  ang cai 14 

humane [adj]  / hju: men /  nhan c 2 

humpback whale [n.p]  / hmpbk /  ca voi lng gu  9 

hurdles [n]  / hrdlz / nhay rao 14 

I

icon [n]  / kn /  bieu tng, hnh hieu 5 

image [n]  /  md  /  hnh anh 5 

immediately [adv]  / mi:di:tli /  ngay lap tc 6 

impaired [adj]  / mperd /  suy yeu 4 
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impairment [n]  / mpermnt /  (s) suy yeu 9 

imperial [adj]  / mpri:l /  hoang e  16 

impress [v]  / mpres /  gay an tng 8 

impressive [adj]  / mpresv /  gay an tng 13 

imprison [v]  / mprzn /  giam cam 2 

independence [n]  /  ndpendns /  oc lap 15 

indicator [n]  /  ndketr /  vat ch th  5  

indispensable [adj]  /  nds pensbl /  khong the thieu c 12 

industrial [adj]  / ndstri:  /  cong nghiep 8 

industrialized [adj]  / ndstri:lzd /  cong nghiep hoa  15 

infection [n]  / nfekn /  nhiem khuan 2 

infinite [adj]  /  nfnt /  vo han 12 

ingredient [n]  / nri:di:nt /  thanh phan 5 

injure [v]  /  ndr /  lam hai 9 

injury [n]  /  ndri /  chan thng 6 

insight [n]  /  nst /  hieu thau sau sac 13 

inspire [v]  / nspr /  gi / truyen cam hng 12 

institute [n]  /  nsttu:t /  vien 2 

institution [n]  /  nsttu:n /  c s t thien 4 

instructions [n]  / nstrknz /  hng dan s dung 5 

intensive [adj]  / ntensv /  tang cng 4 

interaction [n]  /  ntrkn /  tng tac 1 

Internet [n]  /  ntrnet /  mang Internet 7  

interpret [v]  / ntrprt /  dien giai, l giai, giai thch 4,  5  

interpreter [n]  / ntrprtr /  ngi phien dch 4 

intriguing  [adj]  / ntri:  /  hap dan, lam say am 12 

invaluable [adj]  / nvljbl /  vo gia  16 

invent [v]  / nvent /  phat minh 2 

investment [n]  / nvestmnt /  au t  7 

investor [n]  / nvestr /  nha au t  7 

IQ (intelligence 

quotient) 

[n.p]  /  kju:  /  ch so thong minh 13 

irreplaceable [adj]  /  rplesbl /  khong thay the c 13 

island [n]  / lnd /  ao 15 

J 

jazz [n]  / d  /  nhac jazz 12 

juicer [n]  /  du:sr /  may ep trai cay 5 

junk (mail) [n]  /  d   /  (th) rac 7 
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K 

key [n]  / ki:  /  ieu then chot,  b quyet 6 

keyboard [n]  /  ki:b :rd /  ban phm 5 

keynote [n]  / ki:not /  chnh, chu ao, 
 then chot 
12 

King of Rock-n-Roll [n.p] / k v rk n rol/ Ong Hoang nhac  
rock-n-roll 
12 

kitten [n]  / ktn /  meo con 7 

L 

laborer  [n]  / lebrr /  ngi lao ong 8 

landmark [n]  / lndmrk /  a iem noi bat 16 

landscape [n]  / lndskep /  phong canh 10 

laptop [n]  / lp tp /  may tnh xach tay 7 

LCD [n]  / el si:  di:  /  liquid crystal display 5  

leader [n]  / li:dr /  nha lanh ao 2 

league [n]  / li:  /  lien minh 2 

leak [v]  / li:k /  r ra 10 

lecture [v]  / lektr /  giang bai 4 

legacy [n]  / lesi /  gia tai, di san 12 

legend [n]  / lednd /  huyen thoai 12 

lend [v]  / lend /  cho mn 7 

lens [n]  / lenz /  thau knh 5  

limit [v]  / lmt /  han che  7  

Limited [adj] / lmtd /  trach nhiem hu han  4 

liquid crystal display [n.p]  man hnh tinh the long 5 

literature [n]  / ltrtr /  van hoc, van chng 13  

litter [n]  / ltr /  rac 9 

litter [v]  / ltr /  xa rac 10 

live [adj] / lv /  trc tiep, (nhac) song  7  

liver [n]  / lvr /  gan 2  

load up with [v]   ch ay 8 

lobster [n]  / lbstr /  tom hum 9 

locality [n]  / loklti /  v tr  16 

locate [v]  / loket /  xac nh v tr,   tai  1, 2 

lonely [adj] / lonli /  co n 7 

Ltd   Limited 4 

lyric [n]  / lrk /  ca t, li nhac 12 
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M 

magazine [n]  / mzi:n /  tap ch  7  

maintain [v]  / menten /  duy tr  11  

maintenance [n]  / mentnns /  bao quan 16 

major [adj]  / medr /  chnh 4 

mall [n]  / m:l  /  khu mua sam 8 

mammal [n]  / mml /  ong vat co vu  9 

mandarin [n]  / 'mndrn  /  ong quan 16 

manual [adj ]  / mnjul /  bang tay 4 

market [n]  / mrkt /  th trng 15 

mass [adj]  / ms /  quan chung, ai chung 2, 7 

master [v]  / mstr /  nam vng 4 

maximize [v]  / 'mksmz  /  s dung theo cach tot nhat 1  

medal [n]  / medl /  huy chng 6 

media [n]  / mi:di:  /  phng tien truyen thong 7 

medicine [n]  / medsn /  thuoc,  y hoc 9 

melt [v]  / melt /  tan 4 

memory [n]  / memri /  bo nh  5 

merlion [n]  / mrln  /  ong vat au s t than ca  15 

method [n]  / med /  phng phap 2 

microwave [n]  / mkrwev /  vi song 5 

midfielder [n]  / mdfi:ldr /  tien ve  14 

minute [n]  / mnt /  choc lat 8 

mix [v]  / mks /  tron 5 

mode [n]  / mod /  che o  5 

model [n]  / mdl  /  ngi mau 7 

monitor [n]  / mntr/  bo kiem tra 5 

moss [n]  / m:s  /  reu 16 

motion picture [n.p]   ien anh 13 

mouse [n]  / ms /  chuot 5 

moved [adj]  / mu:vd /  xuc ong 12 

movement [n]  / mu:vmnt /  phong trao 2 

moving [adj]  / mu:v  /  lam xuc ong 12 

movie [n]  / mu:vi /  phim 13  

(the) movies [n]  / mu:viz /  ien anh 13 

Ms.  [n]  / mz /  ba, co  4 

mud [n]  / md/  bun 5 

multilane [adj ]  / mlti: 'len /  co nhieu lan xe 8 
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multimedia [adj]  / mlti: 'mi:di:  /  a phng tien 7 

multiracial [adj]  / mlti: 'rei:l  /  a chung toc 15 

museum [n]  / mj'zi:m/  vien bao tang 6 

musical [n]  / 'mju:zkl /  hai nhac kch 7 

musical 
' instrument 
[n.p]  
 
nhac cu  12 

musician [n]  / mju: 'zn /  nhac s  12 

mute  [adj]  / mju:t /  cam 4 

mysterious [adj]  / ms'tri:  /  b an 14 

N 

nationality [n]  / n 'nlti /  quoc tch 15 

necessity [n]  / nsesti /  th can thiet 8 

network [n]  / 'netwrk/  mang li 7 

nonalcoholic [adj]  / n nlk'h lk /  khong cha con 12 

nonclassical [adj]  / n n'klskl  /  phi co ien 12 

nonprofit [adj]  / n n'pr ft /  phi li nhuan 12 

nonracial [adj]  / n n'rel / 
khong phan biet  
chung toc 
2 

nonstop [adj]  / n n st p/  thang, khong ngh  8, 12 

nostalgic [adj]  / n stldk /  hoai niem, hoai co,  
luyen tiec 
12 

nourish [v]  / nr / nuoi dng 12 

O 

occupation [n]  /  kjpen /  nghe nghiep 4 

office building [n.p]   toa nha van phong 8 

oil slick [n.p]  / l slk /  vet dau loang 9 

onstage [adv] /  nsted  /  tren san khau 7 

oops 
 
/ ps /  (ch s ngac nhien hoac 
hoi tiec) 
7  

operate (on) [v]  /  pret /   mo  2 

operate [v]  /  pret /  hoat ong 5 

operation [n]  /  pren /  ca mo  2 

opportunity [n]  /  prtu:nti /  c hoi 7 

original [adj]  / rdnl  /  oc ao 13 

outpost [n]  /  tpost /  tien on 16 

oven [n]  / vn/  lo  5 

overnight [adj ]  / ovrn t /  () qua em 6 

overnight [adv] / ovrn t /  () qua em 6 

ox [n]  / ks /  bo  11 
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P 

pagoda [n]  / pod  / chua 16 

painstakingly [adv] / penstekli / chu kho  4 

palace [n]  / pls /  thanh, cung ien 16 

take part in [v]   tham gia 9 

passionate [adj ]  / pnt /  say am, soi noi 9 

passport [n]  / psp:rt /  ho chieu 4 

pasteurization [n]  / pstrzen /  tiet trung 2 

patient [adj ]  / pent /  kien nhan 4 

peaceful [adj]  / pi:sfl /  hoa bnh 2 

peacock [n]  / pi:k k /  con cong 10 

perform [v]  / prf:rm /  bieu dien 9 

performance [n]  / prf:rmns /  (s) bieu dien 9 

physical [adj]  / fzkl /  the l  13 

physician [n]  / fzn /  bac s  2 

picture [n]  / pktr/  phim 13  

pioneer [n]  / p nr/  ngi tien phong 2 

pipe [n]  / p p /  ong dan (nc,) 6 

pipette [n]  / p pet/  ong hut 2 

playwright [n]  / pler t /  nha soan kch 13 

plaza [n]  / plz  /  trung tam mua ban 9 

plug in [v]  / pln/  cam vao 5 

poacher [n]  / potr/  ngi san trom 10 

poaching [n]  / pot  /  san trom 10 

poisonous [adj ]  / pzns /  co noc oc 9 

polar bear [n.p]  / polr ber /  gau Bac cc 10 

political [adj]  / pltkl /  chnh tr  2  

pollute [v]  / plu:t /  gay o nhiem 9 

pop [n]  / p p /  nhac pop 7 

popular [adj]  / p pjlr /  c a chuong 7 

popularity [n]  / p pjlrti / noi tieng 12 

position [v]  / pzn /  at vao v tr  5  

positive [adj]  / p ztv /  tch cc, lac quan 9 

pothole [n]  / p thol /  o ga  8 

power [n]  / p r /  nang lng 5 

power button [n.p]   num tat, m ien 5 

practice [n]  / prkts /  hanh nghe  2 

predict [v]  / prdkt /  d oan 11 
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preference [n]  / prefrns /  s thch 6 

prejudice [n]  / predds /  thanh kien,  nh kien 13  

preparatory [adj ]  / prpt:ri /  d b  4 

prescribe [v]  / prskrb/  ke n 2 

preservation [n]  / prezrven / (s) bao ton 11 

preserve [v]  / przrv /  gn gi, bao toan 11 

preserve [n]  / przrv /  khu bao ton 11 

presidency [n]  / prezdnsi /  chc vu tong thong 2  

president [n]  / prezdnt /  tong thong 2  

pressure [n]  / prer /  ap suat 5  

pretty [adv] / prti /  kha  7 

prevent [v]  / prvent /  phong nga 2 

prevention [n]  / prvenn /  (s) phong nga 10 

previous [adj]  / pri:vi:s /  trc ay 7 

prey [n]  / pre  /  con moi 10 

process [n]  / prses /  quy trnh 2  

produce [n]  / prdu:s /  san vat 8 

Prof.  [n]  / prf /  professor 9 

professor [n]  / prfesr /  giao s  9 

promise [n]  / prms /  li ha 7 

promise [v]  / prms /  ha 7 

promote [v]  / prmot /  ay manh 10 

proper [adj ]  / 'prpr /  thch hp 10 

property [n]  / 'prprti /  tai san 16 

protest [n]  / protest /  phan khang 2 

puffer (fish) [n]  / pfr /  ca noc 9 

purchase  [n]  / 'p :rts/  mua 10 

purpose [n]  / prps /  muc ch 9 

Q

quinine [n]  / kwnn /  k ninh 2  

quinquina [n]  / kwnkwn /  cay canh ki na 2  

quit [v]  / kwt /  thoi (viec) 8 

quiz show [n.p]  / kwz  o  /  chng trnh thi o  7  

R

rabies [n]  / rebi:z /  benh dai 2 

raise [v]  / rez /  nang cao 4 

rap [n]  / rp /  nhac rap 12 

recital [n]  / rstl /  buoi bieu dien (am nhac) 12 
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record [n]  / rekrd /  k luc 7 

record-breaking [adj ]  / rekrd brek  /  pha k luc 7 

red-hot [adj ]  / redht /  mi nhat 7 

reduce [v]  / rdu:s /  giam bt 9 

reef [v]  / ri:f /  cuon mep 9 

refine [v]  / rfn /  tinh che  15  

reflect [v]  / rflekt /  phan anh 8 

refusal [n]  / rfju:zl  /  (s) t choi 10 

refuse [v]  / rfju:z /  t choi 7 

regional [adj ]  / ri:dnl /  a phng 4 

register [v]  / redstr /  ang k  4 

registration [n]  / redstren /  ang k  4 

relax [v]  / rlks /  th gian 7 

release [v]  / rli:s /  tra t do, phat hanh 2, 7 

relic [n]  / rel / di tch 16 

remarkable [adj ]  / rmrkbl /  khac thng 4 

report [n]  / rp:rt /  bai tng thuat 7 

reporter [n]  / rp:rtr /  phong vien 7 

reptile [n]  / reptl /  ong vat bo sat 10 

republic [n]  / rpblk /  nc cong hoa  15 

rescue [v]  / reskju:  /  cu 9 

research [n]  / rsrt /  nghien cu 1 

research [v]  / rsrt /  nghien cu 1 

reservation [n]  / rezrven /  at cho trc, khu vc 
danh rieng 

11 

reserve [n]  / rzrv /  khu bao ton 10 

reserve [v]  / rzrv /  danh rieng 11 

reserves [n]  / rzrvz /  o d tr  11 

reservoir [n]  / rezvwr /  ho cha 11 

respondent [n]  / rspndnt /  ngi tra li  11 

retire [v]  / rtr /  ngh hu 2  

reveal [v]  / rvi:l /  tiet lo  7 

revolution [n]  / revlu:n /  cach mang 16 

rhino [n]  / rno  /  te giac 10 

rhythm [n]  / rm /  nhp ieu 12 

rim [n]  / rm /  ra,  vanh ai 11 

ritual [n]  / rtwl /  nghi thc 16 

robot [n]  / robt /  ngi may 5 
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rock [v]  / r k /  lac l  9 

rock [n]  / r k /  nhac rock 12 

rock-n-roll [n]  / r k n rol / nhac rock-n-roll 12 

round [n]  / r nd /  vong au 14 

rooted [adj ]  / ru:td /  co nguon goc t  12 

routine [n]  / ru: ti:n/  le thng 3 

royal [adj]  / rl /  vua 16 

rumor [n]  / ru:mr /  tin on 7 

rural [adj]  / rrl /  nong thon 8 

S 

sale [n]  / sel /  t ban ha gia  8 

SARS (severe 

acute respiratory 

syndrome) 

[n.p]  

 

hoi chng ho hap cap 
nang 
14 

scale [n]  / skel /  cai can 5 

scanner [n]  / sknr /  may chup cat lp 5 

score [v]  / sk:r /  at iem, ghi ban 7, 14 

score [n]  / sk:r /  t  so  14 

screen [n]  / skri:n /  man hnh 5 

scuba diving [n.p]  / sku:b  d v  /  lan co bnh kh nen 9 

sea horse [n.p]   hai ma, ca nga 9 

sea turtle [n.p]   rua bien, oi moi 9 

senior [adj]  / si:njr /  cap cao 2  

sense [n]  / sens /  au oc 1 

set up [v]   gay dng 7 

sewage [n]  / su:d  /  chat thai 10 

share [v]  / er /  chia se, cung nhan  1, 2 

shark [n]  /  rk /  ca map 9 

shellfish [n]  / elf /  ong vat vo giap 9 

shipwreck [n]  / prek /  (vu) am tau 9 

shoot [v]  / u:t /  chup (anh) 5 

shortcut [n]  /  :rtkt /  ng tat 6 

shot [n]  /  t/  cu a  14 

show [n]  / o  /  buoi trnh dien 7 

shriek [n]  / ri:k /  tieng het 9 

shrine [n]  / r n /  en th  16 

shutter [n]  /  tr /  mang chan 5 

sign language [n.p]  / s n  lwd  /  ngon ng c ch  4 
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signal [n]  / snl /  k hieu 4 

silence [n]  / slns /  s yen lang 4 

simplistic [adj]  / smplstk /  gian n thai qua  13 

slide [n]  / sld /  ng trt 6 

slide [v]  / sld /  trt 6 

smart [adj]  / smrt /  thong minh 7 

socialize [v]  / so lz /  hoa nhap vi xa hoi 8 

soldier [n]  / soldr /  quan nhan 2 

solo [n]  / solo  /  n ca,  oc tau 12 

solution [n]  / slu:n /  giai phap 4 

space [n]  / spes /  khong gian 2 

specialist [n]  / spelst /  chuyen gia 9 

species [n]  / spi:i:z /  loai 9 

spin [v]  / spn /  quay tron 9 

spirit [n]  / sprt /  tinh than 9 

spiritual [adj ]  / prtwl /  (thuoc) tinh than 13 

spread [v]  / spred /  truyen i 7 

square [n]  / skwer /  quang trng 16 

squeak [n]  / skwi:k /  tieng keu the the  9 

stage [v]  / sted / a len san khau 7 

star [n]  / str /  (dien vien) ngoi sao 5 

star fish [n.p]   sao bien 9 

statistics [n]  / sttstks /  thong ke  15 

status [n]  / stets /  hien trang 16 

stay up [v]   thc 6 

steadily [adv] / stedli /  eu an 4 

store [v]  / st:r /  lu tr  5 

strait [n]  / stret /  eo bien 11 

strategy [n]  / strtdi /  chien lc 1 

straw [n]  / str:  /  rm 5  

stress [n]  / stress /  (tam trang) cang thang 9 

stressful [adj]  / stresfl /  gay cang thang 9 

stretch [v]  / stret /  trai dai 15 

studio [n]  / stju:dio  /  xng phim, trng quay 13 

style [n]  / stl /  phong cach 12 

suffer [v]  / sfr /  chu au kho  10 

supermarket [n]  / su:prmrkt /  sieu th  5 

superstar [n]  / su:prstr /  sieu sao 7 
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supplies [n]  / splz /  hang cung cap 15  

supportive [adj ]  / sp:rtv /  tr giup 1 

surgeon [n]  / srdn /  bac s ngoai khoa 2 

surgery [n]  / srdri /  phau thuat 2 

survey [n]  / srve  /  khao sat, ieu tra 11 

survive [v]  / srvv /  song sot 9 

sword [n]  / s:rd /  kiem 16 

symphony [n]  / smfni /  ban nhac giao hng 12 

syndrome [n]  / sndrom /  hoi chng 9 

T 

table tennis [n.p]   bong ban 14 

tanker [n]  / tkr /  tau ch (dau) 10 

tap out [v]  / tp t /  go nhe theo nhp 4 

taste [n]  / test /  s nem trai 8 

teammate [n]  / ti:mmet /  ban cung to  1 

technique [n]  / tekni:k /  k thuat 2 

technology  [n]  / teknldi/  cong nghe  4 

teenage [adj]  / ti:ned /  (thuoc) thanh thieu nien 7 

temple [n]  / templ/  en, ien 16 

temporarily [adv] / temprerli  / tam thi 6 

terrible [adj ]  / terbl /  d te  7 

terrific [adj]  / trfk /  tuyet vi 7 

tester [n]  / testr/  may kiem tra 5 

text [v]  / tekst /  gi C2 

theater [n]  / i:tr /  kch nghe, san khau,  
nha hat 

12 

theme [n]  / i:m /  chu e  7 

theme park [n.p]  / i:m  prk /  cong vien chu e  6 

theorist [n]  / i:rst /  l  thuyet gia 15  

thought-provoking [adj]  / :tprvok  / gi nhieu suy ngh  13  

thrilling [adj ]  / rl  /  gay hoi hop, kch ong 6 

timeless [adj]  / tmls /  bat hu, vt thi gian 12 

title [n]  / ttl /  danh hieu 14 

tomb [n]  / tu:m /  lang mo  16 

be out of touch   khong co tin tc 9 

tour [n]  / tr /  chuyen i bieu dien 7 

tournament [n]  / trnmnt /  vong au 14 

toxic [adj]  / tksk /  oc 10 
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trace [v]  / tres /  theo dau 10 

trading [n]  / tred  /  mua ban 8 

traditional [adj]  / trdnl /  theo truyen thong 8 

traditional 
medicine 
[n.p]  / trdnl medsn / y hoc co truyen 9 

tragedy [n]  / trddi /  bi kch 12 

transition [n]  / trnzn /  s chuyen giao quyen lc 2 

transmit [v]  / trnz mt /  truyen 12 

treat [v]  / tri:t /  oi  x  9 

treatment [n]  / tri:tmnt /  ieu tr  9 

trek [v]  / trek /  i vat va  11 

trophy [n]  / trofi /  cup 14 

tropical [adj]  / trpkl /  nhiet i 10 

tune [n]  / tu:n /  giai ieu 12 

turn on [v]   m  5 

turtle [n]  / trtl/  rua 9 

U 

unique [adj]  / jni:k /  oc nhat 10 

unplug [v]  / npl /  thao o cam 5 

urge [v]  / rd  /  thuc giuc 7 

V 

vaccination [n]  / vksnen /  chung nga 2 

vaccine [n]  / vksi:n /  thuoc chung 2 

vacuum [n]  / vkjm /  chan khong 5 

vacuum cleaner [n.p]   may hut bui 5 

value [n]  / vlju:  /  tr so  5  

variety [n]  / vrti /  (s) a dang 7 

vendor [n]  / vendr /  ngi ban dao 8 

version [n]  / vrn /  ban (cua tac pham van hoc) 12 

viewpoint [n]  / vju: pnt /  quan iem 10 

violence [n]  / vlns /  bao lc 7 

vision [n]  / vn /  th giac 4 

visually [adv] / vwli /  (ve) th giac 4 

volleyball [n]  / vlib: l  /  bong chuyen 14 

W 

wail [n]  / wel /  tieng ren r  9 

cant wait [v]   sot ruot ch  8 

walks of life [n.p]   tang lp xa hoi 8 
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warm-blooded [adj]  / w:rmbldd /  (co) mau nong 9 

warmly [adv] / w:rmli /  nong nhiet 2 

Web [n]  / web /  mang 5 

whale [n]  / hwel /  ca voi 9 

wharf [n]  / hw:rf /  cau tau 16 

wicked [adj]  / wkd /  oc ac 4 

wild [n]  / wld /  vung hoang da  9 

wild [adj]  / wld /  hoang da  9 

wilderness [n]  / wldrns /  vung hoang da  6 

wildlife [n]  / wldlf /  ong vat hoang da  6 

work [n]  / wrk /  tac pham 13 

world- famous [adj]   noi tieng khap the gii 2 

Y 

youngster [n]  /  jstr /  ngi tre tuoi 6 

Youth League [n.p]  /  ju: li:  /  oan Thanh nien 9 

Z 

zoom [v]  / zu:m /  phong to / thu nho  5 
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Glossary of NamesGlossary of Names
 

Aborigines   /  / ngi ban x nc Australia 11  

Africa  / frk  / chau Phi 9 

African [adj] / frkn /  chau Phi 2 

African-American  / frkn merkn / ngi Hoa K goc Phi  12 

Alabama  / lbm / (ten bang  Hoa K) 4 

Alexander  / lzndr / (ten ngi) 4 

Alice  / ls / (ten ngi) 5 

Alka  /  lk / (ho ngi) 12 

Allen  /  ln / (ho ngi) 13 

Alps  / lps / (ten day nui  chau Au) 6 

Amazon  /  mzn / (ten song  Nam M) C3 

America  / merk  / chau M  C3 

American [n]  / merkn /  ngi Hoa K  11  

American [adj] / merkn /  (thuoc) Hoa K  7  

Angkor Wat  / k:r wt /  (ten en  Cambodia) 16 

Ann  / n / (ten ngi) 8 

Anne  / n / (ten ngi) 4 

Antarctic  / ntrktk / vung Nam cc 9 

Aristotle  / rstotl /  (ten ngi) 13 

Asia  / e / chau A  7 

Atlantic Ocean  / tlntk / ai Tay Dng 15 

Audrey  / :dri / (ten ngi) 13 

Auld Lang Syne  / : ld l  zn / (ta mot bai dan ca Anh) 12 

Australia  / : streli / nc Australia 9 

Australian  / : strelin / ngi nc Australia 15  

Barry  / bri / (ten ngi) 13 

Bass  / bs / (ten eo bien) 11 

Beatles  / bi:tlz / (ten ban nhac) 5 

Backy  / beki / (ten ngi) 13 

Beethoven  / betovn / (ho ngi) 12 

Beijing  / be'd  / Bac Kinh 15 

Bell  / bel / (ho ngi) 4 

Ben  / ben / (ten ngi) 5 

Bermuda 
 
/ brmju:d  / (ten quan ao   
ai Tay Dng) 
9 

Bernard  / brnrd / (ten ngi) 13 

Blackwell  / blkwl  / (ho ngi) 2 

Bob  / bb / (ten ngi) 5 
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Boston  / b:st  /  (ten thanh pho  Hoa K) 14 

Braille  / brel / he thong ch Braille 4 

Brazil  / brzl /  (ten nc  Nam M) 14 

Brazilian  / brzljn / ngi Brazil 14 

British [adj] / brt /  nc Anh 15 

Brown  / brn / (ho ngi) 8 

Buddhist [adj] / bu:d /  ao Phat 16 

California  / klf:rni / (ten bang  Hoa K) 16 

Cambodia  / kmbodi/ Cam-pu-chia 16 

Cambridge  / kembrd  / k thi tieng Anh (cua trng 
ai hoc Cambridge) 
4 

Canada  / knd / (ten nc  Bac M) 15 

Canberra  / knbr / (thu o nc Australia) 14 

Carol  / krl /   (ten ngi) 5 

Casablanca  / ksblk/ (ten phim) 13 

Charles  / t:rlz / (ten ngi) 2 

Chaplin  / tpln / (ho ngi) 13 

Charlie  / trli / (ten nhan vat, ten ngi) 13 

Chile  / tli / (ten nc  Nam M) 15  

Chilean  / tlin / ngi nc Chile 15 

China  / tn / Trung Quoc 9  

Chinese  / tni:z /  tieng Trung Quoc 15  

Civil War  / svl w:r /  cuoc noi chien Hoa K  13  

Coleman  / kolmn / (ten ngi) 13 

Commonwealth  / kmnwel /  khoi cong ong 15 

David Copperfield  / devd kprfi:ld/ (ta tieu thuyet) 2  

de Klerk  / d klerk / (ho ngi) 2 

Dean  / di:n / (ten ngi) 9 

Dickens  / dknz / (ho ngi) 2 

Disney  / dzni / (ho ngi) 2 

Dustin  / dstn / (ten ngi) 13 

Dylan  / dl / (ho ngi) 12  

Ed Sullivan Show 
 
/ ed slvn o  / (ten chng trnh truyen 
hnh) 
12 

Edwin  / edwn / (ten ngi) 13 

Elvis  / elvs / (ten ngi) 12 

Europe  /  jrp / chau Au 16 

European [adj] /  jrpi:n /  chau Au 15 

Far 'East   Vien ong 15 
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Forbidden Purple 
City 
  T Cam Thanh 16 

French [adj] / frent /  (thuoc) Phap 15 
French [n]  / frent /  ngi Phap 15 

Germany  / drmni / nc c 14 
GMAT  / 'di:mt / Graduate Management 

Admissions Test                 
4  

Golden Raspberry  / old  rzberi/ giai Mam Xoi Vang (cho 
phim kem nhat) 
13  

Graduate 
Management 
Admissions Test 

  k thi tuyen sinh cao hoc 
nganh quan tr 
4 

Graduate Record 
Examination 
 
 k thi tuyen sinh cao hoc      4 

GRE  / di:  r 'i:/ Graduate Record 
Examination     
4 

'Great 'Wall   Van L Trng Thanh 16 
Griffith  / f  / (ho ngi) 13 
Hanks  / hks / (ho ngi) 13 

Harry  / hri / (ten nhan vat trong truyen) 9 
Helen  / heln / (ten ngi) 4 
Hemingway  / hemwe / (ho ngi) 2 

Hepburn  / hepbrn / (ho ngi) 13 
Hollywood  / hlwd / (a danh) 13  
Hong Kong  / h k  / Hong Kong 15 

IELTS  / elts / International English 
Language Testing System 
4 

IL   Illinois 8 
Illinois  /  ln / (ten bang  Hoa K) 8 

Indian  /  ndi: / ngi (Hoa K) ban a 11 
'Indian 'Ocean   An o Dng 15 
Indonesia  /  ndni: / (ten nc) 15 

International 
English Language 
Testing System 
 
 k thi tieng Anh cua trng 
ai hoc Cambridge 
4 

Italy  /  t / nc Y  14 
Jack  / dk / (ten ngi) 8 

Jakarta  / dkrt / (thu o nc Indonesia) 15  
Japan  / dpn / Nhat Ban 14 
Japanese [adj] / dpni:z /  Nhat Ban 8 
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Japanese [n]  / dpni:z /  tieng Nhat Ban 15 

Jenny  / deni / (ten ngi) 7 

John  / dn / (ten ngi) 5 

Jordan  / d:rd  / (ho ngi) 7 

Jurassic [adj] / du: rsk /  k Jura 9 

Keller  / kelr / (ho ngi) 4 

Kerry  / keri /  (ten ngi) 9 

Kinematoscope  /knemskop/ ten may chieu phim 13  

Korea  / kri / Han Quoc 14 

Kuala Lumpur  / kwl mpr / (thu o cua Malaysia) 15  

Kyoto  / ki: oto  / (ten thanh pho  Nhat Ban) 16 

Laura  / l:r / (ten ngi) 10 

Lennon  / lenn / (ho ngi) 5 

Lima  / ' lim / (thu o nc Peru) 15 

Linda  / lnd/ (ten ngi) 8 

Los Angeles  / l:s  ndls / (ten thanh pho  Hoa K) 14 

Louis  / lu:s / (ten ngi) 2 

Malay  / mle / tieng Malay 15 

Malaysia  / mle / nc Malaysia 15 

Mandela  / mndel  / (ho ngi) 2 

Mansfield  / mnzfi:ld /  (ten ngi) 4 

Mekong  / me'k  / song Cu Long 8 

Melbourne  / melbrn / (ten thanh pho  Australia) 15  

Mexico  / meksko  / (ten nc  Bac M) 14 

'Mexico 'City   (thu o nc Mexico) 15 

Michael  / mkl/ (ten ngi) 7 

Mickey Mouse  / mki ms / (ten nhan vat trong 
phim hoat hnh) 
2 

Mike  / mk / (ten ngi) 7 

Montreal  / mntri: l  / (ten thanh pho  Canada) 15 

Mozart  / motsrt / (ho ngi) 12 

Nara  / nr  / (ten thanh pho  Nhat Ban) 16 

Nelson  / nelsn / (ten ngi) 2 

Netherlands  / nerlndz / Ha Lan 16 

New York  / nu:  j:rk / (ten thanh pho  Hoa K) 4 

New Yorker 
 
/ nu:  j:rkr/ ngi dan thanh pho New 
York 
10 

New Zealand  / nu: zilnd / (ten nc  chau Uc) 15 

New Zealander  / nu: zilndr / ngi nc New Zealand 15 
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Nile  / nl / (ten song  chau Phi) 9 

Nobel Prize  / nobel prz /  giai thng Nobel 2  

Olympic 'Games  / lmpk / The Van Hoi 11 

Olympics  /  ' lmpks / The Van Hoi 6 

Oscar  / skr /  giai Oscar 13  

Ottawa  / tw/ (thu o cua Canada) 15 

Pacific [adj] / psfk /  Thai Bnh Dng 4 

Pan-African [adj ] / pnfrkn /  toan chau Phi 2 

Papa  / pp  / (ten ban nhac) 12 

Paris  / prs / (thu o nc Phap) 2 

Paul  / p:l/ (ten ngi) 12 

Pele   / pele /  (ten ngi) 14 

Perfume River  / 'prfju:m / song Hng 16 

Peru  / pru:  / (ten nc  Nam M) 15 

Peruvian  / pru:vin / ngi nc Peru 15 

Pete  / pi:t /  (ten ngi) 9 

Peter  / pi:tr / (ten ngi) 5 

Philadelphia 
 
/ fldelfi/ (ten thanh pho  Hoa K, 
ta phim)  

2,13  

Philippines  / flpi:nz / nc Philippines 15 

Potter  / ptr / (ho nhan vat trong truyen) 9 

Presley  / presli / (ho ngi) 12 

Radcliffe  / rdklf / (ten trng ai hoc) 4 

Raymond  / remnd / (ten ngi) 13 

Robert  / rbrt / (ten ngi) 13 

Robinson  / rbnsn / (ten ng) 8 

Rochester  / rtestr /  (ten thanh pho)  8  

Rosa  / roz  / (ten ngi) 9 

Royal Citadel  / stdl / Hoang Thanh 16 

Russian [adj] / rn /  thuoc Nga 15 

San Francisco  / sn frn ssko/ (ten thanh pho  Hoa K) 16 

SAT  / es e ti:/  Scholastic Assessment Test 4 

Scho'lastic 

As'sessment Test 
  k  thi tuyen sinh ai hoc 4 

Seattle  / sitl / (ten thanh pho  Hoa K) 4 

Seeger  / si:r / (ho ngi) 9 

Sellers  / selrz / (ho ngi) 13 

Shakespeare  /  ekspi:r / (ho ngi) 2 

Shaw  / :  / (ho ngi) 13 
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Sheryl  /  erl / (ten ngi) 9 
Simon  / smn / (ten ngi) 6 
Singapore  / sp:r / nc Singapore 15 

Singaporean  / sp:rin / ngi nc Singapore 15 
South Africa  / s frk / (nc) Nam Phi 2  
'Southeast 'Asia   ong Nam A  15 

Spielberg  / spi:lbr  / (ho ngi) 13 
States   Hoa K  8  
Steven  / sti:vn / (ten ngi) 13 

Sullivan  / slvn / (ho ngi) 4 
Switzerland  / swtsrlnd /  Thu S  2  
Sydney  / sdni / (ten thanh pho  Australia) 15 

Tagalog  / t'l  / (ngon ng  Philippines)      15  
Taiwan  / t 'wn / ai Loan 15 
Tamil  / tml / tieng Tamil 15  

Thai  / t /  Ngi nc Thai Lan 15 
Thailand  / tlnd / Thai Lan 6 
Timor Sea  / ti:m:r / (ten bien  An o Dng) 11  

Titanic  / ttnk / (ta phim) 13  
TOEFL  / tofl/  Test of English as a 

Foreign Language 
4 

TOEIC  / tok/ Test of English for 
International 
Communication 

4 

Tokyo  / tokio  / (thu o Nhat Ban) 15 
Tom  / tm / (ten ngi) 1 
Toronto  / trnto  / (ten thanh pho  Canada) 15  

Trumbell  / trmbl / (ten nui  Hoa K) 16 
United States  / juntd stets/ Hoa K  4 
United States of 
A'merica 

 
 Hoa K  4 

Uruguay  /  jrw  /  (ten nc  Nam M) 14 
USA  /  ju:  es e  / United States of America 4 
Vietnamese  / vjetnmi:z / ngi Viet Nam 15 

Warner Brothers  / w:rnr brrz/ (tap oan lam phim) 13  
Washington,  D.C.   / wtn di:  si:/ (thu o Hoa K) 15 
Woody  / wdi / (ten ngi) 13 

Zemeckis  / zemeks / (ho ngi) 13 
Walt  / w:lt / (ten ngi) 2 
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AppendicesAppendices
 

 

 

 

ABBREVIATIONS   

adj.  adjective  n. p.  noun phrase 

adv.  adverb  v.  verb 

n.  noun    primary stress 

    secondary stress 

PRONUNCIATION SYMBOLS 

Consonants 

// pen  // see  :

// bad  // zoo  :

// tea  : // shoe  :

// did  // vision  

// cat  // hat 

// get  // man 

/  chain  // now 

// jam  // sing 

// fall :  // leg 

// van  // red 

// thin  // yes 

// this  // wet 

  

Vowels and Diphthongs 

 :  see :  cup 

 happy   fur 

 sit   about 

 ten   say 

 cat   go 

  father   my 

:  saw :  boy 

 put   now 

 : too  :  pure 
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